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A NOTE ON SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION OF LEXICAL ITEMS
AND LEXICAL GAPS

MARIA GRZEGOREIC
Adam Afickittokz University, Poznad

Each lexical entry (a lexical entry is characterized by a one-to-one correspondence of form and meaning) is described in the lexicon in terms of four types

of features: phonological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. The distinction
of semantic and pragmatic features is such that semantic features characterize
the cognitive meaning of a given word (denotation), whereas pragmatic features are used to mark differences of style, register, emotive associations, eto.1
In this paper we deal in a sketchy way with some aspects of the semantic representation of lexical items and on this basis we discuss briefly some problems
connected with intra- and inter-language lexical gaps.
A. SEMANTIO REPRESENTATION

There are two assumptions underlying the use of semantic representations
such as those discussed below:
1. Meanings of lexical items are decomposable into semantically simpler
elements,
2. Meanings of lexical items can be olacsified in groups (lexico-semantic
fields).
1 It is not clear whether the features such as style, register, ote., form a uniform elass.
The term 'pragmatic features' is used here in an arbitrary way. Moreover it is not clear
where the boundary between cognitive moaning and pragmatio meaning can be drawn.
So far we do not know not only how to represent meanings of words but also what constitutes the meaning of a given word. See for instance Lakoff's discussion on fuzziness of
moaning in Lakoff (1972).

\L
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Lexical decomposition is obtained by means of a paraphrase of a given
word The result of decomposition is represented as a set of semantic features
(sememes) and relations bet ween them according to which complex semantic
structures are formed from simple sememes. (These relations are of various
types, for instance predication, higher level predication, conjunction, disjunction, etc.). A typical example of lexical decomposition is for instance Katz s

representation of the meaning of the English verb cluzse (Katz 1966:168).
The semantic representation of this verb consists of two complex semantic
markers: ACTIVITY and INTENTION.
chase (((Activity of x) (Nature: (Physical)) ((Motion)
(Rate: fast) (Character: following y)),
(Intention of x: (Trying to catch y) (motion))

The semantic representation of any lexical item has to provide sufficient
information in order to deduce from it at least the following relations of a given item to other items in the same lexicon:
a. possible paraphrases of a given lexical item
b. synonyms of a given lexical item
c. semantic collocability of a given lexical item
d the semantic fields of a given lexical item and relationship to other members of the same semantic field.

Paraphrases
Lexical items x and y constitute a natural paraphrase of some lexical item
z if:
1 the semantic representation of x corresponds to some (simple or complex)
semantic marker A in the semantic representation of z,
2. Tivr, semantic representation of y corresponds to some other (simple or
complex) semantic marker B in the semantic representation of z,
3 A and B stand in some relation R one to another in the semantic representation of z,
4. A and B are the only two semantic markers un some level of decomposition of the meaning of z.
Suppose for insta.13e that the semantic representation of the English verb
stink consists cf two semantic markers. PROPERTY and EVALUATION.
stink ((Property of x) (type: perceptual) (organ: nose)),
((Evaluation of that property) (criterion: esthetical)
(result: negative))
Since in the English lexicon there is a word which has the semantic representation identical to the first semantic marker, i.e. smell and a word whose semantic

6
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representation corresponds to the second complex semantic marker, i.e.
bad, stink can be paraphrased as to smell bad.' On the text level the
two words which constitute the paraphrase occur in a specific syntagmatic
relationship det ermined by the relation R in the semantic representation of the
word which is paraphrased. Very often it is a modification structure. In our
example Evaluation is a higher predicate than Property. The corresponding
syntagmatic relationship is a modification structure whose head (a verb) corresponds to the lower predicate and the modifier (an adjective) to the higher
predicate.
If two words x and y in a specific syntagmatic relationship are not normally
used as a paraphrase of ti.e word z by native speakers of the language to
whose lexicon x, y and z belong, in spite of the same meaning being expressed
by these two expressions, then x and y form an artificial paraphrase of z.3

Synonyms
If it is accepted that there are synonymous expressions in language then
these lexical items arc synonymous by definition which have the same semantic
representations. (It has to be kept in mind that semantic representation corresponds to the cognitive meaning of words only). As is well known even these
words are not exchangeable in all contexts. Especially they cannot replace one
another in the cases of fixed collocations such as idioms, proverbs, metaphors,
compounds. For instance, with reference to seasons (spring, summer, etc )
one uses in Polish the word pore rather than okres, although these two words
ought to have the same semantic representations.
porn
roku
? okrcs
Obviously thorn is more than ono ontry for tho vorb an
ontry for tho adjeotive bad, e.g.
sinoll,= action of x

and more than ono lexical

(John Iva,' smelling flowers when I left him)

smells= cognition of x
(We smelled garlic in the whole flat)

amolls=porceptual property of x
(her hair nulled of shampoo)
badi= negative moral evaluation of mon
(John its a bad man)
13(1(13= negative functional evaluation of objoots, persons ...
(Thin knife is bad. Mary is a bad teacher.)
hada= negative ovaluation of porcoptural properties
(Them plants smell bad)
Only matching of smell, and bad, can form a parapluaso of stink.

3 For :nstanco "cause to, como about, to intend" is not used by native speakers of
English to replace persuade although such a paraphrase may be used by linguists or
philosophers for explication:of moaning of the verb persuade.

8
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It is hardly ever possible to replace a word in an idiom with its synonym or
near synonym and retain the meaning of the idiom.4 e.g.
to kick the bucket
* to sock the bucket
* to kick the pail

In the case of many pairs of nominal synonyms only one member of such a
pair can be used mataphorically or is more likely to occur with abstract nouns.
For instance English way seems to be more abstract than road, as the example
below proves:

He has made his way in life (=He has succeeded in life)
* He has made his road in life.
Road, however, not way is used in the expression peace road, in spite of the metaphorical meaning of this expression. This shows the indeterminacy of occurrence of lexical items in fixed collocations. In Polish kres and koniec have the
same meaning (=the end), yet they are rarely exchangeable in the same contexts. Usually kres is collocated with abstract nouns, whereas koniec can be

used with either abstract or concrete nouns, but no rule can be established.
e.g.

-6

kresu
a koneu

*nu

fkoniet

ail (come.to the end of one's strength)
Skres
wedrawki
konieo}

l

uh.cy

kres
(end of the road)
1*

f * kres 1

(end of wandering)
.

ikoniec

a

(end of the story)

fkoniec}

kres

przyjcdni

(end of the friendship)

The problem is how, if at all, should these differences it use of synonyms
be marked in lexical entries.
A similar problem arises in connection with near synonyms .,- for instance'
words whose meaning is basically the same, the differences concern the degree
4 Lehrer (1974) observed that idioms differ in the possibility of lexical substitution.
In some idioms it is possible to substitute one term with a near synonym and retain the
moaning.
e. g.

up one's end
hold up one's end
build castles in the
keep

air

?build cotte8 in the cloud./ (Lehrer 1974:185)

8
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of intensity of a given action, state of property. Consider the following Polish
examples:
KrzyczeO

prosie

gn?,ew

(shout)

(ask)

(anger)

wrzeraeze6

blagad
(implore)

wicieklaid
(rage)

(yell)

furia.
(fury)

brzydki
(ugly)

szpetny
(hideous)
szkaradny
(execrable)

If such words have different semantic representations, then some mechanism
has to relate these words as similar in meaning and to establish the degree of
intensity for each particular item with reference to the item which is unmarked
for intensity. Defining similar meanings in terms of the number of the semantic
markers they share (i.e. the more semantic markers two items have in common
the more similar are their meanings) doesn't work if we consider, for instance,
such cases as adjectival antonyms whose semantic rope entations may differ
in one feature only, yet they are by no means near synonyms, o.g. good-bad,
beautiful -ugly.

One of the ways of handling near synonyms of this type would be to introduce rules of unilateral implication relating items with higher degree of intenbut
sity to items with lower degree of intensity, e.g. blagad implies prosie
not vice versa.

Semantic collocability
The semantic representation of each lexical item must provide the information necessary for establishing the proper coocourrence relations of this item
with other lexical items in sentences and larger pieces of text. Not only the
selectional restrictions which determine the cooccurrence of verbs with their
subject =and objects, but also the restrictions on cooccurrence of distant elements
of text must be deducible froin semantic representations.
Consider the following examples:
1. * John was sitting at the table and chasing Bill.
2. * John chased Bill but tried to catch Bill.
Example 1 is ungrammatical because some semantic features of charm (Physical
activity of x, .motion= change of place by x) do not agree with comparable features of sit (Physical state of x, no change of place by x). The agreement of these

and in 1 is the 'simultaneous and'.
features is necessary in this context
Part of the meaning of chase is try to catch. Sentence 2 is ungrammatical
because but requires that the second clause asserts something which is not implied by the first clause.

10
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The semantic representation of a given lexical item must also make it
possible to determine the set of possible modifiers for each item. Consider for
instance the lexical entry for the noun ball.

ball: Solid physical object. Shape: round,
Redundancy rules such as RR1 and RR2 specify the terms in which a solid physical object can he described.'
RR1: solid physical object
weight, looks, (taste) (smell)
RR2: looks kind of 3- color, shape, size ...

According to these rules the noun ball can he collocated with any adjective
whiPh has in its semantic representation features such as Weight description
(e.g. heavy, light), color description e.g. green, yellow, or size description e.g.
big, small. The 'shape' adjectives (equate, round, flat, etc.) are not used as modifiers of the noun ball because the feature shape is already specified in the semantic representation of this noun, i.e. (sht.pe: round). Repetition of the same feature which is included in the semantic representation of a given lexical entry

in its modifier results in information redundancy, e.g. a round ball, edible

food, et e."

Semantic representation of adjectival has to provide information whether
they can enter some scales or not. For instance, among antonyms gradable and
nongradable antonyms can be distinguished.7
type 1
type 2

gradable antonyms, e.g. small, big; hot, cold
nongradable antonyms, e.g. dead, alive; male, female

The relevant differences between adjectives belonging to scales (type 1) and
those which do not belong to scales (typo 2) are:
1. Adjective of type 1 can be modified by adverbs such as very, extremely,
slightly, partially, etc. whereas adjectives of typo 2 cannot.
2 Negation of an adjective of type 2 forms a paraphrase of its antonym (e.g.
dead=not alive), whereas negation of an adjective of type 1 does not even
imply its antonym, e.g. This water is not cold, does not imply This water is hot.
3 Redundancy rules will bo dissussed in tho next section.
Sentences 1 and 2 aro tautologies (analytic). Sentences la and 2a may be interpreted either as anomalous or as synthetic

I. This ball is round.
2. This food is edible.

la. This ball is square.
2a. This food is inedible.

7 For gradablo and ungradablo antonyms see Lyons (1971).

;1 0
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The meanings of some nouns have two (or more) aspeCts but it is problematic whether we should postulate two different lexical entries. Consider for instance nouns such as book and eye. At least two different senses can be distinguished for these nouns:
book

1. a physical object ...
2. recorded story (poem, lecture, etc.)

eye

1. part of human face
2. man's organ of sight

Book and eye in the first sense can be collocated with any of the adjectives
describing physical objects.
heavy

That book is --thick
blue

round
Her eyes were

green.

beautiful

Book in the second sense (mental contents) can be described for instancy in
terms of quantity and quality.
This book is long.
This is a three volume book.

(quantity)

/ dull
This is a

very clever

C beautiful

book

(quality)

\ obscene
Body organs are primarily described in terms of their function and health
condition.
Some nouns do not require the distinction of several senses but their semantic representations have to specify the types of possible evaluation measures.°
For instance the noun soup can be collocated with adjectives describing taste,
color, smell, consistence, etc. (but not shape, height, length, etc.) 'The primaly
Tho necessity of incorporating an evaluation semantic, marker into the description
of meaning of somo nouns was discussed in Katz (1960).

12
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;
evaluation measure, however, is taste, as it is for any food product. This statement explains why a sentence:
3. This scrap is good.

is interpreted as 3a:
3s. This soup tastes good.

and not as 3b:
3b. This soup smells good.

whereas sentence 4, for instance, is interpreted as 4a because [smell] is the primary evaluation measure for perfume.
4. This is a good perfume.
4a. This perfume smells good.

Relation to other members of the field
Semantic representation of lexical items has to provide the information.
about the hierarchy relations among lexical items belonging to the same lexicosemantic field. These hierarchies are of various types. The most obvious ones.
are two types of relations:
1. general versus specific (the 'kind of relation)
e.g.

color
red, blue, green ...
furniture chair, bed, sofa, ...
fruit
apple, pear, orange, ...
2. whole versus part (the 'part of relation)
e.g. body
leg, arm, head ...
car
wheel, engine, brake ...

Such relations among lexical items are represented in the lexicon by means
of redundancy rules of the form a and b:
RRa:
a Al) no

d kind of x

IlAbAo

d parcor...x

RRb:

'llus part of the semantic representation of a lexical item consists in referring
to some hierarchy-redundancy rules which define its place in semantic fields
of which this lexical item is a member. If the semantic representations of two
lexical items make reference to the same hierarchy-redundancy rule (or rules)
then these two items belong to the same semantic field. Obviously, some prin-
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eiples relating semantic fields to their sub-fields have to belong to the lexicon
too, for instance the principle of transitivity for the 'part of hierarchy:
part of

X

X

part

Z

a

part of

z

if
then

Due to the information about the membership of lexical items to various
semantic fields repetition of some selectional restrictions for each particular
item can be avoided. For instance, hyponyms share selectional restrictions with
their hyperonyms.

/body
e.g. My \(-- arm

aiZes

\ finger
Hierarchy-redundancy rules also account for collocations of distant lexical items. For instance they explain why sequences 5 and 6 are grammatical
and 5a and ea are not.
Maybe that coat was blue. I never remember the color of anything.
ape
5a. * Maybe that coat was blue. I never remember the {locshation of anything.
6. His face looked strange, especially the eyes.
the buttons
Oa. * His face looked strange, especially

5.

the legs

B. LEXICAL GAPS

Phonological and semantic representation can be paired in order to function
as a lexical item of a given language L if they are both well formed representations according to the rules of the grammar of L. Phonological rules of the
grammar of L determine possible sequence of phonemes in L, whereas semantic
rules determine possible semantic structures of lexical items in L. Rules matching semantic representations with phonological representations are called lexicalization rules. Lexicalization rules which operate after some other lexicaliza

tion rule has applied are traditionally called word-formation rules (or rules
of derivational morphology). If some possible semantic representation of L io
not matched with some possible phonological representation of L, an accidental
lexical gap arises. The three basic types of accidental lexical gaps are the following ones:

1: 3
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1. A phonological gap.

There is a phonological representation X (well-formed sequence of phonemes
of L) but there is no semantic representation Y paired with it.
e.g.

Blik is an accidental gap in English because this sequence of phonemes has

no meaning.9

2. A semantic gap

There is a semantic representation Y (a possible combination of semantic
markers in L) but there is no phonological representation X paired with it.
e.g.

rx =0
EY' a dead plant
A dead plant is an accidental gap in English because there is no lexical item
which expresses this meaning, although an appropriate lexicalization rule
exists in English as the table below proves:"
LIVING

man

DEAD

corpse carcass

animal

plant

3. A word formation gap

Due to the existence of some word formation rule, there is some semantio
representation Y and some phonological representation X corresponding to Y,
but a lexical item with the semantic representation Y and phonological representation X does not exist in L (or at least is not used by the speakers of L)
e.g.

FX=similar-Fize
LY=to make similar j

* Sitnilarize is an accidents gap in English because this word is not used by
native speakers although there is a word formation rule which permits the semantic structure Y and the phonological combination X. This rule operates
for instance in the derivation of popularize from popular.
If some semantio or phonological representation :s ill-formed then by definiThis oxamplo is takon from Chomaky (1964:64).
1° This oxamplo is taken from Lohror (1970). Actually the 'word carcass refers only
to bigger animals, not to flies, oto.

14
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tion a lexicalization rule cannot operate. In this case a systematic lexical gap
occurs.
Examples:
1. A phonological rule is violated
e.g. * ftik (Chomsky 1964:64)

2. A semantic rule is violated

e.g. * wralm (=a part of wrist and paini)11
This item is ill-formed because its placement on hierarchies of lexical
items would require convergence of hierarchies which is against the principle that lexical hierarchies are nonconvergent.
Neologisms usually fill accidental gaps. Individual neologisms (as used in poetry, for instance), can also fill systematic gaps. Consider for instance Ledmian's
najgorazoa which violates the rule of de-adjectival noun formation because no
noun in add can be based on the superlative degree of any adjeotive (Puzynina 1966) On the other hand najgorszoad is also an accidental gap because there
is a rule in Polish which says that nouns in -aid can be formed from adjectival
stems.
Below we will concentrate on some problems connected with accidental
semantic gaps. This type of lexical gap occurs if some well formed semantic
structure is not lexicalized, although other semantic structures following the
some pattern are lexicalized in a given language.
Two semantic structures follow the same pattern if they underlie two lexical items belonging to the same semantic field and if they differ only in the occurrence of one sememe. Consider for instance part of the semantic field of

sensual data of taste and smell.
semantic leld: sensual data
subfields: sensual data of smell and taste
relevant sememe: Esthetical Evaluation
TASTE

siy(RT.L

Natural
paraphrase
Laudatory
esthotical
evaluation
Disapproving
esthotical
evaluation

a good
smell

a bad
smell

Lexical
item

Natural
paraphrase

Lexical

item

a good
taste

scent
aroma
fragrance
stench
odor

o

o
a bad taste

fetor

" The example and the principle are from Bever and Rosenbaum (1970).

L
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In the case of one language the term lexical gap corresponds to every nonexisting form which by virtue of some lexicalization rule or word-formation
rule could be a lexical item of that language. Consider, for instance, all lexical

gaps which can be found in English as a consequence of the fact that the
sememe *with special attention' has been incorporated in the word scrutinize
(scrutinize.look with special attention).

Semantic field:
sensual activities
Relevant sememe: 'with special attention'
Aotivity
look

Aotivity-1-'with special attention'
lexical item
scrutinize

paraphrase
look intently (closely)

listen

0
0
0

smell

taste

listen with both oars
1? smell intently
7? taste intently

As it turns out the meaning "do something with special attention" is lexicalized
in only one case in the field of sensory activities. This meaning is not lexicalized
either in the case of other lexical items, belonging to such fields as mental or
physical activities.
ENGLISH AND POLISH VERBS OF SENSUAL PERCEPTION
English
SMELL
active verb
cognitive verb
descriptive verb
positive evaluation

amen

men
e ( =smell nice)

Polish
wecha6

o (=czu6 zapach)
pachnied

negative evaluation
TASTE
active verb

stink

imierdzie6

taste

smakowa6, kosz-

cognitive verb
doscriptivo verb
positive evaluation
negative evaluation
SIGHT
active verb
cognitive verb
doscriptivo verb
HEARING
active verb
cognitive verb
doscriptivo verb

taste

tome
o (=czu6 smak)

o (=taste good)

smakowa6

o (=tag° bad)

nie smakowa6

look
see
look

patrze6
widzie6

listen
hear
sound

slueha6
slysze6
brztnieo

16
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Theoretically then, intra-language lexica'. gaps can be found in every such
situation which some lexicalization rule applies to at least one member of a
given lexical field. Practically, however, reservations have been made that at
least two items of the field have to undergo the same lexicalization process in
order to establish a lexicalization pattern (see Lehrer 1970).
If we compare two languages, the number of semantic lexical gaps is limited

because only the combinations of semems which are actually lexiealized in
either of the two compared languages are taken into account. In order to find
inter-language lexical gape in a given semantic field we extend that field so
that it comprises al members of this field in Lt and all members of a cornpar
able field in L2. Consider for instance the table on p. 16 (for each gap a correspo

nding natural paraphrase is given).
The compari.on of English and Polish verbs of sensual perception makes it
necessary that we disitinguish more members of this field than the description
of either English or Polish separately requires. Notice also that it is not necessary to distinguish two types of descriptive verbs in the case of verbs referring
to sight and hearing because the sememes 'positive evaluation' and 'negative
evaluation' are not lexiealized together with the descriptive verb in either language. Instead a natural paraphrase (look good, look bad, eta.) is used in both
languages.
If a given lexical item of Li has no lexical counterpart in L2 but is rendered
by means of its natural paraphrase in L2, we are concerned with an item gap.
Two other types of interlanguage lexical gaps will be mentioned in this paper:
a synonym gap and a positional variant gap.
A synonym type of gap occurs if, in one language, some lexical item has more

near synonyms than its counterpart in the other language. Consider for
instance the English noun taste and its Polish translation equivalent mak

hyperonym:
near synonyms
(hyponyms)

English

Polish

twee

smak

flavour
savour
smack
tanir

To render any of the near synonyms of taste the Polish speaker has to use either
the word mak or an artificial paraphrase.

The positional variant type of lexical gap can be illustrated by the
following lexical correspondence between English and Polish:
E.

like

P. laid
P. podobad sig
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One of the meanings of the verb like is "to evaluate positively the sensual
data": 12

1. I like (the smell of) this perfume.
2. I like (the looks of) your hair.
3. I like (the taste of) this soup.
4. I like (the sound of) this piece of music.

In Polish equivalents of these sentences either the verb lubid or the verb
podobad siQ can be used.

la. Lub4 to perfumy (mpach tyoh perfum)
b. Zapach tych perfum podoba mi sic.
2a. ?Lubi§ twoje wlosy (wyglqd twoich wlos6w)
b. Twoje wlosy podobajci mi aig (wyglqd twoich wlosow podoba mi sie).
3a. Lubil tg zwpg (LubiQ smak tej zupy)
s
b. * Ta zwpa podoba mi 84 (* Smak tej zupy podoba mi sit))
Ta zwpa mi smakuje.18

4a. Lail ten law& (Lubit) brzmienie tego utworu)
b. Ten utwOr podoba mi 84.
In Polish two verbs lubid and podoba siQ express the same meanings as the English verb like. The occurrence of either lubid or podobad 84 is syntactically
conditioned: lubid is used if the Perceiver NP (NP.) is topicalized, podobad 84
is used if the Sensual Data NP (NPy) is topicalized. In English fronting NPy
in sentences with the meaning discussed above is blooked. Thus for the mean-

ing 'positive evaluation of sensual data* English has only one lexical entry,
whereas Polish has two:
E.

_

like

+V

NPx - NPy
x evaluates positively
sensual data y
" Like and lubid have other meanings too, for instance they are used to denote

someone's positive emotional attitude towards some person or some ovont. Lubie ii.. this
meaning is not exchangeable with podoba6 84. Sontoncos 1 and 2 aro not synonymous:
1. Labile/in tylko jednq kobieto.
2. Ty lko jedna kobieta podobala mi eia.

1' The Polish sentences expressing evaluation of taste constitute a separate problem
because not podoba6 but einakenvad is used as a counterpart of lubi6. Also, sentences with

smakotvad usually have instantaneous interpretation, whereas sontenoes with labia refer
to the perceiver's general attitude towards some food product.
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P.
lubio

podobad sig

+v

+V

NPy
Nrx
x evaluates positively
sensual data y

NPy

NPx

x evaluates positively
sensual data y

The comparison of these entries shows that there is a lexical gap in English in
the sense that for the expression of the same meaning Polish has two words
(whose use is syntactically conditioned) while English has only one.
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SOME REMARKS ON CASE GRAMIARS AS BASES FOR CONTRASTIVE
STUDIES

Ram Mama Bo'es
Untimely of Minot»

In my dissertation I distinguished between two kinds of linguistic generalizations (of. Boas 1975a:26 if.). Primary linguistic elements that can be used to

justify the basic assumptims of linguistic theories and grammatical models
such as the postulating of components and levels of representation. Se ondary
generalizations concern the regu/Arities observable within one component or
on one level of representation and therefore presuppoek a certain choice among
the primary ones.
It was the setting up of generalizations of the first kind in Fillmore (1966a,b)

and (1968a) that awarded case grantmar the role of being, besides abstract
syntax, the second crack in the transformational monolith of the late sixties.1
Thus, Fillmore criticized the Chomskyan notion of deep structure as "an artificial interm,,,/iath level between the empirically discoverable 'semantic, deep
structure' and the observationally accessible surface structure, a level the properties of which have more to do with the methodological commitments of grammarians than with the nature of human languages" (1988a:88). He questioned

in particular the necessity of expressing such grammatical relations as subject-of and object-of at the level of deep structure and postulated instead a division into a proposition consisting of a tameless set of semantic relationships
involving a verb and one or more nouns (and embedded sentences) and a 'modality' constituent. The latter includes such modalities on the sentence-as a-whole as negation, tense, mood and aspect (of. Fillmore 1968a:23),These
deep case relationships comprise "a set of universal, presumably innate, concepts which identify certain types of judgments human beings are capable
of making about the events that are going on around them, judgments about
2 For this view soo Starosta (1089).
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such matters as who did it, who it happened to, and what got changed."
(1968a:24). The preliminary list of semantic case relationships of the 'Standard Theory' of case grammar, i.e. Fillmore (1968a:24 - 25), includes the
following:
Agentive (A), tho caso of the typically animate porcoivod instigator of the action
identified by tho vorb.
,
Inetruntental (I), the case of the inanimate force or object causally involvod in the
action or state identified by the vorb.
Dative (D), the case of the animate being affected by the stato or action identifiod
by the verb.
Factitive (F), the ease of tho object or boing resulting from the action or state identified by the verb, or understood as a part of the moaning of the verb.
Thcative (L), the case which idontifios tho location or spatial orientation of tho state
of action identified by tho vorb.
Objective (0), the somantically most neutral case, Um case of anything reprosontablo
by a noun whoso role in tho action or stato identified by the vorb is idontifiod by
tho semantic interpretation of tho vorb itself.

Any verb can be classified according to the semantic case relationships it may
have to its co-occurring nouns, or to put it in Fillmore's words, the case frame

features "indicate the set of case frames into which given verbs may be inserted" (Fillmore 1968a:27). To ropresent the fact that certain verbs are
capable of occurring in more than one case environment (of. (1) - (4)) Fillmore
used the notation under (5) which collapses the possibilities given in (1) - (4)
(cf. ibid.)

(1) The door opened. [ 0]
(2) John opened the door. [ 0+A.)
(3) The wind opened the door. [ 0+1]
(4) John opened the door with a chisel. [--

0 +I+ A]

(5) 4-[-- 0 (I) (A)]
Apart from the different array of cases verbs are distinguished from each other
by the possibility that one of the cases may be an embedded sentence and by
transformational properties such as exception features to the general subject
and object selection rules, idiosyncratic choices of prepositions and specific
complementizers (Fillmore 1968a:28 - 29).
Without going into further, especially technical, details o derivations in
Fillmore's Standard Theory, let me only mention his contention that "the

'explanatory' use of this framework resides in the necessary claim that,
although there can be compound instances of a single case (through noun
phrase conjunction), each case relationship occurs only once in a simple sentence" (1968a-21). In addition, his rule for the normal or 'unmarked' subject
choice is of interest for our purposes:
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(6) If there is an A, it. becomes the subject; otherwise, if there is an I,
it becomes the subject; otherwise, the subject is the 0 (1908a:33).
Following this rule the NP in question undergoes subject-fronting and
after several other transformational operations may end up as the surface
subject. A "non-normal" subject-choice may associate the feature {-}- passive] with the verb which then triggers the appropriate changes.
Summarizing our short sketch of the Standard Theory of Case Grammar
it must be pointed out that the main explanatory value of assuming universal semantic deep structure cases resides in the fact that distinct arrays
of such case relationships impose a semantic classification on the verbs (and
adjectives) of individual languages and "express a notion of 'sentence typo'
that may be expected to have universal validity, independently of such
superficial differences as subject selection" (1908a:21).

It was probably the attractiveness of being able to work with a small
number of possibly universal descriptive semantic categories or labels that
prompted the more or less thorough descriptions of a considerable number of
languages in terms of the case grammar paradigm.2 Criticisms of the Standard
Theory of Case Grammar have mostly centered around problems that had
already been alluded to in Fillmore (1968a) and that are certain to crop up
once larger amounts of data than the anecdotal 'clear cases' are being investigated. Among these problems there are three which concern the substantive claims and empirical consequences of Fillmore's theory and not so much

its formal representation and which are therefore particularly relevant to

contrastive studies.
The first two close]) interrelated problems have to do with the number
and definitions of the supposedly universal case relationships between a
verbal element and one or more nouns. The third relates to the difference in
subject selection possibilities of equivalent lexical items in different languages
permitting the same array of cases.
The problems connected with the number and the definition of case relationships can, for the purposes of our discussion, be illustrated best by comparing the list of six cases presented above with the one given in Fillmore
(1971b:251; 259): Agent, Experiencer, Instrument, Object, Source, Goal,

Location, Time and Path.3 The Experiencer which Is partially identical
to the old Dative occurs "where there is a genuine psychological event or
mental state verb" (1971b:251). Depending on the class of the verb, as, for
example, verbs of motion (go ... from ... to), verbs of change (change ...
from ,..into) and temporal lapse (last ... from ... until), Source and Goal
2 Cf., for example, Donaldson (1973), Dugas (1969), Goldin (1968), Nilson (1973)
and the references given there.
In Fillmore (1968b) the oases Countoragont and Result wore postulated.

ks'
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are interpreted as earlier and later locations, states or time points. (cf. 1971:
250). Because of this latter interpretation the Goal case car. also include
the former Factitive. Path is found in sentences like (7). Sentences containing
this case as well as the cases of Location and Time (ef. (8)) violate
(7) He walked down the hill across the bridge through the pasture to the chapel.

(8) He was sitting under the tree in the park on a bench Tuesday afternoon
about three o'clock. (1971b:259)

Fillmore's one-instance-per-clause principle only superficially. In (8) there is
on a semantic level just one place and just one time specification. Fillmore also
gives a reason why it is unnecessary to posit a new case like 'Force' as it had
been suggested by Huddleston (1970). This putative case which would cover
the accidental interpretation of (9) as well as the natural force phenomenon
in (3) never occurs in contrast with either Agent or Instrument (cf. Fillmore

1971b:253) and may therefore be grouped with either of them. As to the

treatment of for you in (10)

(9) John broke the window.

(10) I do it for you.
which could be analyzed as Benefactive Fillmore (1971b:201) proposes a higher
sentence analysis in which "it is spelled out that somebody offers some
deed to somebody else" azid ho postulates for this analysis an abstract verb
of giving. A clause conflating principle then transforms the structure in (11)
into
(11) I give you (I do it) (1971b:261).

(10). This assumption receives support from the fact that such a clause conflating principle might also be posited for the derivation of sentences like (12)
and (13) on the grounds that there are languages in which such sentences can
only be expressed as (14) and (15) respectively.
(12) 1 hit the ball over the fence.
(13) 1 knocked the man down.
(14) 1 hit the ball; it went over the fence.
(15) I hit the man; he fell down (Fillmore 1971b:250).

An examination of the above issues which, in fact, constitute only a small
selection of those discussed in Fillmore (1971b) reveals that two seemingly
contradictory lines of reasoning pervade his argumentation.' In his attempt
4 This is also evidenced by rillmore's (1971b:250) statement: "It, is one thing to
sec
if there is a stopping place in tho attempt to list the semantic functions that go with
any
given predicator, another thing to see if the list of semantic functions found for different
predicators have enough overlap to make it believable that there is a small list for grammatical theory in general".
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to discover a repertory of universal case relationships "defined once aid for
all fox human languages" (1971b:247) the criterion of descriptive adequacy
in the sense of explicitness and the criterion of simplicity of the linguistic
grammar collide. By the latter criterion the theory with the smaller number
of case relationship, i.e. the one incorporating, for example, the clause conflating principle, would be favored, by the former criterion the theory which,
in addition to Source and Goal, postulates cases like Distance or Durations
would be more highly valued.
For contrastive lexical investigations it seems preferable to give priority
to descriptive explicitness of the possibly different kinds and numbers of semantic deep cases exhibited by the lexical items of the languages being confronted. This is all the more advisable because overemphasizing the simplicity
criterion amounts to accepting the Generative Semantics approach in which
prelexieal transformations are needed to make up for the decomposition of
monomorphemic lexical items.5 This involves the setting up of a level of
paraphrases the theoretical status and value of which is uncertain depriving
thus contrastive analyses of the relatively sound basis of comparing possible
semantic contexts of equivalent lexical items in the languages concerned.
To reconcile, however, Fillmore's claim as to the universality of case relationships with the fact that in certain languages case notions such as Source
and Goal cannot be justified (of. Prajzyngier (1975)) it might therefore be
necessary to alter the status of the notion of case relationship. Semantic cases
as unanalyzable units could be given up in favor of representing them as
consisting of tw or more components.' This opens the possibility to show
that certain semantic notions as for example directionality may be expressed
by case relationships in one language or language group and by lexical means
in another.
The problems that arise in determining the number and the kinds of cases
can then be said to be empirical in nature, once the primary generalization
basic to case grammar is sufficiently motivated, namely that predicators, such
as verbs, adjectives and certain nouns can be intuitively seen as assigning
different semantic functions to noun phrases that occur in specific syntactic
positions with respect to them (of. Fillmore 1971b:249). Where one should
Cf., for example, Zuoppritz (1975) who argues fur twenty doop case relationships
in German, among thorn Distaneo and Duration.
6 For a discussion of the Generative Semantics approach seo, for example, Boas
(1975a).

In Fillmore (1970), huwovor, docp cases aro assumed to be unanalyzablo. Tho
prublorn of semantic features is also dealt with in Filhnoro (1971a), in Starosta (1974)
and in Nilsen (1973) NNIIU SLAB Up feature tuudy sots fur Agent, Exporioncor, Instrument and

Objoot.
In cumbming Chumsky's (1903) loxicalist hypothesis with case grammar Stockwell
of Mitt (1973) provide case frames for certain nouns.
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stop in the attempt to classify and to bpecif3 these semantic relationships may
depend on the kind of language and on one's committments to completeness
and explicitness of description.°
The third problem mentioned above relates to
,:,stint subject selection
possibilities of equivalent lexical items in different languages permitting the

same array of case relationships. Consider the following examples taken
from Zimmermann (1972). In (16) and (17) we have systematic correspondences between English and German which correlate ith case structure.
NV

0 (A)

(16)

heat
grow
move

_

0

0, A

boil) werden
wachsen'
sich drehen

heif3 machen

anbauen
drehen (Zimmermann 1972:
173)

(17)

0 (I) (A)
open

(I) 0

0 (I) A

aufgehen.
sich offnen

aufmachen, offnen.
(Zimmermann 1972:174)

(18) through (25) demonstrate that if it is impossible in German to subjectivalize the same NP as in English this NP shows up as a pa,pusition in German. 10

(18) Cancer kills many people.
An Krebs sterben viele beide.
Krebs bringt viele Leute um.

(Zimmermnann 1972:175)

(19) $ 100 buys you a nice vacation.
Fiir 100 $ krynnen sic sich einen schrnen Urlaub
(20) The German-Polish treaty begins a new era.
Mit dem dentsch-polnischen Vertrag beginnt eine neue Ara.
Der deutsch-polnische Vertrag leitet eine 'Ilene Ara ein.
(Zimmermann 1972:176)
(21) This book sells fast.
Dieses Erich verkauft sich schnell.

(22) This text reads well.
Dieser Text lied sich gut.
(23) The novel sold 100 000 copies.
Von dem Boman warden 100 000 Exemplare verkauft.

(24) The car burst a tire.
An dem !ram/ ist ein Reifen geplatz1.
(25) The car lacks a tire.
(An) (kin Wagen fehlt ein Bellew.

(Zimmermann 1972:177)

' Compare, for example, Breklo (1969) who works with about. fifteen relational
constants in his system of generative sentence Romantics.
n Cf. also KOnig (1971).
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Fm the latter kinds of phenomena Rohdenbmg (1974) offers a NV ealth of
material. He denies hos (ATI that a ease gt anima, frametiruRk can be used for
his contrastive investigations (1974.105) into Nillat he calls 'sekundike Subjektivierungen'. Since his argumentation is based on a number of misconcep-

tions and misinterpretations about the aims and methods of case grammar
and on an incomplete evidence a discussion of some of his views may be in
order in these remarks.
If one comes across statements like "So ist beispielsueise cinc enidetrtige

Beantwortung der fulgenden F.agen ire Balmier' der Kasustheuric nicht
meglich. a) Sind (102) b. rind (102) c. gleichbedeutendr (Rohdnburg 1974.
101) it is necessary to point out that
(102) b. 4 people were injured in that landslide.
c. 4 people were injured by that landslide.

peither Chomskyan grammars of the Aspects type nor Filhnorian case grammars %%ere ever supposed to be evaluated cm the basis of the discover) proce-

dures that might erroneously be thought to be associated with them." It
cannot be the task of a linguistic theory and grammar to decide on questions
of paraphrasability, , ambiguity, etc. Case grammar 'Ala. any other generatisc

linguistic theory can only be expected to idea and formalize the intuitions
of native speakers %%hid' is in fact one of the et iteria for the descripthe adequacy of such grammars.
As an example fur the kind of evidence Ruhdenburg (1974.79) uses consider
(26) and (27) where the b-versions falsify , according to Rululcuburg,Filhoure's
(26) a. Pat's champion hunter jumped across the hedge.
h. Pat jumped her champion hunter across the hedge.
(27) a. Doug's sister slipped into the museum through the back door.
b. Doug slipped his sister into the museum through the back door.
one instance per clause principle by exhibiting tw r. Agents. That this objection
is untenable fulluus from Fillmore's (1971b.248) embedding analysis of such

constructions based on the fact that there are paraphrases of the ty pe (28)
which contain an explicit causative.tz

With respect to the data below (cf. (28)) Rohdenburg (1974 . 93
remarks that (28) b. makes one of the two interpretations of (28) a.

93)

(28) a. That trick sold us the horse.
b. That trick sold us the horse to Peter.
e. That trick sold us the horse for Mary.
" Sue, fur exampl, Chums's:, 'a (1905) staturiuut6 or, diii s.iy pruutlur,.. dud thk.ir
clitiquu « ith rompuct to thi cumpotunce-performance distinction in BUM, ( 1975a).
2' Similar analyses of causatives arcs proposed in Kastovslry (1973).
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d. That trick sold us the horse to Peter for Mary.
e. With that trick, we sold the horse to Peter for Mary.

explicit and tries to identify the case role of us in (28) b. To Peter being a Goal
case and (28) c. and d. excluding us from Benefactive status he first proposes

to treat us as an Agent and then discards this possibility because it would
violate the subject selection rule which requires an Agent to become subject
in an active sentence." His question whether (28) d. and e. have the same
meaning he decides in the negative on the basis of his impression that (28) d.
unlike (28) b. and e. does not necessarily presuppose the active participation
of the indirect object us in the 'commercial event'. 14 He finishes the argument
with another question, namely whether (28) d. and e. should, in spite of their

difference in meaning, be derived from the same deep structure (Rohdenburg 1974: 93).15

Notice first that, as was pointed out above, the subject selection rule
certainly admits exceptions
Hutchins (1975:113) therefore speaks of Fillmore's rule of preference
and that the supposed difference in meaning, if it
exists at all, results from the indeterminateness of the abstract NP that trick
which is only superficially resolved in (28) e. It is still present in (29) and (30)
and can only be remedied by mentioning the
(29) With

our
trick, we sold the horse ...
their

{Our
trick sold us,the horse ...
Their

performer of the trick as in (31) and (32).
(31)
(32)

Our performing that trick 1

sold us the horse ...
trick
With our performance of that trick
we sold the horse ...
With their performance of that trick

Their performing
peorming t

13 It is only a minor point that two out of tho fivo claims of case grammar which
Rohdenburg (1974:72) takes groat pains to refute would. have turned out to bo no longer

upheld in this form by Fillmore if ho had taken Fillmore's views into consideration
expressed in the same paper from which ho quotes several times, namely his view that
"certain predicators hal, c their own lexically deter.ninod subject choices" (Fillmore 19711,:
247).
24 This term is used in Fillmore (1975) which will bo discussed below.

14 It is boyond the scope of this paper to refute Rohdenburg's attacks on the para.
phrasability principle of generative transformational grammar which is intiniatly related to tho problem of deriving certain constructions from the same deep structure. It
may suffice to point out that paraphrasability, ambiguity, etc. are the linguistic correlates to the native speaker's knowledge that something is the case in his language. For
further discussion see Boas (1975a).
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The following sentences further support our analysis of that trick as Instrument
and of us as Agent or Goal although it
(33) That trick sold the horse for vs.
(34) That trick sold the horse to us.
(35) That trick sold the horse to Peter for us.
(36) ?That trick sold the horse for us to Peter for Mary.
(37) *That trick sold to us the horse to Peter.

is difficult in (36) to separate in the for phrases the Goal or Benefactive reading
from the instead-of reading.

In other places one might have also wished that Rohdenburg's urge to
refute case grammar would not have stopped him from looking for generalizations. Thus it would have been interesting to find out in how far the sentence type represented by (38) (41) owes its existence to the functioning of
demonstratives
(38) So, that dissolves the metal with this funny-looking acid.
(39) So, that cams the Alps with the snowmobile.
(40) That polishes the mirror in 30 seconds flat with brand x.

(il) That discovers the first vein of uranium with this Geiger counter. (cf.
Rohdenburg 1974:75).

like that as the subject such that no other types of NPs occur in this position.
It seems that the high degree of semantic indeterminateness of such demonstratives whioh is duo to their pragmatic character enables them to become
subject with almost any verb because they could be derived from any kind
of underlying clausal structure which is appropriate in the pragmatic context
of the sentence. The data presented above in connection with the interpretation of the abstraot NP that trick are a first indication that such an analysis
may be on the right track.

Along similar lines the derivation of the subjects in such sentences as
(42) - (45) the verbs of which Rohdenburg (1974:94) terms
(42) This houseboat sleeps eight adults or sixteen children,
(43) This recipe feeds eight adults or four children.
(44) This restaurant feeds four hundred people a day.
(45) These seeds Will grow (you) one window box of herbs.

'kapazitlitsbezeichnende Priidikate' (1974.94) might proceed if one is dissatisfied with the assumption of two different lexical entries for such verbs,16 an
assumption which according to Rohdenburg (1974.95) would amount to an
abolition of case grammar.
1 Justifications for assuming difforont entries for semantically rolatod items are
given in Stockwell of al (1073:724 - 25).
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Ab far as a contrastive explanation of the above differences in subjectivalizatiun possibilities between English and German is concerned I would like
to suggest the following typological one. The low versus high degree of morphological markedness of noun phrases in English and German respectively results
in a high versus low degree of 'mobility' of NPs with respect to the grammati-

cal relations associated with verbs. In addition this lack of morphological
markedness in English makes it difficult to distinguish between remnants of
embedded clauses and basically simple NPs,17 a pheno.nenon which is in accordance with the observation that English as against German admits 'chopping transformations', i.e. transformations that move constituents across
sentence bounch
without leav ing a pronominal trace behind. In German
the muiphological integrit3, of clauses prohibits such reordering transformations across sentence boundaries.
In concluding these remarks I would like to mention some of Fat-lure's
(1975) most recent views on case grammar. Fillmore sees his deep case proposal as 4 couttibution to the theor), of gt ammatical levels and granunatical
relations and "as (Ailing at least part of the semantic valence descriptions of

verbs and adjectives-. " Fillmore (1975: 3). As a reaction to .Anderson's
(1971: 23) arguments fur the existence of deep structure subjects and objects
concedes that a le% of representation fin these nuclear grarnmatieal
relations must be tt cyst tized asserting at the same time that a level of representation of case functions is nut spurious. He also recapitulates the problems
of deters milling the numb( t and identity of eases. The solution he offers derives
from /4 position in semantit theory w ith w inch one could associate the slogan:
"Meanings are Relativized to Scenes "n (Fillmore 1975.2). He suggests that
tat)

sorb aluntif3 ing any paitieulat aspuct of the commercial et tqlt, tall Clinstrank

us to bring Wit% ur more of entities ut tilt. t,N t)Ilt into perspective, the rruuufestu.titut
of this 4.11(mA, fel English bang the ovluction of grammatical functions corresponding

to the notions of deep structure subject mid direct object (Fillinoro 1975:20).

Furtlit r arguinunts for the ri Ict tincy of morphological Banking In oxplairatig
ut stile diffurent-es butts t ea English and Gorman aro presontyd in BUSS (1975a tutu' b).

" Etuu,t, (1974) tries to describe English Curbs in terms of syntactic talurices and
criticuts Fillmore fui obscurtag the various sonsos nt Nana It is possible to speak of
optional constituents tit a stattenet". (Fillmore 1975.11, cf. Enions 1974.47 - 51). RlIntoro
(1975.12) cotton' Itts tat this as fullou 8. "I113 tattattafra N% tl8 that ttll of the various susses

of optionalit could by ticuainttal for by tho fact that the system I proposed had ease
frames Militating thy Lino, uuLtuats t.tattaptattlly present ut a stattyrteu, wee frame f( mores,
indicating 4180 Mot 101%8 that could bu contbatod in construction a tilt a given It.xical
itt ut, and deletion tranafornnitiona, by %hich, undor t uriuus conditions a given t onstiMont torrid bt , ur maybe had to I.., absent front the surface strueturo". It %%mild be litft resting to im,ustigitto %heater thy surface tattattod syzttactie taluucu approach out bu
combined a ith
60ln/tittle N, alt ncv theory in at oxpltutiturtly adequatu tt.tz,
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This is evidenced by the verbs sell, spend, pay and cost which require different
entities to be brought into perspective in different situations. Fillmore (1975.
30) summarizes his modified approach in the following way:
"Tho new question for the theory of cases is this: What do wu nood to knew about
the various participant roles in a situation in order to know which of those roles or
which combinations of thom can be put into porspcctive, and, fur those which have
been put into perspective, which is to become the subjoet and which is to become
tho direct object?".

Although the reintroduction of the deep grammatical relationships of subject

and object constitutes a revision of the Standard Theory, the Extended or
Revised Standard Theory, as it were, still preserves its most important feature, namely its primary generalization that deep semantic- case structure
descriptions of uords and sentences offer a, lel el of linguistic organization at

which universal properties of lexical and clause structure are to be found.
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ARE EXCLUSIVELY ATTRIBUTIVE ADJECTIVES
"TRANSPOSITIONAL"?
SOME COMMENTS ON THE NATURE OF LEXICAL RULES
AS OPPOSED TO SYNTACTIC TRANSFORMATIONS

BARBARA FED OROWIOZ-BAOZ
The Jaye:Ionian (Throatily of Cracow

Standard derivation of attributive adjectives from predicative relative
clauses first proposed in (Chomaky 1957) and later developed by Smith (1961;

1964) has been put into question only recently (see e.g. Levi 1973; Baker
1973; Berman 1974). Earlier voices of the few opponents of this derivation
(notably Winter 1965; Bolinger 1967) have apparently had little effect on the
popular opinion among TG linguists since Chomskyan analysis of attributive

adjectives has remained unaffected for nearly two decades and by many
linguists is still recognized as the only valid description (for relevant statements see e. g. Sussex 1973:111; Kaluia 1975:76).

Counterevidence to the accepted analysis pointed out as early as 1965
(Winter) has been either ignored altogether or considered in terms of recognized exceptions which can easily be accounted for in a TG by means of a set
of appropriate adjectivizing transformations deriving adjectives in question
from sentential sources other than predicative relative clauses. This opinion
concerned mainly two large groups of attributive adjectives for which no underlying N-be-Adj. structures could be proposed, namely: deadverbial and
denominal adjectives It was tacitly assumed, though never really worked
out in detail in terms of concrete lists of underlying structures and sets of
appropriate transformations (see Berman 1974:145) that exclusively attributive deadverbial and denominal adjectives derive from underlying sentences with relevant adverbs and nouns, respectively, and thus, they were disregarded by generative grammarians as easy and uninteresting cases which
did not constitute any danger to the fundamentals of the Standard Theory

as they could be accounted for within the limits of the transformational
grammar, provided appropriate transformations were postulated. The view
3 Papers and Studies...
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that denominal and deadverbial adjectives are derived from underlying sentences has probably led some transformational grammarians to adopting the

name 'transpositional adjectives' as a cover term used in reference to all
adjectives that do not have predicative counterparts.
The view implying a syntactic origin to morphologically derived adjectives
is by no means an invention of generative grammarians, for already Jespersen. (1931) suggested that deadverbial adjectives came from sentences with
adverbs (see Jespersen's analysis of 'shifted subjunct adjuncts' in MEG. II:
285 ff.). Marchand (1960) used the epithet 'transpositional' (Le. syntactic) to
describe adjectives in NP's Ns hich vv ere mere renderings of grammatical relations transposed from their underlying sentences (see also Marchand 1966).
In Marchand's (1966:133) opinion Adj-N phrases are nothing more than
"morphologic combinations which go back to ultimate kernel sentences"
and "a morphologic syntagma is nothing but an explicit syntagma
the
sentence". A similar analysis of Polish derived adjectives has been proposed
by Doroszewski, known among polonists as his conception of syntactic interpretation of lexicology ("skladniowa interpretacja slowotworstwa") (Doroszewski 1952:282); examples of syntactic interpretation of Polish derived
adjectives can also be found in Bartnicka (1961:212 - 219).
In this paper the assumption that exclusively attributive adjectives derive
transformationally will be put to question on the basis of cross-linguistic
evidence from English and Polish. It will be tentatively suggested that in the
semantic component these adjectives are present in NP's in their attributive
position and function, arguments in support of this proposal being founded
on the observed similarity in general characteristics between processes responsible for their putative derivation and lexical rules of word-formation.

An attempt at a transformational account of exclusively attributive
adjectives along the lines of syntactic interpretation involves two main
tasks: first, one has to see whether it is possible to pustulate uniform deep struc-

ture sources for NP's containing attributive adjectives related to adverbs or
nouns, and second, the exact process of changing adverbs and nouns into
attributive adjectives needs to be \Nod
out w hich means formulating relevant transformational rules and specifying conditions under which they may
apply. There appear to be major problems Ns ith accomplishing the first task as
attributive adjectives apparently come from highly versified sources depending not only on the given adjective but also un the kind of noun this adjective

modifies in an NP. What is more, among exclusively attributive adjectives
cne can find groups of items for w hich no sentence sources at all can be propose d, and which are neither denuminal nor deadverbial. The term 'transpositional adjectives' applied to these items implies a gross oversimplification
since, by definition, they have no corresponding 'N-F be+ Adj' predications.
By way of example one type of such nonpredicato adjectives will be men-
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tioned here. namely, adjectives which from the point of view of their semantic
function can be described as 'intensifying'.
Intensifying adjectives belong to the class of adjectives that appear only

in attributive position functioning, in some undefined semantic sense, as
intensifiers of the nouns they modify. The type is encountered both in English
and Polish and in both languages these `intensify -ing' adjectives tend to have
negative connotation,' cf.,

(1) He is just a bloody fool (*a fool who is bloody)
I can't open the blasted door (*thc door is blasted)
Don't talk to the stupidlblithering idiot (*the idiot i8 blithering)
He is a lowdown cheat (*a cheat who is lowdown)

(2) a. On jest po prostu skoficzonynt idiok (*idiota, ktory jest skonczony)
b. Nie mogg otworzy6 (tycli) przekletych drzwi (*drzwi, ktore sa przeklgte)
ktOry
jest
c. By lem ostatnim glupcem, gdy sic z tobil zenilem (*glupiec,
ostatni; *ostatnio glupi)
d. Tak wicieklego cymbala dawno nie widzialam (*cymbal, ktary jest
w6ciekly)

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to find any paraphrases for Adj-N phrases
underlined in (1) and (2). Thus, proposing ar.y sentential sources to account

for these NP's transformationally would be a highly artificial and totally
unmotivated undertaking, not to speak of the apparent impossibility of a
uniform transformational handling of these examples.

Berman (1974.145) observes that attributive adjectives that seem to be
related to adverbs constitute the largest group of exceptions to the standard
analysis of attributive adjectives. In this paper I shall discuss only some
aspects of putative transformational deli% atiuns of exclusively attributive deadverbial adjectives modifying miscellaneous nouns.

Deadverbial adjectives found in NP's such as those in (3) appear to be
related to adverbs occurring in predicative constructions such as those in (4)
from 'which they might be considered to be derived. Morphological structure
of the head-nouns in (3) does not seem to matter in the task of establishing

the relationship between the adjectives of NP's in (3) and their cognate
adverbs occurring in the underlying structures of (4), cf.,

(3) a. a potential murderer (*a murderer who is potential)
b. an absolute idiot (*an idiot who is absolute)
c. a real danger (*a danger which is real)
1 Dr Kaznowski has punned out to mo an example of tho English NP obviously
belonging to tho group maul' consideration, in which tho intensifying adjective has
positive implication, cf., He is a fantastic sport (*a sport who is fantastic).
S.
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d. a true friend (*a friend who is true)
e. a definite improvement (*an improvement, which is definite)
(4) a. He is, potentially, a murderer
b. He is, absolutely, an idiot
o. It is, really, a danger
d. That is, truly, a friend
e. That is, definitely, an improvement
Considering Polish translational equivalents of the NP's in (3) it is possible
to distinguish a corresponding group of Polish attributive adjectives related
to adverbs occurring in predicative structures corresponding to the English
predicative structures of (4), cf.

(5) a. potenojalny morderca ( *morderca, kt6ry jest potenojalny)
b. absolutny idiots, (*idiota, ktOry jest absolutny)
o. autentyczne niebezpieczmistwo (*niebezpieezenstwo, kt6re jest autentyczne)
d. prawdziwy przyjaciel (?*przyjaciel, kt6ry jest prawdziwy)
e. zdecydowana poprawa (?*poprawa, kt6ra jest zdeoydowana)
(6) a. To potencjalnie jest morderca
On, potenojalnie, jest morderca
b. To absolutnie jest idiota
On, absolutnie, jest idiota
reahue
c. To,
To jest rzeczywikie
rzeczywikie jest niebezpieozenstwo

d. To, naprawdc, jest przyjaciel
e. To zdecydowanie jest poprawa.

niebezpieozwistwo.

On naprawdtt jest przyjaoielem

It can be noticed that adverbs in the Polish examples of (6) do not pattern
consistently. It seems to me that they sound better when placed before the

copula kg if that copula is stressed. I have placed commas around some of the
adverbs in (6) but many seem equally possible without commas though certainly, intonation (which is marked hero by the commas) is a significant factor
often determining the acceptability of these sentences. How it works and in
what way exactly it influences the meaning of these sentences are questions

that will not even be speculated about in this paper. For the contrastive

purposes of this study it should be pointed out, however, that whereas English

adjectives of the group under discussion are invariably exclusively attributive, some of their Polish equivalents can be used in predicative position
(of. examples 5d, 5e). Another contrastive observation hinges on the question
of lexical productivity in the two languages as exemplified by differences in
the number of adjectives created from adverbs present in the equivalent
underlying structures of English and Polish. English examples in (7) cannot
be rendered by congruent NP's in Polish although their underlying structures, given in (8) are congruent in both languages, of.,
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(7) a. a probable murder

*prawdopodobne morderstwo (but: morderstwo
jest prawdopodobne)
b. the precise service it renders
*dokladne uslugi jakie wy6wiadcza
athlete 1 5*przypuszczalnyl 5 PA,leta 1
c. a possible {
murdererf 1 *inoiliwy j lmordercaf
*widoczny
d. an apparent counterexample
oczywisty kontrprzyklad
pozorny
{*
ewentualny}
e. an eventual husband
inalionek
*ostateczny
* aktualny
f. his actual address
jego (faktyczny adres
rzcczywisty

g. the exact physical characteristics he had divined (Jespersen 1931)

* doldadna taka charakterystyka fizyczna jak4 przewidzial.
(8) a. It was, probably, a murder Prawdopodobnie byio to morderstwo
b. This is, precisely, the service it renders To xi, doldadnie uslugi
e. He is, possibly, an athlete
a murderer

jakie wy6wiadcza
Przypuszezalniel
jest on
Moiliwe, ie
latletti 1
mordercii
widocznie

d . It is, apparently, a counterexample

Jest to

kontroczywAcie przyldad
wyraini. e.

pozornic

e. He has eventually become a husband

Ostatecznie zostal mciern
f. This is, actually, his address
Jest to { faktycznie 1 , jego adres
* aktualnie
g This is exactly the physical characteristics he has devined Jest to
dokladnie taka charakterystyka fizyczna, jakq przewidzial.
Special constraints seem to be blocking Aaj. Proposing in the Polish examples
of 7a and 7b but I am unable to specify their nature at present. It seems that
they depend on some lexical properties of nouns morderstwo and uslugi in
Polish since adjectives prawdopodobny and dokladny can freely be used in attributive position when modifying other nouns, e.g. prawdopodobne zakohczenie/
rozwicganie, dokladne sprawozdanie/plany, etc. Examples 7e, 7f would provide
useful material for the practical pedagogical English-Polish grammar since
they are instances of what Lado (1957:83) calls 'deceptive cognates', i.e. lexical items which are similar in form (and probably the origin, too) but differ
in meaning in two languages thus being a frequent source of language errors in
foreign language learning. Eventual and actual in 7e and 7f must not be ren-
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dered by the fur mally 'equivalent' Polish adjectives ewentualny and aktaalny
which have a different meaning in the lexicon of Polish. Adjectives possible
and apparent from the English examples 5c and 5d cannot be translated by
means of what are their literal equivalents in Polish, namely, adjectives nw,idiwy

and widoczny since the cooccurrence of these adjectives with nouns in Polish
seems to be restricted to [ human] nouns in the former case, e.g. inoiliwe
wyjacie z sytuacji, (inn)
rozwicizanie (But. co za nientailiwa dziocczyna!),
and [ concrete] routs, in the latter case, cf. widoczna *ma. Since the meaning of the adjt,cti% e widoczny in Polish Is not quite the same as the moaning of
the adv erb widocznic, vt, hick undoubtedly is equivalent to apparently in English,

the fact that it dues not occur attributh ely in (7d) can be explained if we assume that widocznie (in the sense of apparently) dues not have a cognate adjective in Polish. Sy nun} mous adjectives oczywisty and pozorny can be used as an
equivalent of apparent in. (7d), just as przypuszczalny may substitute mofaiwy

in some cases of attribution to [ f human] nouns (sec the possibilities in 7c,
7d). In the case of the Polish examples in (7f) and (7g) Adverb-to-Adj change
dues not apply at all because a possible cognate adjective ostateczny cannot modify [ + human] nouns in Polish (cf. ostateczne slowo, ostateczny scid but *ostateczny czlowiek) in the first case (see 7f) and because it would change the mean-

ing of the et mparative construction involved in the modification of the noun
charakterystyka in the second case (example 7g). In English, Adv-to-Adj
transformation is apparently possiblt in str uctures of comparison but in Polish
it seems to be blocked under such conditions.
Bettnan (1974.149) makes an interesting observation concerning English
deadverbial dodjectil es of the ty pe discussed here. Namely, she notices that
hereas NP's such as those in (3) can occur at various places in a 8untenee their
underly ing ad% erbs are testi itted to predicatite position. Consider examples
given in (9) and (10),
(9) a. He made a real contribution
b. You must come up with a definite alternative
. It is necessary to keep ahead of potential rivals (Berman 1974:149)
d. He gave me the exact reason for your absence
e. I don't know his actual housewife
He really made a contribution
(10) a. * lie made, really, a contribution
b, * You must come up with, definitely, an alternative 96 You must
ildinitely come up with an alternative
Its necessary to keep ahead of, potentially, rivals 0 * It's necessary to, potentially, keep ahead of rivals
d. * He gave Inc, exactly, the reason of your absence 0 ?He exactly
gave me the reason of your absence
e. * I don't know , actually his housewife A I don't actually know his
housewife
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If the adverbs in question were placed near the main verbs of the sentences in
(10) these sentences might become grammatik,a1 in seine cases but their meaning

would differ from the meaning of therelevant examples in (9) as they would
modify the verbs instead of the nouns in question. It seems that the only possible sources of the underlined NP's in (9) would be something like,
(11) a. what was, really, a contribution
b. what is, definitely, an alternative
c. those, who are, potentially, rivals
d. what was, exactly, the reason
e. one who actually is his housewife
The same observation applies to the Polish NP's containing deadverbial adjectives of the type under discussion. Their underlying adverbs in the putative
source sentence are restricted to predicative position. Object NP's of (12) are
si;litantically different from the constructions with adverbs given in (13). The
underlined NP's from (12) seem to have been derived from the relative clauses
suggested in (14).
(12) a. Nie bedziomy invzgleclnia6 oczyunstych pontylek
b. Naleiy podj46 konkretnq deeyzje
c. Nie znam jego faktycznego ?uzzwiska
d. Liczymy na pewny Pakees
(13) a. Nie bedziemy, oczywikie, uwzglednia6 pomylek A * Nie bedziemy
ttwzglednia6, oczywiAcie, pomylek

b. Way konkretnie pocijq6 decyzje 0
* Nal* podjqe, konkretnie, deeyzje
c. Faktycznio rile znam jego nazwiska 0
* Nie znam jego, faktycznie, nazwiska
d. Na pewno liczymy na silken A
? Liezymy na slams na pewno
(14) a. to, co oczywikie jest pornylkq
b. e&A, co konkretnic (jtri;) bedzie decyzjq

c. to, co faktycznie jest jego nazwiskiern
d. cog, co na pewno bedzie sukcescm

The observation that adverbs underlying certain attributive adjectives are
restricted to predicative position in the underlying sentences seems to point
out an important insight concerning the nature of exclusively attributive
adjectives related to adverbs. An attempt at formulating it in terms of a significant generalization prior to a putative transformational rule, however, gives
rise to a whole series of problems.
First of all, in English as well as in Polish it is not the case that sentences
with adverbs such as those in (4) and (6) must have 'corresponding' Adj-N
constructions. E.g. adverbs in the predicative sentences of (16) are inorpholo

1 t,
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gically related to the relevant adjectives in (16) but they cannot be treated as
their underlying sources, because of the obvious differences in meaning between (15) and (16), cf.
(15) a. That is, basically, a mistake; Zasadniczo, jest to blad
b. It was, definitely, a mun; To, stanowczo, byl czlowiek
(16) a. That is a basic mistake; Jest to zasadniczy biqd
b. It was a definite man; To byl stanowczy czlowiek
Secondly, the constraints on Adverb-to-Adj shift depend both un the adverb
involved and on the noun to bo modified, cf.,
(17) a. truly an improvement 0 * a true improvement

b. truly a friend = a tri) friend
c. definitely an improvement = a definite improvement
d. definitely a friend 0 * a definite friend
(18) a. naprawdQ poprawa
? * prawdziwa poprawa
b. naprawdQ przyjaciel = prawdziwy przyjaciel
c. zdecydowanie poprawa = zdecydowana poprawa
d. zdecydowanie przyjaciel
* zdecydowany przyjaciel
Thirdly, there are examples of NP's containing death erbial adjectives which are

not related to constructions with corresponding adverbs in predicative position but appear to come from sentences with higher adverbs, i.e. from sentences
in which the corresponding adverbs modify deleted declarative verbs implied
by the performative analysis. Underlined NP's in the Polish examples of (19)
seem semantically related to the sentences in (20) rather than to the predicative
examples of (21), cf.,
(19) a. Pt -mighty Polak chodzi do teatru dwa razy w roku.
b. Co trzeci slalystyczny obywatel posiada tolowizor.
(20) a Przeoictnie (rzecz ujmujilc), Polak chodzi do teatru dwa razy w roku

b. Statystycznie (rzecz ujmujac;patrzac) co trzeci ubywatel posiada
telowizor.

(21) a. * Polak, ktdry jest przecietny
* Ten, kto przeciQtnio jest Polakiem
b. Co trzeci obywatol, ktory jest statystyczny
? * Ten, kto/ktory statystycznie jest co trzecim obywatelem
Fourthly, even the generalization concerning the impossibility of placing adverbs underlying deadverbial attributive adjectives in positions other than the
one after the copula be is not without exceptions. E.g. The Polish object NP in
(22) seems to me to be more related to the construction in (23) with the corresponding adverh modifying the main verb rather than to the putative source
sentences in (24) with this adverb in predicative position, cf.,
(22) Widad wyraintt popratvg
(25) Wyrainie widad poprawe
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(24) a. ? Wida6 Iteol co wyrainie jest poprawa

b. Wida6, ze wyrainie jest poprawa
Considering the numerous problems posed by the idiosyncrasies ,f the data
examined here it might be concluded that postulating a syntactit; description
of attributive deadverbial adjectives in terms of a sot of Adv-to-Adj transformations would be an extremely difficult and uneconomical undertaking since
the number of constraints required for such rules, assuming that they can be
formulated, seems to outweigh the value of possible generalizations these rules
might capture.
Nrs containing deadverbial adjectives can be classified into many types
from the point of view of the kind of noun these adjectives are used to modify,
and various other aspects of these adjecth es could still be considered contiostively. Yet, an examination of relevant examples invariably points out one fact.
that there are no uniform sentence sources for these adjectives as exceptions to
the suggested generalizations can be found in the case of nearly every type.
The same conclusion applies to English and Polish denominal adjectives in
NP's which have often been described as having sentential origin (fur discussion see Lees 1960; Fedorowicz-Bacz 1974). As can be easily noticed it is not the
case that simple sentences containing nouns in various functions are con% ertible into relevant Adj-N constructions even if corresponding denuminal adjectives are available in the lexicons of English or Polish. E.g. although Nee have
they study medicine --onedica/ students or the sun gives energy
energy
in English and delegaci sg z 1Varszausy -4delega,ci warszawscy or film pokazu.je
historic -.film historyczny in Polish, we do not have e.g. they hope for promotion -t
* promotional hopes, they study history, -.* historical students nor praca dutyczy

usiwersytetu (opisuje go)+4 * praca unitversytecka or oni slut( ojczyinici* sluiba ojczyiniana, etc. Besides, it is entirely unpredictable what suffix a giv cn
noun converted into a surface adjective will take, not even whether it gill convert into an adjective at all. 2
It seems that a theory deriving Adj N collocations from underlying sen-

tential (or phrasal) sources will have to be provided with a special Meting
device to check all combinations produced by appropriate transformational
3 Thu follou ing quutafoin frt»rt Bulingur (1987.31) tiluutratol tho putnt qutto

'flioro Booms to bu no good mason, fur uxtunplo, why eixil War had nutm nuun raw»
Forces on one silo anti adj noun Confederate Forces on tho alter, ur any ronsun besides
specolt local why a man «ith a tin. hat Wand CUUdiraCii01 materials whits ciito %%alt it cap
and goon usos instructional materials surd furianciun is a traw3furrttat lot tal &ion tbs.

Wo may say a medical man for 'n doctor' but not *a dental an nor *a surgical man
for 'a dentist' and 'a surgt,tat'. Wo kovp a dental appointinvitand a medical appuiatnicat
with a dentist and a doctor, but nut an electrical ,ippuiattnent %%itli an sisal mom. nun"
aro legal minds in tho last but not 'botanical minds among botanists".
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processes against the list of Adj-N collocations really found in a given language

in order to filter out combinations that are not used. In terms of the TG theory- a filtering device so conceived would mean a specification of a number of
appropriate conditions on either the surface Adj N collocations, similar to Periniuttzr's (1971) surface structure constraints or on particular adjectivizing
transformations (as conditions on transformations
see e.g. Chomsky 1971).
Since an inventory of Adj -N combinations acceptable in a given language will
be needed in any case, and it cannot be supplied without consulting the inventory of Adj-N expressions in the vocabulary of a competent language user,
introducing a complicated theoretical apparatus in order to account fur relevant
NP's seems a fairly uneconomical undertaking. A derivation of Adj-N phrases
restricted by the acceptability constraints applicable only on the surface and
conditioned pragmatically by the actual appearance of relevant Adj-N combinations in the language strikingly resembles conditions characterizing lexical
processes of word-formation in that the products of both have to be checked
against a list of existent items. In u ord-formation processes such e.g. compounding, a lexical derivation from underlying sentential sources has been generally
accepted (see e.g. Lees 1960, also Nowakowski 1974) and it was assumed that
all results of the derivational procedures applied there would have to be checked

against the list of actual compounds given in the lexicon.
Morphological idiosyncrasies and the lack of uniform deep structure sources, as well as the necessity of involving a complicated theoretical apparatus
that would still have to rely on the information provided by the vocabulary
of a competent user of a language cast serious doubts on the assumption con-

veining transformational derivation of exclusively attributive adjectives.
Similarity of conditions characterizing derivation of Adj-N phrases and some
processes of word-formation (e.g. compounding) suggests that the analysis
of relevant Adj-N phrases might be considered as a lexical process. In order
to determine the character of derivations responsible for NP's containing exclash, ely attributive adjectives a clear-cut differentiation between syntactic
(Li . transformational) and lexical processes has to be established and a general
chaff acteristics of lexical rules as opposed to the syntactic ones needs to be
gis en. The status of lexical rules is not yet established as no complete theory
of the lexicon exists in the transformational grammar at present.3
Nut much has boii %%Talon on tlio natant of thu transformational grammar loxii oi.. Thin 'Host proinirent positron sewn to be the tut) emits by Chubut. (1965; 1967)
opal t flunk Clionishy (1970). "savors and introit s relating to thu structure of the lexicon
hint btwu lllll stly concornid ith the piney of lomcal aisortion in the TG model and the
dvcomponintial anabsis of curtain lexical items (inainly %orbs)
soo u, g. McCauley
torm
(1968). Piihtal (1972). Fillniurt, (1908). 13ulingor (1971) and the dofiiiition of
'rolatcd lexical oritry
Groot% (1969), 13ockor Makin (1969), 1110Ctia boy (1968a). Indkpi whin .stutlics of ItAci aro cunilia-till in Grunt Britain %%Ali un octonsivo application
of the so-called "tochitiquu of collocation' - sup v. g. Halliday (1966) and Siiclair (1966).
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Bolinger (1967) assumes the existence of two distinct types of transformations. 'syntactical' and lexical, which from the point of view of some essential
differences in their respective characteristics should be kept separate iir a grammar (see especially' Bolinger's (1967) footnote 6 on page 7 where, among others,

he says. "Lexical transformations and syntactical transformations, I think
belong at different places in a grammar"). His statement of the differences be-

tween the two types of rules comes to observing that lexical coinages' (by
uhich he understands products of lexical transfot mations) are "tied to a time
and a place" unlike "free-flowing syntactical transformations that move as
smoothly in one direction as in the other".
To illustrate the differences between 'syntactical' and lexical transformations he juxtaposes the regular Passive transformation with the set of rules involved in the derivation of English pronominal modifiers in -ing and -ed appearing in attributive position with ut without object complements, producing
NP's such as. a slow walking man and a mortifying remark from the man walks
slow and the remark mortified John (1907.6 7) and observes that while any
new verb found in a Subject-Verb-Object structure can easily shift into Passive without any danger as to the acceptability- of the resultant sentence (e.g.
They napalmed the village .the village was napalmed), the great majority of
predications representing the `man-milks-sl,iu t3 pc "are not transposable to
attributive position" (ibid.) as shown in examples of (25) and (26):

(25) a. = the man walks slowa slow-walking man
the girl loves home-a home-loving girl (with a possibility for
the predicative use, cf: the girl is homeloving)

the child behaves badly .an ill-behaved child (also: the child
b.

(26) a.

is ill-behaved)
the vision scared X ---oa scary vision'
the remark flattened X ---oa flattening remark
the experience shattered X-->a shattering experience

The secretary erases mistakes-1-4* a mistake-erasing secretary 0

* the secretary is mistake erasing

the wife wakes her husband -f a husband-waking wife 0
* the wife is husband waking
Scary and deceptive stand for 8c«ri,ty and deceivtog hove. Sta, Cheinsky (1995:
277) at this context. As examples in (25b) shim, it:mewl'. Chuniskt 's generalization
...[ Animate)], i.e., verbs
that verbs lutving the syntactic features [ + Abstract)...
allowing abstract subjects and altallatt, ubjucts, 800111 ut aliti)13 w itaN 1' tat M11001'1'81
1190, has counterexamples. (Soo also Bolinger 1907:7).
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but:

- the man hates women-4.a woman hating man 0* the man is
woman hating

b. - the remark angered X-F* * an angering remark
- the experience broke X-4-01` a breaking experience

and:

- the remark affected X+an affecting remark ('causing (perhaps
angered him) pity')

(because of the different semantic features on the underlying Verb and the corresponding -ing participial adjective) (see Bolinger 1967:7).
Corresponding rules that might be proposed in order to account for equivalent
NP's in Polish will also have the characteristics of lexical processes rather than
that of syntactic transformations proper since their outputs like the outputs
of the relevant derivations in English will have to be checked against the list
of modifier-Noun collocations actually encountered in the language. cf.,

(27) a, - profesor nie cierpi kobiet

eierpiaey kobiet profesor

- kolejka jeZdzi wolno jeidittea kolejka ('ciuchcia')
- dziewczyna taficzy na linie-tanezaca na linie dziewczyna ('tancerka na linie')
pomoc domowa dochodzi do pracy-Klochodzaca pomoc domowa ('doehodzaca')
- uczeii dojeidiajacy do szkoly-*dojeidiajacy uczen (edojeidiaiticY1

b. - obraz przerazil X'a-rzeratajacy obraz
- uwaga poehlebila X'owi -+pochlebiajaca uwaga ( also: )
pochlebna j

- scena wzruszyla X'a-mzruszajaea scena
- ciciar przytlaczal X'a-+przytlaczajacy eiciar
- przeiyeie zalamalo X's-nalamujace przeiycie
(28) a.
sekretarka wymazuje
wymazujqea blcdy sekretarka
- Zona budzi meta-I-* budzaea meta Iona
- mai ehodzi do kina-r-** ? chodzacy do king mai
- praca zadowolila recenzent6w-i-,* ? zadawalajaea praca
- uwaga rozzlokila
rozzlaszezajaca uwaga

_

powodzenie l
rozpukilyX a-1-4rozpuszezajace pieniadze (polyppieniadze
dzenie)

Structures given in sentences of (25) and (27) have corresponding NP's which
may be described as products of relevant adjectivizing i ales yet sentences of
(26) and (28) do not coin lexical expressions of the Adj-N form Thus, adjectivizing processes noted above cannot be described as syntactic transformations
since they do not produce grammatical results in all cases, the grammaticality
of their outputs being dependent on the existence of a relevant Adjective-N
collocation established in the given language.
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Kurylowicz (1969:27) observes that complicated lexical processes can be
analysed as processes implying transformations and that lexical
processes
implying transformations (similar to the typical syntactic T's in that they

derive lexical items from underlying sentences) include mainly those
in which a
change in the syntactic category of part of speech is observed.
In his opinion
lexical transformations constitute the core of iexicology
and as instances of
lexical (i.e. semantic) transformations he quotes the
following
processes (with
"
representing a syntactic T and "j" designating a lexical T):

(29) a. derivation of the Polish verb zieleni6 s4 (to be green) from the
adjective zielony (green)
zielony

1 jest zielony
zieleni 34

b. derivation of the Polish adjectives: zapickly, opnehly from
verbs
zapiec, opuchnqe, respectively:

zapiee-.1 zapieczony; opuchne
zapielay

opuchniety
y opuchly

c. derivation of the Polish compound adjectives: modrooki, siwobrody
from relevant adj-N phrases:
modre ()ay

o modrych mach
modrooki

broda

z siwa brochi
siwobrody

In Gruber's (1967) conception of translational lexicon
processes traditionally referred to as morphological derivation and conversion
are described in terms
of transformational ruins of affixal and non-affixal word-extension, which,
as
he demonstrates, belong to the lexicon (see Umber (1967:115) for transformational derivation of some causative verbs in English). Gruber claims
that wordextension, whether productive or non-productive, affixal or non-affixal,
should
be treated in the lexicon, not in the transformational
component of the grammar. In his conception, relevant substitutions and structural changes
should
not be caused by means of rules ope' ting after items had
been attached to the
derived tree, but should occur in the course of the process of lexical
attachment.
Lexical entries should have underlying categorical trees rather
than unstructured feature matrices for lexical environment (1967:36, 37) and they
should be
able to indicate how the underlying base tree can be restructured while becoming a tree terminating in phonological matrices (1967:115).
Berman (1974:185) points out another property of lexical
processes by
observing that "it is a well-recognized fact in diachronic linguistics
that lexical
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items formed by even such produeth e rules as -er nominalization typically move
away from the generalized meaning of their 'source' to a more idiomatic, narrower, meaning". She quotes a Hungarian verb ultet, literally meaning: causeto-sit from ii/-(sit), actually used in the meaning of to plant (crops, trees ... etc.),
as an example of a derived verb whose meaning is totally unrecoverable from

the meaning suggested by the morphological structure. The equivalent Polish verb. zasadzic (posadzie) can e.-.1su be quoted here as an instance of an output of a w 0rd-extension transformation applied to siedziee which has adopted a
narrow er meaning of plant (e.g. trees, bushes, lettuce, etc.), if posadzie is analysed
in appropriate structures. spowodowae, ieby siedzialo
as derived from si
,iedzi or spou;odowad siedzenie by relevant causative transor spowodowao,
formations. Various properties distinguishing processq discussed here as 'lexical' from the processes describable in term of classical transformations such as
the Passive T, indicate that a theory of lexicon specifying types and number of
lexical rules (transformations) is badly needed within the generative grammar.
A tentative list of features characterizing lexical processes as different from
classical syntactic transformations can be formulated as follows:
(a) Syntactic rules (or syntactic transformations) describe syntactic processes

in the transformational component of the grammar whereas lexical rules
(or lexical transformations) describe processes in the lexicon (predominantly

word-formation processes), and thus belong properly to the lexicon.
(b) Syntactic transformations result in sentences whereas lexical transformations form lexical elements (words or phrases).
(c) Outputs of lexical rules have to be checked against a list of existing lexical
items. In other words, the 'grammaticality' of the output of a lexical rule
depends, in part, on the presence of a word or phrase that matches that
output in the lexicon.'
(d) Lexical transformations frequently involVe a change of the syntactic part of-speech category of the items involved.
(e) There is no morphological regularity in 'lexical processes whereas outputs
of syntactic transfot mations that introduce new morphemes (e.g. Agreement T, Passive T and others of the group called 'cosmetic transformations' by Krzeszowslei (1974) are practically exceptionless.
(f) Outputs of word-fur mation rules have et, tendency to grow (see the results
of productive affixal or non-affixal word-extention transformations) and
change (e.g. by narrowing the meaning) while outputs of syntactic transformations do not change meanings that easily.
(g) While syntactic transformations operate in terms of recognized structural
relations such as Subject-of, Object-of, ete. (e.g. the formulation of Raisingansfurmation depends on the notion of grwmatical subject) structural
This point is nio.do quito offootivoly in Borman (1974:187).
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information of this type is largely irrelevant for lexical rules (e.g. nominal
compounds as well as A-N phrases containing denominal adjectives can
be analysed in terms of syntaco-semantic case relations or in terms of
Gruber's and Jackendoff's thematic relations, not necessarily in terms of
corresponding sentence struqures).
Since derivations proposed here for NP's with exclusively attributive denominal and deadverbial adjectives .can be characterized in terms of the properties typical of lexical rules, enumerated in points (b), (c), (d), (e), and (g) above,
they will have to be classified as lexical rather than syntactic (i.e. transformational) and in view of the evidence presented the assumption that exclusively
attributive adjectives are derived transformationally (i.e. by postlexical transformations) cannot be maintained.
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EPENTHESIS OR DELETION -- I COULD DO
JOHN W. DEWEES
Ohio ilnirevrily, dawns, Ohio

This paper presents florae initial steps toward a minimal three way contrast
between British English, American English, and Polish. The purpose of the
contrast is to discover whether information emerges which might contribute
to the current debate in linguistic semantics. The central issue of the paper,
or at least the data on which the investigation is based is a feature of British
English reduced sentences not occurring in American English or in Polish.
A brief example if this feature can be illustrated by an exchange I recently
had with a British friend. We were discussing a toy she had gotten for Christmas. "It is covered with fur" she said. I asked, "Does it vibrate?" Her reply
-was, "It might do". The response in AmE would never include the do. The
operation of do support would not appear. It is just this additional do element
occurring in some BrE reduced replies which interests me, and for a number of
reasons. First I have found it difficult to even describe the surface and deep
structure constraints on the item's occurrence. Second, it is interesting to compare from the point of view of regular common English tag questions such as
the one following the juncbure in this utterance: John went to the store, didn't
he Here do occurs in both British and American English. Third, it has features
of anaphoric reference which put it in the main stream of a class of issues which
are important to the central theoretical approaches to linguistic semantics.
I will begin by giving some examples of the structure I am interested in.
The first set of sentences have been agreed to by three native speakers of British English.

1. Will the sun shine more in January? It could do.
2. Will we all have to attend? We should do.
3. Will they go away if you don't come? They might do.
4. open
b. Do you expect her to get married soon? She should do.
4 Papers end Studies...
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6. Do you intend to go to Warsaw tomorrow? I might do.
7. open
8. open
9. Would you do it if I asked you to? I might do.
All the responses to this minimally controlled elicitation contained either
could, should, or might. I will not vouch for the selection of informants since
the population is so small. Nor can I defend my handling of the cross-dialectal
eliciting. At least one of my informants said after an elicitation session, "I accepted it because it was an Americanism".
As you will notice, there are three holes in the pattern a could response
to a do question, 4; a could response to a would question, 7; and a should response to a would question, 8. It is not clear whether these are actually unacceptable sentences or if they are due to incomplete elicitation. Since this paper
will deal with how do-sentences mean rather than what do-sentences mean,
I will spend little time discussing the signification. Let me say only that each
of the do responses has a conditional feeling about it to the speakers. They
would easily accept a following if-clause.
,
The following sentences were not agreed upon by all three speakers, being

accepted by one or two but rejected outright by the remainder, or yielding
to a preferred alternative.
10. Have you ever visited that country?
*Yes, I have done.
11. Will we have a Christmas holiday?

We should do.

We should have.

12. Will we know when the break will be?
We should do.

We ought to.

13. Do you have to do it by Friday?
*I should do.

14. Would you have shoes made hero?

*I might do.

15. Are we going to have staff meeting this Friday?
We might do.
We might be.

16. Should you clean your teeth once a day
*You should do.
Among these, 11 and 12 match the will/should pattern of 2, 13 matches

the do /should pattern of 6, and 14 matches the wouldImight pattern of 9.
Further elicitation will reveal whether these contradictions are inconsistencies
or areas of further interest.
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Only one response was universally rejected by this small universe of three
informants.
17. Are you thinking about getting another car?

*I should do.
I have no explanation for this PS yet.
I can make a few generalizations about this type of elliptical structure in
BrE. There are no negatives in it. That is, there are none of the form.

18. Will you (or won't you) go home? *I might not do.
The structure does not appear as a question.
19. I heard she was going to Arkansas with Groucho Marx.
Is it true that she might do?
20. *I should do, shouldn't I?
The pattern appears to be excluded from the second person singular and
plural. It appears to be limited to could, might, and should among the models
and seldom used have -fed as Quirk suggests. Finally, there is always contrastive stress on the modal.
rather than
21. I should do.
22. *I should do.
or
23. *I should do.
Now let us look at do support structures in general and then at the most
widely accepted formulation of normal tag questions as represented by that
of Marina Burt (1971) and others. Then let us look at some approximation
of the constraints on the do reply in BrE. And finally let us see if the anaphoric

nature of this construction lends any support to either side of Utz semantics
debate.
First what is do support in common English? Most verbs in English require
the use of do in negation and in interrogation when there is no auxilary support. Others require only the basic verb form. For example,
24. I like tripe.
25. Do you like tripe?
26. I don't (do not) like tripe.
With Auxilary support, the do is not possible.

27. I am eating tripe.
28. Are you eating tripe?
29. I'm (I am) not eating tripe.
It appears to be true that in those cases where an Aux is a necessary vehicle
for tense, number, person, negation, or question, and where no such Aux
exists, do appears to servo the function. The exception, of course, is the verb
to be. There is, for example,
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30. I am a Marx fan.
31. Are you a Marx fan?
32. You're (you are) not a Marx fan.
Do, however, can appear with be in emphatic imperatives as in,
33. Do be sensible.
I believe have can appear without do support in BrE, though it :s a marked
form in AntE.
34. klave you the money? BrE
35. Do you have the peanut butter? AmE
So this then is the nature of do support; an element that emerges to serve
as a stem for a variety of inflections which in some constructions have no
Aux to attach to. In AmE, do, functioning in the support role (iii contrast
to a main verb role) does not co-occur with the Aux. In BrE, it does in the
elliptic environments that are part of the focus of this paper. Incidentally,
this feature is interesting to students of language acquisition. In the early
language development, do support offers. a fairly stable mark of achievement
in children.
Marina Burt (1971:19) gives the following formulation of tag questions
in common English.
Q

IMP)

o

1

2

SC

TENSE

(EMP)NP

SD #
t

V N.r

TENSE AUX have
be
4

3

X

5

6

o

SC

2

1

4 5

3

6,

4

5
1

NEC

[+PRO]

Diagram I

PRES

/I\

0

0

John.

NP

AUX

VP

.

I

0

PRES

I

N

TENSE

V

X

John

PRES

hit

it

hit

it,

PRES

NEG

John

.[+PRO]
Diagram, 2
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However, as a result of this transformation, tense /pres is strained. So the
output of this tag transformation meets the structural description of the do
support transformation.

SD X
X
1

SO

1

X

4

PRES NEG
AFFIX

HE

or more generally

Y
3
3

2

DO+2

That is,
DO-FPRES
NEG HE
Condition; 1 0W+VERB
Diagram :3

The condition assures that the variable string which precedes the affix cannot
end with a verb, which w uuld ha% e geese ...0 ease Allen.; the affix is not str anded.

Notice that this structure of the tag question is largely penthetie if we
can borrow a term from phonology. The node Q is realized, is built up. out
of features in the main clause of the setener, largely because of the high
degree of variables that the template sentence may manifest. Constraints on.
matching these would be much Inure difficult than the constraints which
Burt uses in copying them. And make that a matched sentence with deletion.
would require an inelegant duplication of structures.
The next question is, what may the elliptical appearing BrE structure
have in common Uhl' the cpenthetie use of do in common. English? Is the do
in this elliptical construction then simply a case of du support? There appear
to be No environments in
can appeal, 'hither fitting the structural
description for this du ule. One is after certain modals. In this cm ir ()torrent
there is no affix to strand, and thus the structural description is not met.
The other is with have as in 36.
:36. He said I would not finish the book, but I have done.
Stilt( ler 36 is nut at cciitable to in) informants though Quirk suggests some
thing quite like it. Here the structural description is met in
I have-{-en Y

XA

Xr

But. notice that the construction
37. He said that I could not finish, but I have.
is possible with the same stress patterns.
The simplest formulation of the underlying structure is as follows
S

NP,

AUX

VP2

+PRO

MOD

2

ADV

>

S

NPI

3

Diagram 4
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where NP,, VP', and ADVI are coreferent with the subject NP, the Main
Clause VP, and the Main Clause ADV respectively . Derivations based on
extraposition or other operations are rejected as inelegant. A Burt-like deriva-

tion does not seem possible because of du Mut:nee bet mu the bound and
free nature of these structures, though this may be open to objection.
In tags, the do has no more ansplunic reference than the may, will, have
or be of such tags since do is simply an t mpty nun plicine
ing only 1,s support for an affix. It is not a preform in that same sense that do so is in

38. I wanted to eat and t (lid so.
Notice that in
39. I didn't want to eat so I didn't do so,
a do emi rig

to cal r% the tens' and in eAtic e III t he regular fashion.

Ignoi int; fen Ow time lit lit the Intel, ,t ite4 eon-41.60s on these anteeedents, the do in the lily. efllollYal
tints a 1( milt. or deletion,
though cps tidied( and hits an anaphi
( !mat t, unliko the do tat;. My
invest i:;at ion
p I int tottipi. te, butt inn iall shows
that there is inlet. Aim; .upp,rt f,tall tllt la.
t
No, h t us tool, at
apti
anphorie diameter
iblitt to t 1. (lobate h4
11101t,
of this Nt I 1.1(
The St
in lamolave

he ftallM11/10.1011 of meaning

loilloriala to ine.itlist es for suell a long time

leititint; has

that much of du linviiistie

4,1

to st has attempted to ignore

meaning. Of tools. it 111:4 Wit It tia.% lh t 11 1,411011 d. N11( (ming has always been
acknott !edged as the poi pos. alit I lilt
t t' or all communication. Bill as
Bloomfield (1933.73)
stud of limo:nage call he condo( ted without special assumpiions only w loth; as a( pa.% no attllitloll to the meaning
of what is spoken ". This staltV111010

\ 110 Means Cunt htst., 11itil the context

from which it is ',akin. Lnguau , ,11 in

flit

most traditional model, is a

deviec wllieli, in a \t 1.N compliiatt d fashion, rt lat 0..nu kind of signification
to sound. (A nod to behat iota ists tt ho would out atcet t this idea of meaning).

Theacarliest struetulal models ,,iiiihasized the issues that canie fttnn the surface sound rather than meaning. Fol examplt, in Trago and Smith's (1966)
Outline of English structure, 80% of the book was de\ sited to phonology,
19% to something like morphology and %turd formation, and a scant 1% to
syntax. Nothing whatsoever was devoted to meaning.
But meaning has always been an important issue in linguistics. Bloomfield's school, perhaps to Bloondit ld's dismay , tended to ot el play his deempha-

meaning. They did c ery thing that they could to keep meaning out of
language. Of course, it catcred although it was not really easily acknottledged

sis

by the neo Bloundieldians as Chomsky (1937.94) points out in Syntactic
structures. And it entered at a number of quite critical points. One of these
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points is in the heart of structural linguistics, phonology. Only when two
utterances differ in meaning can they be shown to be phonemically distinct
For Saussure, the linguistic sign united a concept and an acoustic image,
meaning and sound. It was the image, that he was most successful in describing.
Even though Chomsky (1957.93) devoted considerable interest in Syntactic
structures to the issue of meaning, I feel that the emphasis there was clearly
illustrated by the following quotation. "It is important to recognize that by
attempting to deal with grammar and semantics and their points of connee
tiun we need not alter the purely formal character of the theory of grammatical
structure itself... That is to say, Chomsky saw the goal of linguistics at that
time as the formalization of the study of syntax rather than the integration
of semantics into the total structure. He appears to have doubted any systematic connection between syntax and semantics (Partee 1971:0). So meaning,
up to the early mid 1960's, was a secondary field of interest to linguists
It was not until Katz and Postal's (1963) early formulation of a syntactically motivated challange to a semantics free grammar, and a more complete
formulation a year later by Katz and Fodor's (1964) that issues of meaning
and semantics were emphasized. Quite simply, Katz and Postal claimed that
if a base component is to be the only source of input for a semantic component, then the base component must have all that is necessary for semantic
interpretation. Parenthetically, at some point in the history of semantic theory
this presentation changed from an empirical hypothesis to a criterion for
judging the formulation of transformations and lost much of its empirical
content In their formulation, then, nothing must change between the point
at which semantic interpretation is carried out and the phonological output
Transformation, if the concept of an autonomous syntax is to be maintained,
must not change meaning.
Let me briefly sketch the models that I am referring to. Initially in the
Syntactic structures model there was a base component consisting of a set
of phrase structure rules and lexical insertion. The final operations of this
component produced the familiar kernel sentences. Another component within
curtain constraints, combined kernels, made sentences negative or interrogative, and generally patted them into shape for the phonological component
The semantic component, such as it was, interpreted roughly the base component.
So the history of the development of formulations of linguistic semantics
is interesting, beginning with the formulation by Chomsky that meaning was
based on au interpretation of information contained in deep structure As it
was initially formulated, the deep structure was a fairly nebulous term and
evolved as the concepts of optional and obligatory transformations evolved
The concept was made more explicit by stating that it was at this point that

.
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semantic interpretation took place. It is clearly circular to maintain that
semantic interpretation takes place at the point of deep structure and in
turn that deep structure is where semantic interpretation takes place. However this seems to have featured in some of the debates and has been pointed
out by Mc Cawley (1967). The concept evolved, however, and has eventually
presented itself as a clearer target for debate. Chomsky, (1970) in his article

"Deep Structures, Surface Structures, and Semantics", has written that

lexical insertion takes place before any of the transformations. This precyclical, pretransformational point in the evolution of an utterance has been taken
as the limit of deep structure.
But the challanges were forthcoming long before such a clear target presented itself and the Katz
Postal hypothesis had reached the status of a
necessary condition for transformations by the time such challanges began
to surface. One of the first challanges was that by Kuroda (1971). It was
based on the fact that certain words, for example, *even, also, aud. only, seem
to be limited to one occurrence per atmerice but could also occur in a number
of positions within the sentence with different meanings. The next elegant,
the simplest way of handling these words appeared to be by introducing them
from a separate node and then placing them in their surface structure position
within the sentence. This interpretation, which was syntactically motivated.,
contradicted the claim that transformations were meaning preserving. The
force of a portion of this argument was weakened by evidence that more than
one such item can occur in the sentence. But the explanation of the semantic
scope of thee words is still a goal. Other challanges wore arising elsewhere.

Kuroda's argument had set the style for a certain type, the variety that

assaulted the Katz-Postal hypothesis.
It is generally acknowledged that the one that succeeded deals with the
behavior of quantifiers. Roughly, the argument goes like this. For obligatory rules, the question of meaning preservingness is vacuous. These rules
operate on abstract structures between which we cannot judge synonymity.
The question of whether the obligatory do support rules, for example, changes
meaning presupposes that we can assign meaning to an abstract P marker
which fits the structural description for do support, but which has not undergone

it So it is only optional rules which are of intereit. If, then, an operation

does not appear to change meaning, and an independently motivated abstract
structure can be added to the deep structure, the rule can be freed from the
requirement of meaning preservingness. Katz and Postal did just this with
NEG and based their arguments on those ofKlima (1964). What they overlooked was an important violation of their argument. For Klima, the application
of the some-any suppletion rule was or 'ional in most of its environments. Su
in the following examples, 40 is related to 41 by an optional transformation,
and 42 to 43.
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40. I didn't have any of the bread.
41. I didn't have some of the bread.
42. Some of the ideas were net mine.
43. None of the ideas were mine.
Thus Klima's formulation would allow an optional rule that changed meaning
in violation of the Katz-Postal model. There has been a lively commentary
on the attempts to formulate a some-any rule. There has been no satisfactory
solution yet.

These are the sorts of argument, that led to the demise of the Katz-Postal
hypothesis. One could either retain the idea that transformations do preserve
meaning and modify the concept of deep structure (largely the position of
generative semantics), or .one could abandon the disputed hypothesis and
retain the concept of deep structure (the interpretive semantics position).
Another type of argument to separate these two positions is that based
simply on economy. As it is formulated, the extended standard theory of
Chomsky, interpretative semantics, maintains that there must be two interpretative components. One of these interprets syntactically the primitives of
the base component. This is of course the transformational component. The
other is the one which interprets meaning, the semantic component. In this
formulation, then, there are two components interpreting the same structure.
One assault on the extended standard theory faults the lack of economy of a
system which requires two different, two distinctive, two equally unwieldy
interpretative components. The issue here is the autonomy of syntax. McCawley argaes that if there is no principled boundary that can be drawn between
deep and surface structure then there is no need for deep structure interpretation. The following are the characteristics that McCawley (1971) outlines for
his rival grammar. In his model semantic features have the same formal
nature as syntactic structures. They are labelled trees whose non-terminal
node labels are the same sot of labels that appear at the surface. He no longer
maintains notions of a set Gf structures which separates syntax from semantics,
what Chomsky and his followers called deep structure. Neither does he support
the distinction between transformations and the semantic interpretive rules.
These are given up in favor of a unified model which relates meaning and sound
by intervening stages that are just as semantic as they are syntactic. He bases

this conception partially on the claim that rules needed to decide what a
grammatical sentence may mean are necessary to decide what is grammatical
in the first place. Grammar then is taken to generate a sot of surface structures
somehow distinct from a set of deep structures by a sot of derivations .These
consist of a set of derivational constraints on what combinations may uccur
at the surface of language and how the different stages of the derivation may
differ from one another.
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Another type of argument, which is perhaps a subset of the preceding one,

focuses on Chomsky's claim that the boundary of the deep structure is the
operations of lexical insertion which occur in a block. If it is possible to find
transformations which must apply before the lexical insertion, then it is possible to deny the existence of a principled boundary between deep and surface
structures. Without this boundary it is impossible to specify the domain of
the semantic interpretive rules. The unspecifiability shows the weakness of
this formulation, the necessity of abandoning it.
Pronominalization and anaphoric reference have features in these argument. It is this area that is interesting to the investigation of the do structure
of this paper and the anaphoric reference of this item in the elliptical replies
of BrE. My next steps in this investigation, steps which I have not taken
yet, will be to find if the anaphoric nature of this proform fits any of the now
classical assaults on the interpretive semantics position. For example, Postal
(1969) has argued that there are certain lexical items resulting from lexical
transformations that are immune to inbound and outbound ..naphorie reference. These he calls anaphoric islands. Constraints on pronoun reference are
illustrated in the following two sentences:

44. John's parents are dead and mine are living.
45. John is an orphan and mine are living.
Such islands appear to exist for the proforms under investigation.
46. I couldn't fasten the boards together with glue, but I could do with tape.
47. I couldn't glue the boards together, out I could do with tape.
Backwards pronominalization, perhaps proformization, (a feature of the BachPeters (1070) paradox) may follow some of the same constraints with this do
form. For examples see the following sentences:
48. The gorilla' indicated that Ite, was leaving.
49. He, indicated that the gorilla, was leaving.
50. After he, smiled, the gorilla, left.
On the other hand, perhaps because of the erbal nature of this proform, comparable examples with do are diffecult to find. The following are comparable
to some extent:
N

51. If one must sit down, I would do.
52. I would do if one must sit down.
53. If one must do, I would sit down.

But notice that these last two meet the requirements of command for backward pronominalization.
Bach and Peters, on the basis of these features of anaphoric reference discovered sentences that violated at least one of three syntactically motivated
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constraints on transformations. The following is an exampL of a Bach-Peters
sentence:
54. (the child who was eating it2)1 liked (the lody she, had)2

In such a sentence, the anaphoric reference crussea and the usual analysis
would be infinitely recursive, violating the premise that derivations must be
finite in length. I have been unable to find the essential enducentric crossing
with the do structure. The following examples, which at first appear to have it,
do not. Nor am I certain that they would be accepted b3 BrE of the do structure.

55. When I asked him, (to dance)2, John, said he, might doe.

56. When I asked if (he, would be hit by the tree)2 (John, who thought it
might doe), left.

Other features remain to be investigated as well. How do these structures
relate to gapping? On the model of some researchers' analysis, where du the
operations involved in such a structure occur in relation to lexical insertion?
I hope that further study will allow me to answer these questions.
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A CONTRASTIVE DESCRIPTION OF DEIXIS
IN DANISH AND ENGLISH
CLAUS FAERCH
Universilu of Cop 4ohaOso

On what principles should a contrastive analysis of two languages be based?'
This is the all-important question which forces itsef upon anyone who intends
to engage in contrastive linguistics. 2 The present article is based on the assumption that communicative rather than .7.imjuistic competence should be focal in
contrastive linguistics. This approach is illustrated by an investigation of certain problems related to nominal deistic expressions in Danish and English.

I
As a point of departure, let us go back 40 years to Leonard Bloomfield,
who is often mentioned as the founder of American structuralism. As American

structuralism is characterized by a lack of interest in semantics it would be
natural to ascribe this lack of interest in semantics to Bloomfield. This, however, would be wrong. Bloomfield did not mean that semantics is uninteresting
or peripheral but that semantics is bewildering and alien to systematic empir-

ical investigation. For this reason, he proposed that a linguistic description
should begin with those structures that are most readily measurable phonological structures
and gradually proceed 'downwards' towards semantic
structures.
The situation today is analogous. We are becoming more and more unhappy
about descriptions of la langue because we realize that for a learner of a foreign
1 A preliminary version of this paper was distributed and discussed in connection with the 10th International Conference on English Polish Contrastive Analysis,
Lubostronio, 20.28 April, 1970.
2 A Danish.English project in error analysis, interlanguago studies, and eontrastivo
lin.guiatics was initiated at the Department of English, Copenhagen University in 1976.
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language it is almost equally important to know 'how to say something in a
what a learner
given context' as to know `how to say anything anytime'
of a foreign languabt needs is the ability to produce adequate paroles, a communicative competence, not simply a competence of la langue, a Chomskyan
competence. However, the task we arc thus confronted by is overwhelming
the task is 'nothing else but the contrasting of cultures', as Kari Sajavaara
expresses it (Sajavaara 1975). For this reason it is understandable if researchworkers within contrastive: analysis draw back from contrasting communicative competence and concentrate on phonological, syntactic, lexical or even
semantic structures i,..tead (and this, in itself, is an ambitious project); however, there remains the danger that the results of the contrastive analysis are
difficult to translate into class-room practice because the individual ha been
left out. I therefore believe that we have to engage in contrastive pragmatics
(including soeio- and psy cholinguistics) if we want our contrasti% c analysis to

be worthwhile with regard to impro merit in foreign language teaching.
And as pragmatics is still much of a virgin area of linguistics this means that

linguists working within contrastive analysis will have to carry out a fair
amount of basic research.
II

Each pat titipant in a eummunieati\ e event perfoirns verbal acts of various
ty pus. It is possible to classify, the se verbal acts in different ways (one way of
doing it could be based on Austin's distinttion between N-erdictiN e, exercitive,

commissi e, belabbiti and expositive speech acts (Austin 1962)), but here I
ant not eoncei ned with classiiitation of tittuant t s but with a description of
parts of utter ant t s. I adopt St at 's ill( a that in pciforming a speech act, e.g.
a command, t Ire speak(t simaltam ously lu t fauns an act of referring (Searle
1069). lit other woi as, refeit nee is an
the iblio\ying two quest ions:

(I) !km is di, at

t ithin

ot.t.idit,t,.(1 to 8, itattoth

ii,ct . We eau now formulate
Xi( L41, sy Iltat't ic and phono-

logical !Cow es!
(2) I I tm do s1 (some( language) and TL (hug( t language) coin last in respect

oficreogict
\Vc eaimot answer 111( 4C()11(1 (1110'4 lull 1/1 Air(' %lt ha% t itIthWt`red the first,

;Tv( :He linguistic incubi Today
ha% to thing'
t pttd that a linguistic model should be 'predictive'

and heron, %%, tan do so %%t
it

is itlinost inn%

and heat t rte tei,at I.
old, 1 to vet if, ,t Iiusui. t ie desei iption the Beset iption
bent e lot iiiitlizat ion. A foinialized generativo
has to be as iti (Time as possiblt
mod(I also rat iiit,ttcs ito dt..uriptiuu of sot joint tat and st list ie variation which

can be int capouttt d into out and the sane( deso iption by means of 'variable
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rules' as proposed by Labov (1970). I assume that the generative description
should include transformations, but I shall not embark on a discussion of this
assumption here as the relevance of transformations can only be assessed
within a discussion of systematic relations between sentences.
By adopting TG we have to choose between a generative semantics and
an intepretative semantics variant. Generative semantics is related to formal
logic, its object is to reduce human communication to a logical base in addition
to operations of various kinds. Even if generative semantics cannot be said to
advocate the logical positivists' reductional principle' (as exemplified by Quine's

'cannonical representation' ',Quin 1960)) it is based on the assumption that
semantics can be formalized to the same degree and very much in the same way
as is the case with syntax. This is something which has not been proved yet, what
has been established, however, is the fact that a generative semantics model is
nearly all-powerful and hence relatively uninteresting how is it possible to
falsify a description couched within generative semantics? I am therefore inclined
to adopt the less powerful interpretative semantics variant. The ty pe of interpretative TG which comes closest to the one I am working within is that proposed

by Jackendoff (1972). Jackendoff's model is characterized by the fact that
semantic interpretation of various types is carried out at different levels from
deep to surface structure. However, the intepretative rules I shall advocate
are pragmatico-sernantic rather than purely semantic.
III

Now It t us Ink( a 1001, at tilt syntat tit , tbl lnngnlatico semantic and the
lexical It Ncl. of 21 «alt124,th. dt sllipti011 l.f 111 iNis ill English and Danish.
Alt Ittaigh
dirt log titslt ht tAvi. it sy lit act ic structures and pi agmaticosnillatit it' ititt I,at tati1k 22i logien,1 consitict at ions shOtilt1 nut lit
(1 as a
ntaetit 8011(4w, Only. logit al 12.21,-401i12g will
means of establi:11:11,2 th
ha\ t to be subject to empii it al NI rlhl',4t1UI Ilan tl t.tl st lltllt (ir tat tglot,ge acquisi-

tion.
and la
iii

t3 plug; , expt inn ntal

. linguist is change
This nis,ato, t 1:at logical rcasoneonst it tits an initial, dilltictiN ,tap in 21 dial, t t (12 Miiption of lan-

tidies

ithiat

ogatii i%, p.ty

r 241 t a..

guage.
As all rbal acts (attain arts of it ft t ling, it is natural to exited language to
offer speuilit means lilt tat tying out tht st
latt 124, pos1411211'2 that I'f2
prililitiNc 1112.1212
is 1)121glilatio
i1s 1.1.14 83 litactic counterpart
the noun pinati (NI)). This, incidentally ,
silli1liti(216011 ts ut.hcr syntactic
items (adl\til and t, ils,
'tiny at.,, l a;sociatt d with it fen lce; but
in this lapel I shall only 1)1 collet rue tl t Alt left it net
ii«1 out by uu ans of
NP's.
21

Tin. 8pcaket has at his disposal the possibility of carry ing out his act of
referring in daft rout nay s. lk t an rt fur gent' ically or pal titiNt ly (i.e., he can
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refer to a m hole class of objects (generic reference) or to a subclass (partitive
reference)) 3, he can refer definitely and indefinitely , dependent on his presupposing whether his hearer or hearers will be able to identify the intended referent or not. He can refer numerically to one object or to more than one object. Some of these types of reference are expressed by specific syntactic items
partitive reference)
indefinite reference), others (e.g. generic
(e.g. definite
have no specific syntactic expression but are rather expressed by an interaction
of nurninal and verbal characteristics (generic reference is thus typically carried
out by means of nun progressive present tense verb form in connection with specific types of NP's). Here I shall only discuss definite, partitive reference to singu-

lar objects.
When is definite reference used? The speaker employs a NP containing a
marker of definiteness whenever he assumes that the hearer or hearers can iden-

tify the intended referent by means of the NP in question. By 'identify'
I mean that the hearer can offer an alternative way of performing the same act
of reference (i.e., the speaker says 'Mary' and the hearer says your wife?).4
The typical case of definite reference is reference to objects w hich are visible
to the hearer at the time of the speech event, this type of reference, which is
related to gestural reference (hence the name `deictic reference'), constitutes
the most extensional ty pe of reference. When reference is carried out to objects
which are nut easily pointed out the definite marker is accompanied by an element which specifies the intension of the referent extensional reference
gives u ay to intensional leference. It is possible to set up a hierarchy of definite

NP's ranging from a maximum of extension to a maximinn of intension as
illustrated by figure 1:
you

this
that

he
she
it

Peters

the+ X

Mary
Figure

1

3 The term "part al% iefervitco' is perhaps infeheitou: us it in not intended to ho itar
rutted (limn to phrases such its some butler, some girls. It is used hero to cover all t, pus of
w loch aru not generic. In tilt, ..rticlu Aspects of Generic Reference I have discussed the
upposit ion between generic and partitive reference in some detail.

' It follows that I tun only concerned with 'referential', ite opposed to 'attributive',
definite l'xprk ssiolis (see Diaalellan 1966). 'Attributn. expressions (stall as the tnurderer
must be 2 foot 4 owl.. n') aro out dututic expressions us they luck the extensional element
(see bolow).

Thu posttant of proper Ionia% bet w eon personal pronouns and ho deftiiito articlo
within the hierarchy is %er, tuntato.o. Although it is the, case that t.. Jess of propor names contours a mach linger nand,, r of items than the class of persuoal pronouns it is far
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On tin., basis of this hierarchy we can establish the fact that the only thing
which is common to definite NP's is a marker of definiteness. It therefore ap
pears to be natural to represent definiteness in the syntactic deep structure
by a symbol, a proposal which has been made by John Lyons (1974). In this
paper he proposed that NP's in deep structure contain the constituent D (for
`deixis'). I have discussed this proposal within a generative semantics framework in the article 'Deictic NP's and Generative Pragmatics' (Faerch 1975).
The obligatory character of the D element within definite NP's is expressed by
the phrase structure rule
.NP -D ((X) N (S))

which is an abbreviation of the following rules:
NP

D
DN
DXN

DNS

DXNS
vb here X stands for one or more ad'eetival premodifiers and S is a restrictive
relative clause.
YOU let us consider how these syntactic specifications can be employ ed
within the lexicon of a description of English (figure 2) p. 66.
Personal pronouns are used as unmodified heads, proper names as Lads

of

s in m hi ch ad jcetival premodification is possible. Demonstrative pronouns
are used as heads or as modifiers, if they are used as modifiers they can co-occur
.with adjectival prernodification and/or with postmodification consisting of a
rests iotive relative clause. Finally, the definite article exactly corresponds to the
demonstrative pronouns when these are used as modifiers.
This desuiption dues not pay attention to the fact that some of the personal
pronouns may co-occur with postmodification. you over there, he uho's guilty
of an offence, I shall ignore these cases. The description does not pay any at

tentio either to the fact that most of the lexernes have stressed and unstressfruu tit alunt that

It 111113110.4 that propor minus tiro charactorizud by a luglon dogruu of
t /at its tuft than personal pronutuis. at SWIM, oases this may be su, if, fur instance, the spuakor
N. outs to single out a girl stanthrig in the middle of a crood of girls, ho ur sho can do so by

timing a 'Rolm' tithe (sad not by using a pononal pronoun). But oven if thoro is only ono
nrl pt vriunt, thy, spooisur may stilt praur to raw' by moans of t. proper 110,11l0 rathor than a

pumuital prunuun As proper uurut s tiro often ounsidored mum pulitu than personal pro.
1 0.11; is vspocitt113 in middle and upper iiiiddlo class circles. (Child. 'Sho act.> s she's hungry'.

Muthor. 'You don't say sho! Say Aunt Mary' Child. 'Aunt Mary says she's hungry'.)
Su it may be the cast, that proper nom:* eau only b© adoquatoly doscribed if a o pay at.
tention to various sociolinguistic foaturos. Soo also bolow, footnote 7.
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Figuro 2

ed variants. As some of the lexemes (it and the) do not carry main stress in
their normal uses it is necessary to indicate in the lexicon whether stress assignment is possible or not. Stress is normally associated with contrasting, which
is a pragmatic°. semantic concept hence stress-assignment should be formu-

lated in a way so that the pragmatico -semantic interpretative rules can take
stress into consideration. I therefore propose that we operate with the feature
<contrast> in the lexicon. If a lexeme is marked as ± contrast>, either value
can be chosen when the lexeme is inserted into a syntactic string. Lexemes
marked ( contrast> are stressed later on by the stress - assignment rules. Proper names and demonstrative pronouns are marked as 0- contrast>. This is
due to the fact that they are inherently contrastive, by this I mean that the
use of a demonstrative pronoun or a proper name is always associated with con-

trast (this rather than that, Peter rather than Paul), 6 whereas personal pronouns are not always used in this way (he may be in contrast with she, but it
can also be a variant of she, used when reference is performed to certain types of

objects) This leads me on to another point. contrast is frequently Qxpressed
by nouns or adjectival modification, but this does not affect the character of
the deictie lexemes; to see this, consider the following example:
the old man was smiling, the young man crying
But soo footnote 5 above.
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The fact that the subject NP's are used to refer contrastively does not imply
that the definite article should be marked as < contrast> in these cases;
the NP's, not the definite articles, are inherently contrastive.7
In connection with definite reference, the act of contrasting can thus be
carried out in the following ways:
(1) by means of a stressed variant of a deictie lexeme
(2) by means of a deictio lexeme which is inherently contrastive
(3) by means of nouns and adjectival modification.
Proper names and the personal pronouns arc easily subcategorized by means
of the features <human> and <male) (see figure 2, columns 3 and 4). With the
definite article these features are irrelevant (marked in figure 2 with 0). With
the dernumitmtive pronouns we have to indicate that this and that are restricted

to non-human reference when used as unmodified heads, whereas there are
no restrictions in other cases. This and that are kept apart by the feature <proximate>. Finally, I and you, these are the most primitive deistic lexemes in
that they i.re used to refer to objects which constitute the speech situation
itself. It is therefore justifiable to treat them as primitives by characterizing
them as <speaker> and <hearer>, respectively.
The pragmatico- semantic rules operate on the syntactic string after lexicalization has been performed. Consider the example give n in figure 3.
< +contrast >
<-1-human)

< male)

D NP

NP D

VP

VP_

Figure 3

Four pragmatico- semantic interpret:1,th c rules elm ate on she, they specify
that a speaker can use she (or its phonolog:eal equivalent, which has been left
' Thu concept of 'inherent contrast is admittedly vague and demands further explication. The prot an is related tk/ that moution:d abut e in footnote B. the fact that a ling-ttiatio expression (pruper name, adjective

noun) belongs to a large, possibly upon, class

of items does net imply that an utturantm of tilt, expression is assooLted with contrast.
If we) distinguish between NP'a used to refer only and NP's used to refer and to describe
at the stall° ttmu (Ow dotinctictt can Ito uxumplkfied by NP's contaite.ng restrictive and
parenthetic rolatixu clauses, respeotit my ), thou u can say dud a non contrastive use
of a proper name., adjective or lanai i8 connected i% ,th description within the NP. If descrip-

tion within thu NP is represented in DS as apposition. then my old Dad can be derived
from (NP (my Dad) & (zny Dad old) Np), whereas my old salt (nut my new suit) is deri, ud
from (rip my suit (my suit old) pp). The cemmuniustite funt.tion of appositional str,icturus is probably to draw attention to something which th.. hunrcr ur hearers already
know, fur which reason it is nut tonsider,d apprupriatu by the speedier to treat the description as a predicate).
5.
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out in fig. 3) to carry out contrastive, definite reference to a female, human
being. What exactly is meant by 'contrastive', 'definite' etc. is specified in a
general, universal component, for w hich reason this need nut be stated in language-specific descriptions.
Now let us take a brief glance at Danish deictic lexemes. Here we tire confronted by a new problem which we have to consider before Wie can carry out a
description of the entire system.
Modern colloquial Danish contains, at least in its spoken variant, compound
lexemes consisting of pronoun i ,deictic locative adverb. ham der ('him there),
den her (It/this hem). Similar lexemes are found in tlex eral substandard types
of British and American English. We can deal with them in (at least) two different ways:

(I) we can treat them as individual lexemes
(2) we can treat them Its the result of lexicalization of two dei,tic lexemes
within the same NP.
The former approach fails to express why two compound lexemes containing
the same doictic locative adverb are both specified by the same value of the
feature <proximate> (i.e., hem her and den her are both < +proximate>).
I shall therefore adopt the latter approach, this leads to a bmallor number of
deictic lexemes and a more restricted use of the feature <proximate>, but at
the same time it leads to a complication of the syntactic specification of lexemes as we nsw have to describe w. hick Icxenies can cu-occur within the same
NP.
Figure 4 contains a table of Danish lexemes, parallel -to that set out for
English in fig. 2." I shall now discuss sumo of the more important contrasts between Danish and English within this area of the grammar.
The obvims contrasts are associated with the Danish gender system, all
Danish nouns being either common ol neutel, and with the Dapish definite article which has an enclitic variant (cf. the last two lexemes in fig. 4). These contrasts rarely cause problem, for Danish learners of English.
The personal pronouns ban and hun (lie' and 'she') can both co occur with

the deictic !exotics which are at the same time marked by the features <human> and ;finale;, characteristic of personal pronouns, and by the feature
<proximate>, characteristic of demonstrative pronouns:
hende her er tungere end honk der

('her here is heavier than her there')
rig. S duos not gi% o 44 faithful impression of tho wultttutlo of pUSSIbilt dtict w Vollabl11.4 colloquial Dataioh. It is purt.mblu to split up the wlmpuund litnetle loxonam amd
place tho lutattt., partitlo afttr the
. den inand leer (*this luau [tyro.). Furthormuro,
thy mom formal eauiplos. thq4.1 44. 'extant% denneklene (*thie), fount:. alm.ost oxolutaoly
1111601LS
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Syntactic distribution
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Figure 4

If we look at figure 2 we will not find any English lexcmcs marked in the same
way, thus Danish learners either have to disregard some of the features which
specify the Danish complex lexemes or employ a NP cohtaining a nuun which
supplies the features which are not expressed by the dojo:Ale lexethe:

(less marked than Danish equivalent)
she
('her here') llhis girl (more highly marked than Danish equivalent)
There is a third possibility in English which I have not considered yet:
demonstrative pronoun followed by the 'prop'-word one:
hende her

-4this one (less marked than Danish equivalent.)
The Danish !incomes den and cl,t may function as personal pronouns, .0 demon
stratare pronouns and c.s dufin:te articles. When they function as persona! pro
in tho written language, care be eeinbined n,th both her and der in the spoken, very col
loquial language. demo her der (*this here / there'). The difference between den 4 locative panicle and donne +1.uoto, u adverb as at hata (and possibly sociolectal), not semantic.
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nouns they correspond to it, but as I mentioned callict it is not readily moll
to express contrast: the stressed variant of it is Ws or that, normally in eoiiiu
with the 'prop'-word one. Iii Danish, dor and dd can be stressed to express contrast; this means that in Danish contiast can be expressed it hunt
explicitly marking the proximity of the ',Sient (cf.Englisle stressed ht and shad.
In figure 5 I have indicated some English translation equivalents of Danish
sentences cont outing den:
(101

Cr pie??

it is ?lice

1< contrast)]
`den

er pence

this one is nice

contrastYl

Wit 'der C1 pen

that one is nice

r<proximate>1
1.<1- contrast>

Figure 5

Danish teachers of English are offer, surprised at the difficulty Danes have

in learning the English <±proximate> lexemes, they are surprised because
Danish also knows the contrast betu eon <- y- proximate) and <proximate>
(expressed by her (`hem') and der (There'), respectively), so wlty the difficulty?
The reason is, of course, that contrast can be expressed in Danish h\ means of
stressed den and det, without any indication of the proximity of the referent;
in situations in which these lexemes are used a Dane is not accustomed to choose

between a+and a <proximate> ma r.an
I as he will have to do in English.
If we look at the nse of den and der as definite al
We can deset the
another well-known difficulty for Danish learners of Eliglish, lust essed dui
and del are used instead of the enclitic article in connection ith adjectival
premodification:
huset

('house-the')
det gande haws

(`the old house')

The stressed dm and det may directly precede the noun:
`der hats

`this house'
that
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The same distributions also occur in cased where the noun is postmodified by a
restrictive relative clause:
huset jeg boede i

(`house -the I lived in')
det ganile bus jeg boede i

(*the old house I lived in')
'det hue jeg boede i

(`'this 1 house I lived ins)
\. l tha,t

The sentence containing the stressed det again exemplifies a dilemma for the Dane:
he is used to express contrast by the deictie lexeme; but this specification of

contra A is frequently redundant as contrast is inherently expressed by the restrictive relative clause. (This observation is supported by the fact that sentences containing stressed denldet+N + restrictive relative clause are frequently

interchangeable with sentences containing N+enclitie article +restrictive
huset jeg boede i). In English, this redundancy is avoided;
relative clause
thus the most normal translation equivalent of 'det km jeg boede i is The house
1 lived in. Here, then, we face a contrast which causes difficulty for the Dane;
and the problem even spreads to NP's containing premodification (that old
house I lived in), although den. and det in the Danish sentences of this type are
only stressed in cases where contrast goes beyond what is expressed inherently
by adjective+restrictive relative clause.
IV

The approach to contrastive analysis I have illustrated above with a tentative description of a limited part of deixis in Danish and English lies within
the tradition of notional gfammar, if 'notional' is taken to comprise 'communicative' or 'functional'. Notional grammar, going back to Jespersen, seems to be
undergoing a renaissance, not only in descriptions of individual languages
(of. Leech & Svartvik 1975), but also in connection with contragGive analysis
(see, e.g., Marton 1972). I believe that the way from theoretical description to
pedagogical practice can be shortened if we adopt a notional (= communicative) approach. But before it is possible to make positive suggestions as to how
a certain problem can best be dealt with in the class room. it is necessary to
investigate the problem in connection with an analysis of learners' approxixnative systems (Nomser 1969). As I have not carried out this part of the work
yet my article must necessarily remain theoretical.
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_DECEPTIVE WORDS. A STUDY IN THE CONTRASTIVE LEXICON
OF POLISH AND ENGLISH
JERZY WELNA

llama!, of Warsaw

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 In the lexicons of any two languages there are words characterized by
the correspondence in the graphemic and/or phonemic structures, which is usually due to common etymology or interborrow ;mg. In most instances the simi-

larity is accompanied by various degrees of semantic analogy seen, for
instance, in the pairs like E. army : P: armia, E. manuscript : P. manuskrypt,
or E. machine : P. maszyz 2, etc. The extent of the semantic correspondence
varies in such pairs, which means that not only full identity, but also partial
coincidence, and the contrast of meaning are characteristic of the relations between them.
If a classification of words having similar structures is made in terms of
logical division into distributional types (e.g. Lyons 1968.71), the following
system of semantic relations in P!E grapho-phonemically related pairs is obtained:
(i) Equivalence, e.g. E alphabet : P alfabet (but see 1.2 below)
(ii) Inclusion (a) with the -E unit having more meanings, e.g. E fiction :
: P fikcia, and (b) with the P unit having more meanings, e.g. E protocol :
: P protokol
(iii) Overlapping, e.g. E. platform : P. platforma

(iv) Contrast, e.g. E. lecture : P. lektura
Since the notion of equivalence implies the existence of full semantic cor-

relation in such P/E pairs, it is to be emphasized that the equivalence is in
the majority of cages only relative.
1.2 The four types of relations shown above may be described as follows:
In (i) each lexical unit can be freely rendered by its grapho-phonemie equivalent in the other language, as in the case of E alphabet : P alfabet.

'7
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Remark. Equivalence has been included into the classification of false
pairs because it can sometimes be deceptive. In his tautly sis of deceptive pairs
in Serbo-Croat and English, Ivir (1968) distinguished a sub-class of pairs identical semantically but differing in the frequency of use. The pair quoted by him,
S-C analfabet . E. analphabde (cf. P. analfabeta) correlate both semantically and
formally, but the frequency 0 I use of the E word is very low, the usual term
being E illiterate.
In (ii) any lexical unit can be rendered by its partner but the reverse is confined only to part of the meanings, cf. (a) P fikcja : E fiction, but E fiction :
. P fikcja (and P beletrystyka); (b) E protocol . P protok,6l, but P protokol . E protocol (and E minutes).
In (iii) the semantic correlation is only partial and is limited to some semantically corresponding areas which are only part of the full semantic field,
w hile the remaining areas are rendered by grapho-phonemically unrelated lexical units, e.g. E platform : P platforma (and P peron).
In (iv) the rendering of the P or E item by a graphu-phonemically corresponding partner in the other language is impossible, cf. E fatigue (. P zmgcze?tie 'weariness'), P fatyga (: E trouble).
Considerable differences in the amount of semantic interference are found if
yy e compare particular types of the above set of relations. Thus in (i) there is
pi :yet ieally no interference. The probability of inaccurate interpretation increases
in the classes (ii) and (iii), while relation (iv) ) ahr ay s leads to a faulty translation
when a grapho-phonemic replica is employed.
1.3 Misleading lexical pairs are also found. on the level of phraseology when
no formal similarity is involved, cf. the following pairs:
E high school : P szkola wyisza
E good-humoured P w dobryin humorze
E sea wolf : P Wilk morsk,i, etc.

hi the abuy e examples interference is two directional and its result may be
the segmental translation of the lexical units from one language into another.
Thule is, hower er, no semantic correlation between the segmental correspondences since E highschoolis not P szkola wyisza, etc. The approximate equivalents
of the E pluases would be correspondingly P szkula arednia, roily, and drapieina
ryba, while the analogical replicas of the P phrases are E university, in a good
mood (in high spit its), ttud old salt. As the present paper deals w ith the formally
related pairs, this type has been excluded from the investigation.
1.4. The similarity of the grapho-phonemic structures on the level of morphology can also lead to a false translation. This is observed, for instance, when
the transfer of a P stem, let us say, ardent- is made from P to E. The parallelism
of semantically and founally related suffixes P yznt and E ism may result in
the construction of an apparently correct form E *aathottista, which does not
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exist. Inst:ad, the complex suffix used in E with the analogical stem is E
-icily, hence E authenticity. Other potentially incorrect translations due to
morphological interference may be those which follow:
P artyznt : E *artism. (E artistry), P asynchronia: E *asynchrony (E asynchonism), P asynchroniczny . E *asynchronic (E asynchronous), P deflacyjny
: E sdesilative (E deflationary), P spazmatyczny . E *spasmatic (E spasmodic),
P bufonada : E *buffonade (E buffonery-), etc.
Interference on the level of morphology may also affect prefixes:
P antytalent : E *antitalent (cf. E anti-, E talent), P antysanitarny : E *an-

tisanitary (E unsanitary), P apolityczny E *apolitical (E non-political),
P azttoironia : E *autoirony (E self-irony, cf. E auto-), P dekonspirowae E
*deconspire (E unmask, cf. de-, E conspire), etc.
The interference in the above classes is unidirectional, since it occurs only
when the translation is made from P into E, while the rendering of E words like
spasmodic, non-political, etc. does not present any problems for a speaker of
Polish. If errors are made, they are due to application of the P word formation
rules to the grammatical processes in English.
1.5 The interference of this kind also occurs on the derivational and lexical
le\ els simultaneously and is then al:, unidirectional. Through a false lexical
analysis one can arrive at quasi-English formulae in the case when a P word
consists of at least to u morphemes and has a formai replica in the system of E.
Words like P eksmisja, cksmito vac illustrate such componential cognates. E
[ex -1- mission] and [ex 4E transmission, transmit) do not combine to
form the equivalents of P words. Consequently the forms E *extnission and
*email are false and other formally unrelated elements must be selected from
the lexicon of E to render properly the meaning of P words.
Also the most recent works confirm that word formation rules are usually
applied at random even in one language. As Jackendoff (1975.633) rightly
observes the formation of words through combining a prefix and a stein "seems
to be an idiosyncratic fact". Of course, the possibility of disagreement is considerably greater when two languages are involved.
2. DECEPTIVE WORDS: DEFINITION

2.1 "'he diseustion of the lexica semantic interference will be confined only
to those cases where the grapho phonemic similarity of the stems is found in
the pairs. Such pairs from two languages show ing ariuus degrees of coincidence in their formal structur3s were labelled differently by: various writers.
Thus, Sehach (1951) uses the term 'heteronyms', Haugen (1953.47) calls them
"synonymous diamorphs", while the term "deceptive cognates" invented by
Lado (1957.83) is less acceptable since it covers not only etymologically related
words, but also those in which formal similarity is purely accidental. Accord-
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ing to the definition fur mulated by Ladu deceptive cognates are "words that
are similar in form but mean different things".
The aboe definition and the term are not satisfactory for still another rea
soli adjective 'deceptive' used by Lado is misleading in the context of his definition. If M e assume, following him, that deceptice cognates mean differ ent
things, as in the ease of E lecture . P lektura (class iv), then types (ii) and (iii)
represented by the pairs E fiction . fikcja, E platform . P platforma, etc. which
exhibit different (legit( of semantic ov Li lapping would not belong to this group
of words.

The terms used by the compilers of the French-English and German-English dietionarits in which such pairs are listed are French 'faux amis du t
ducteui (i.e. false friends of a translator) and German Irrefiihrende Winter'
(or Irreftihrende Fremdwijiter'), i.e. misleading words. The latter term is also
used by Akulutko in his dictionary of deeeptivt, words in Russian and English
(Aku lenko 19691.

2.2 The term used in the present paper is *deceptive words' (*deceptive
pairs'). It may be defined as follows:
A deceptive word is a word in the lexicon of some language which exhibits
easily identitiabh grapho-phonemie similarity to a word (words) in another
language. The resemblance is aceompanicd by either partial correlation in the
meaning or by the absence of any direct semantic correspondence.
2.3 The analy sis of deceptive w ords in the subsequent paragraphs will co% er
in turn (a) words characterized by the absence of any semantic correspondence,
i.e. those showing the contrast (class iv), words with some degree of semantic
overlapping (iii), and finally (e) those in which the meanings correlate only
partially (iiab). The words listed'are only a representative selection.
3. CONTRAST

3.1 According to our earlier formulation formally corresponding words
al t in full contrast vr hut no overlapping of their semantic fields takes place so
that a term from one language cannot be replacA by its formal replica in the
context of the other language without harming the correctness of the translation. But eA en here the risk of being led into error is not the same in all the
instances. Such a dangtr is conspicuously :mss imminent when a pair is etymologically unrelated, i.e. when the counterparts are not cognates, cf. the pairs
below:

E back : P bak (*a back part'. *can, sideburns'), E dement : P dementowad
(*make mad' : *deny'), E dote : P dotowad (`be weak-minded', etc.. *donate'),
E facet : P facet (*surface of a cut gem' : *chap'), E flower : P flower (*blossom' . 'fowling piece'), E gem : P gem (*jewel' : `game').
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Similarly there is little doubt that some ratted u ords will be avoided in
the translation:
E barrage : P barai ('barrier' : 'playing off'), E desk : P deska Ca piece of
furniture' : 'plank'), E floret : P floret ('small flower' . 'foil'), E talon : P talon
('claw' : 'coupon').
The units in both groups stand in coat ast and appear as a rule in mutually

exclusive contexts. A potential wrong translation is possible only in the
situation AV hen the words listed above are isolated from any significant context.

3.2 Interference is reduced to a minimum in the translation from E to P
I :It different parts of speech exhibit the similarity of the formal structure,
all hough the opposite direction of the transfer may lead to the wrong choice
of an E lexical unit:
E remanent : P remanent ('remaining' : 'stock taking'). E transparent . P
transparent (`transmitting light' : 'banner').
3.3 There are also pairs of wotds which correlate only when the E item
is extended by the adding of the generalizing element:
E blankiet E blank form (not E blanket), P cross : E cross-country race
(not E cross), P dancing : E dancing park; dancing hall (not E dancing),
P faktura : E facture treatment (not E facture), P kaucja . E caution money
(not E caution), P neon . E neon sign (not E neon), P oliwa . E olive oil (not E
oh% e), P sleeping . E sleeping car (not E sleeping), P stoper . E stopwatch (not
E stopper), P trencz : E trench coat (not E trench).
In all the above pairs the interferene( is unidirectional since an E element
is semantically defined by the added 1:nits, like form, race, party/hall, treatment, money, sign, oil, car, watch, coat.

:3.4 The interference in the translation from E to P seems to be in general
excluded in cords which contrast semantically since they belong to different
nu ailing spheres. Nereitheless the graphophunemic lesemblanee may be the
source of error, cf.:
(a) nouns denoting people
E absolvent . P absolwent ('iFperson who absolves' . 'graduate'), J adept :

P adept ('expert' : 'student, adherent), E applicant : P aplikant ('a person
ho applies' . 'apprentice'). E compositor . P kompozytor ('type setter' . 'composer), E expedient . P ekspedient ('a means' : 'shop-assistant'), E keeper :
. P kiper ('guard'
'taster), E lunatic . P lunatyk (madman' : 'somnambulist),
E passer . P past), ('pedestrion' : 'receiver of stolen goods'), E pensionary . P
pcnsjonariusz ('pensioner' . 'boarder), E physician : P fizyk ('doctor' . 'pity
E pupil : P pupil (`student' . 'favour:te), E terminator . P terminator
('a person bringing something to an end' . 'apprentice'), also. E dragon . P
dragon ('a fabulous monster' : 'dragon')
(b) names of objects, etc.

E barrette : P baretka ('pin with a clasp' : 'medal ribbon'), E bullion : P
4r
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ingots' : 'broth'), E fabric : P fabryka ('cloth', etc. : 'factory.),
E paravane :Pparawan ('a device to destroy mines' . 'screen'). E perron . P peron (flight of steps' . 'platform'), E smoking P smoking ('the act of smoking tobacco' : 'tuxedo')
(c) abstract nouns
E apellation : P apelacja ('name, epithet' : 'appeal'), E census : P cenzus
bulion

E paragon . P paragon ('model' : 'bill of

('official count of people' . 'qualifications.), E conduct .P kondukt (`behaviout..

'funeral procession'), E direction : P dyracja ('guidance, the course taken
by the moving body' : 'a body of directors'), E eviction . P ewikcja (*expulsion' . 'guarantee.), E habilitation P habilitacja ('the furnishing of money
to work a mine' . 'post-doctoral examination.), E lecture . P lektura ('speech' .
. 'reading list'), E legitimation : P legityinacja ('making lawful' :
card'),
E ordination . P ordynacja ('admitting a person to the ministry of church' .
E provision . P prowizja ('a statement making a provision,
. *electoral
`supply. : 'per centage.), E raid : P rajd ( 'attack' . 'rally'), E rumour . P rumor
('gossip' . 'rumble.); also E credence : P kredens ('belief' : 'sideboard'), E traffic : P trafika ('people and cars, trade' : 'tobacco-shop')
3.5 Parts of speech other than nouns are more rarely involved in this
.

kind of interference. When they are, serious complications may arise especially
when adjectives (a) and adverbs (c) are rendered.

(a) E azure : P cdurowy ('clear blue' : 'transparent'), E consumptive P
konsumpcyjny ('of
'consumable.), E discrete P dyskreln,,, ('distinct' :
.'discreet'), E feral : P feralny (*wild' : 'ill-fated'; the E/P pair is etymologically d'nrelated), E genial . P genialny (*cheery' . of genius'), E principal : P
pryncypialny ('most important' : of principle')
(b) E comproinise . P kompromitowa6 ('settle:' .'discredie), E legitimate . P
legitynowa6 ('declare lawful' . 'cheek up'), E novelize . P nowelizowad ('put in
the form of the novel' 'amend'), E postpone . P postponowad ('delay' : 'treat
slightingly'), E require : P rekwirowae ('need' *requisiiion.), E reflect : P reficktowae ('think, throw back light' . be inclined, bring sonde -body to reason.)

(c) E actually : P aktualnie ('in fact' : 'at the moment'), E eventually : P
twentualnie ('finally' : 'possibly')
Both adverbs are derived from the adjectives E actual, .,;ventual which are
in ,partial semantic correlation with P aktualny, ewentualny.

3.6 On the whole advanced learners of English translating the above
wends from E to P are not often exposed to the danger of the interference
sine c the differences of meaning in such pairs are considerable. The translation from P to E often results in the use of a deceptive counterpart and such
lexical errors are found even in the speech of the bilinguals. Mistakes are
usually found in those pairs which show some semantic affinity.
(i) abstract nouns
(a) E accord : P akord ('agreement' : 'chord, piece-work'), E acquisition . P
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aku'izycja (*acquiring' : 'soliciting people'), E advance . P awans (*moving for-

ward' : *promotion'), but cf. E social advance : P awans spoleczny with no
contrast, E affair : P afera ('a particular action' . *swindle'), E aliment . P aliment(y) ('support, food' : 'alimony'), E alimentation . P alimentacja ('notaishment' : 'obligation to pay alimony'), E apparition : P aparycja (`the act of
appearing, ghost' : looks'), E assignation P asygnacja ('the legal transfer of
property' : 'transfer of funds'), E audition : P audycja ('the act of hearing' :
: 'broadcast'), E characterization : P charakteryzacja ('the way the actor presents the personality in the play, description of features', etc.. 'make-up.),
E compilation : P kompilacja (*the act of compiling' . 'patchwork.), E concept P koncept (*idea' : *bright idea'), E concourse : P konk,urs (*a running,
crowd' : 'competition'), E concurrence : P konkurencja Ca happening at the
same time' : 'rivalry, event'), E conspiration : P konspiracja ('joint action' .
: *conspiracy.), E devotion : P dewocja ('loyalt3, earnestness in religion' . *bigotry'), E emotion : P emocja ('a strong feeling' : 'excitement.), E evidence . P
ewidencja whatever makes clear the truth' : 'record'), E fatigue . P fatyga
('weariness' : 'trouble.), E gratification . P gratyfikacja Ca gratifying' . 'extrapay'), E instruction : P instrukcja (*teaching' . Instructions'), E melioration .
: P melioracja (*improvement' : `drainage'), E precedence : P preced,ens (*the
act of preceding' : *precedent.), E recension. : P recenzja ('the revision of a.
text' : 'a review '), E reclamation : P reklamacja ('protest' 'complaint.), E
recollections P rekolekcje (`memories' . 'retreat.), E routine . P rutyna ('a fixed
method of doing sth' : 'competence, experience'), E sympathy . P sympatia
sharing of another's sorrow' :
E vagary : P vagary ('cape ice' :
: 'truancy')
(b) E pi4ism : P pietyzm (*deep piety' : *veneration, piety'), E quota : P
kwota (The share of a total due' 'sum.)

The semantic fields of E and P words arc distinctly different in both
groups. But the most significant fact observed here is that the meanings of
the P words are much narrower than those of their E partners. The meanings
of the latter are mostly generalizations of the semantic element contained in
the P words. Typical pairs of this typo are, for instnnee, E concept P koncept, E affair : P afera, E melioration : P melioracja, E reclamation : P reklamacja as well as some others, although in a few cases this relation is vague
(E evidence : P ewidencja, or E vagary : P wagary, etc.). There are only a few
examples of the reverse semantic relation (cf. b).
When the degree of abstraction is different in the particular elements of the
pair, the P noun frequent13 denotes a concrete object, while the corresponding
deceptive partner represents a more abstract notion:

E agenda : P agenda (*things to be clone, a list of them' : 'memo hook,
branch'), E ambulatory : P ambvlatorium ('a covered place fo: walking' .polyclinic'), E prospect : P prospekt ('expectation' : *folder')
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But the reverse relation can be exemplified by:
B codex : P kodeks ('a MS volume' : 'code')

Other less abstract words usually exhibit the same relations hi their semantic content:
E collation . P kolacja ('a light meal, careful comparison' . 'supper'), E
fraction . P frakcja ('a part of a whole number' . 'faction'), E sentence : P sentencja ('a group of words' : 'maxim')
A few nouns in the pairs have parallel, though irreplaceable meanings.
E novel : P nowela ('a lung story' : 'a short story'), E pension : P pensja

('a regular payment of money which is not wages' . 'wages'), E stipend : P
stypendium ('a fixed pay of a clerygman' : 'fellowship')
Nouns denoting people also show the contrast general (E)

particular (P), cf..

E active .P aktyw ('a person or thing that is active' : 'active members of
some organization'), E activist . P aktywista ('a person who supports activism' .

'politically active party member'), E amazon . P amazonka (*a tall strong
woman' . 'horse woman'), E creature : P kreatura ('a person under the influence of another', etc.. 'contemptible person'), E literate . P literal ('an
educated person' . 'man of letters'), E occupant . P okupunt ('a person who
occupies' : 'invader')
.

Only in a few pairs nouns have parallel meanings:
B dilettante : P dyletant ('kt, lover of fine arts, following some art as an
witer
amusement' 'amateur', used pejoratively), E novelist . P nowelista
of novels' : 'short-story writer')

No generalization of this kind can be made when Ho_ nouns in a pair
denote objects. Here, all the three types, i.e. (a) the semantic dominance of
the B word, (b) of the P surd, and (c) the parallel meaning, can be distinguished:
(a) B baton . P baton Ca stick' . 'a stick of chocolate'), E caravan: Pkara-

wan ('a closed truck, trailer' . 'hearse'), E dress : P dres (*an outer covering' :
. 'bark suit'), E exemplar P egzemplarz ('model' : 'a copy'), B garniture . P
gatnit (`decoration' . `suit'), E pendent . P pendent (`a hanging ornament' :

:shoulder-belt), E tobacco : P tabaka ('prepared leaves' : 'snuff'), E waggon : P wagon Ca four-wheeled vehicle': 'railway-car )

(b) E carbine : P karabin ('a short light rifle' : 'rifle'), E conserves : P
kons( twy (*jaw' . *canned food'), E destructor . P destruktor ('a furnace for
binning the refuse' . 'destroy er'), E gazette . P gazeta (`an official government
journal' : *newspaper')

(c) E adapter P adapter ('device for fitting together parts of different
size', OA-. 'pick-up, reproducer'), E ()block . P binokle (*telescope, opera-glasses'. etc.. *pince-nez.), E canister : P kan;ster ('a small can for tea' : `petrol can'), B cymbal . P cymbal ('one of the pair of concave plates' : *dulcimer'),
E parapet : P parapet ('a low wall, barrier' : 'window-sill')
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In the group of adjectives it is again the E word which is usually more
general, as seen in the following pairs:
E consequent : P konsekwentny (*resulting' : 'consistent'), E demonstrative : P demonstracyjny ('showing clearly' . 'ostentatious'), E fractional : Pfrakcyjny ('forming a fraction, very small' : `factional'), E notorious : P notoryczny
('ill - famed' 'repeating bad deeds'), E obscure : P obskurny ('not well known' :
: 'shabby'), E ordinary : P ordynarny (*usual' : 'vulgar'), E sympathetic : P
aympatyczny ('showing kind feelings' : 'attractive'), but cf. the correlative

pair E sympathetic ink : P atranient onmpatyczny.
The units in the pair E communicative : P komunikatywny (*talkative' :
: `clear') have parallel meanings.
In the pairs of verbs the meaning of the E word is more general, cf.:
E colligate: P koligowae (*connect' : 'connect by marriage'), E concur : P
konkwrowae (*come together' :
compete'), E control : P kontrolotvae ('have
power or authority' : 'cheek up'), E defraud : P defraudowad (*cheat' : 'embezzle'), E meliorate : P meliorowad ('improve' : `drain land'), E refer : P referowad
(*direct attention' : `report')
3.7 Summizig up, when contrast is involved, deceptive words used by a
learner of Englisis_ to translate a P word almost always disturb the communica-

tion, though the degree of interference is not the same in various groups.
Occasionally in the translation from E to P a deceptive word employed by a
student may convey the meaning not very distant from that ho wants to

arrive at, cf. the activists' meeting, time amazon was riding a horse, to moliorate
land, etc On the other hand some such phrases or sentences are semantically
unacceptable or improbable at least, cf. *the compositor himself directed the
orchestra, or *this prospect has been printed here, etc.
The conclusion is that the use of deceptive words need not lead to a com-

plete misunderstanding even in two-directional translation. However, some
amount of semantic affinity in the pair is always necessary for the correctness
of such a translation.
4. OVERLAPPING

4.1 The deceptive pairs in which the meanings overlap can also cause
serious confusion in the translation. From the fact that such pairs have one

meaning in common the learner English may draw a wrong conclusion that
the total overlapping exists.
It seems that the degree of the overlapping is not indifferent for the plausibility of making a faulty translation. If an ambiguous word shares two or
thrPe of its meanings with its partner it may really begin to be interpreted as a
perfect semantic replica of the latter in the remaining spheres of the semantic
content. Contrarywise, the danger of such a false translation is less probable
6
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when the identity is obvious in one of the meanings only, while the remaining
areas do not overlap.
Typical eases are those represented by the following pairs:
E anonym : P anonym which overlap in 'a person whose name is unknown',
but do not share the, meanings 'a fictitious name' (E) and 'anonymous letter'
(P).

E aura : P aura, both 'something supposed to come from a person and
surrounding him', but in addition 'emanation' (E), 'weather' (P).
E operator : P operator, both 'a man who operates', but other meanings
do not correlate, e. g. 'a man operating a telephone' (E), 'camera-man' (P).
E positive . P pozytywny, both 'definite', but also 'sure' (E), 'favourable'
(P).

E rent : P renta, both 'what is paid for the use of natural resources', but
'a regular payment for the use of property' (E), 'pension' (P).
E revision : P rewizja, both 'revising', but also 'a review of work' (E),
'search' (P).
E séance : P seams, both 'a meeting to communicate with spirits', but also
'the session of a learned society' (E), 'performance, show' (P)
More meanings overlap in the pairs below:
E cadence : P kadencja, both 'falling of the voice, final part in mimic', but
also 'rhythm' (E), 'term of office'; 'cadenza' or 'solo performance' (P).
E mandate . P nzandat, both 'the will of voters', 'a commission to administer

the territory', but also 'command' (E), 'a fine' (P), etc.

6. INCLUSION

5.1 Of the two types of inclusion (cf. 1.1) more important for the translator from P to E is that in which the semantic range is wider in the 1 word than
in its E counterpart. The reason for that will be obvious when we take into
account the semantic relation which, for instance, is found in the pair E fiction : P fikcja. Although the 1, noun has an extra meaning 'novels and
short stories', this is quite irrelevant fu. the translator who practically always
ompolys the E formal replica to render the common part of the meaning Such
pairs are deceptive only for the speaker of E who will have to look for another
P word (here P beletrystlika) to make a correct translation. This type has a
very rich representaion in the lexicons of both languages and it can be illustrated by the pairs E address : P adresowae, where P does not mean 'to
delivr a speech' or 'to speak directly to', or E record : P record where the
meanings of the E word 'anything written' and 'disc' are not shared by the P
partner.
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5.2 Those words in which the semantic field of the P lexical unit is wider

than that of its E counterpart are the source of faulty translations from P
to E. This takes place when the P extra sememe is thought to be the property
of the E word. Typieai exa_nples for this type of correlation may be the following:

E academy : P akademia 'a place for instruction, etc.,' but also 'celebration' (P) which is not part of the E meaning complex; AE central : P centrala
'telephone exchange', but E is not 'head office', E dolphin : P delfin 'sea
mammal', but also 'dauphin' (P), E gastronomy : P gastronomia 'the art of
good cooking', but in P also 'the catering business', E parasol : P parasol,
both 'sunshade', but P has the semantic range of 'umbrella', E ramp : P
rampa 'a stepping way connecting two different levels', but E does not include
'footlights', E icrit : P urea 'hollow vessel to hold ashes', but P Os° denotes
'ballot box', and many other analogical cases.

0. THE TABLE

The table shows the possibilities of semantic interference in deceptive

words, i e grapho-plioneinically related pairs with different degrees of semantic

similarity. Pluses denote the presence, minuses denote the absence of the

interference:

Typo

Contrast
Overlapping

Inclusion

Examples
E lecture
P loktura
E platform

P platforms
(a) E fiction
P fikcja
(b) E protocol
P protokol

Direction
E -+11

P -4E

In terferonco

+
+

P -4E

P-+E
E-4P
E-+P
P -,E
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SOME ASPECTS OF STYLE IN THE SOURCE
AND THE TARGET LANGUAGE

10111,,A I,I TNARIM

Univernly of Lund

1. INTRODUCTION AND AIMS

One obvious point of difference between performance in the native jai
guage (source language) and the language being learned (target language)
is the greater quantity of errors in the target language. There are other more
subtle differences between the learner's performance in the target language
and that of a native speaker of that language. They can be described as differences in style, Can we explain these differences contrastively, by saying that
typi al stylistic features of Swedish are present in the student's attempt at
the target language, or are they due to gaps in the knowledge of the learner,
which he fills with whatever means he has at his disposal? In that case they
are basically due to under-representation of constructions which the learner
finds difficult (Levenston 1971.116 ff.).
An attempt is made in this investigation to see how much or how little
the style of a writer varies in 'written work in the source and the target language. Two fields have been examined in particular:
a) Lexis.
b) Sentence Connection.
There ie an attempt to answer the following questions:

) Does the student who has a limited vocabulary in Swedish also have a
limited vocabulary in English, measured in terms of lexical density?
2) Do the means used for sentence connection vary in the two languages as
used by these students?
3) How do the means of sentence connection used affect the evaluator of the
written work?
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4) Is there a correlation between the ability to write well in Swedish and in
English, or more correctly between the evaluation given to the same student's work in Swedish and in English?
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. MATERIAL

The material inv vstigated is Swedish students' free production in Swedish

and in English, writ.,,n by pupils in their second year at high school. They
are, on average, seventeen years of age. English is iatroduced into the school
curriculum at an early stage ill SAN eden. These pupils are now iu their eighth

year of English studies, having started in their fourth year of compulsory
school. At present pupils start English in their third year of compulsory school,
at the age of nine. This MEWLS that a relatively high standard has been reached
by the pupils examined here.
The essays in both languages were written at official examinations. They

were limited by time and not to any specific number of words. Twenty-five
essays were obtained in each of the two languages.
The subjects given were as follows:
Swedish: My childhood school.
Young people and their spare-time.
English: The view from my window.
A journey 1 should like to make.
A prominent statesman of our time.
A film I enjoyed.

There should ideally have been no choic,.; of subject, as variations in sty le
can be due to variations in the subject matter. For the purposes of this investigation, how ev er, the subjects are similar enough to be acceptable.
22 METHODS

2.2 1. Lexical Density

The method used to measure the vocabulary of the students is that of
counting the lexical density of the texts. Lexical density (LD) is a term which
describes the percentage of lexical vv ords in the total number of IN urds in any
given text either written oi spoken. The total number of orthoglaphic words
and the total number of lexical words are put into relation to each other to
establish lexical density:
100
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In this investigation, the basis for the distinction between lexical and
function words is the discussion in Quirk et al (1972.44 47) on closed-system

and open-class items. Nouns, adjectives and verbs, apart from auxiliaries,
haw been counted as lexical words. Verbs with a double function such as BE
and HAVE have been included in the count when they appear in their lexical
function. Adverbs such as EASILY, ending in -ly and corresponding to adjec-

tives, haNc also been regarded as lexical words. One lexical item such as
TURN UP is regarded as two words, TURN a lexical word and UP a function
word. Contracted forms such as HAVEN'T and hyphenated forms such as
BABYSIIVER are regarded as one word.

There are several investigations of LI) in English. The important factor
fur determining the density of a text appears to be the presence or absence
of feedback, that is, interruptions of any kind in the form of questions, comments or gestures w hich cause the, speaker or writer to adjust their language.
All texts with an LD of 36% or under have feedback. This includes the vast
majorit of spoken English and written texts of the type "Problem Page" in
magazines, w hoe readers' quesjons are answered. Other written texts haN e
an LD of 400, or more (Ur.. 1971 :445 - 449).

A small scale investigation of Swedish university students' written work
Show ed that they had a lower LD than native speakers m citing on the same
subject (Linnarud 1975:12ff).

This difference was shown to be due to various inter-related factors.
Non-native speakers use few el nouns due to shortcomings in their vocabulary.
also write shorter sentences with a resultant increase in the number of
:.tuxiliar, verbs used. Their lack of vocabulary also gives rise to the addition
of words and phi uses which a native speaker might well prune, such as the
use of NOT IMPORTANT instead of UNIMPORTANT. This is in no w
way an

mot but can account fur stylistic differences between the native and the
non-native writer (Arabski 1975).
The phenomenon of LD has nut been investigated in this way in Swedish
and we ineNe theiefore no idea of what to expect as a normal LD for the type
of w I itten ee
estigated here. The fact that i'de definite article is incurpmate d with the noun in See edish gives iise to an inherent difference betty een
the two languages. We can compare the following two sentences.

Orthogr4hie Lexical
Words

Words

SWEDISH: "Gen boken" sale mannen.
EMILISH: 'Give ,ne the book", said the
num.

c3

7

4

LI)
80%

4

57.1%

Both sentences express exactly the sanme thought but hat e completelydiffcrent
%aloes for LD. It is alto clear that results in Polish and other inflected languages
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with. their wealth of MEWS w ould bear Nery little similarity to the results
obtained in English.

The results of the LD counts in the two languages can therefore not be
compared. What can be compared is the student's LD in each language compared to the average for the whole class.
2.2!2. Sentence Connection

Eight of the students were chosen for more detailed investigation. Their
U.t,b(11.t, 11 ere examined front the point of view of sentence connection and type

and quantity of error.
The, means of sentence connection have been classified according to the
GCE (Quirk et al 1972:649ff).

a) Implications in the Semantic Content.
b) Lexical Equivalence.
c) Syntactic Devices. (In detail in Table 3).

These factors can all interact to give unity to a text. Implications in the
semantic content are not discussed further here.
The reason for choosing sentence connection for special study is the oftheard comment among naive speakers of English teaching in Sweden, that

Suedes are all right at putting a sentence together, but fall down badly in
connected discourse. If this is true, it could be due to the lack of creativity
in written form in langaage teaching. Most pupils spend a major part of their
time filling in missing words in already completed sentences, and therefore
get a fairly good grasp of how to construct the bits of a jig-saw puzzle, but
almost none of how to fit them together. Even more unfortunately, they have
very little idea of how to convey in English something they really want to say
in contrast to what the teacher wants them to say.
1. RESULTS
3.1. RESULTS OF THE I,D COUNT

The only assumptions made in advance about the expected LDs in this
study, was that the essays in English would have had an LD of 40% or over,
with a feu between 36% and 40°,; if they had been written by native speakers.
The expected results for Suedes writing in English would be somewhat lower.
The actual results show that nine of twenty-five had an LD under 40°,0,
but of hese five had over 39%. Only two had below 36%.

The results given for university students are front the investigation by the
present author (Linnarud 1975:14). If we accelit the figures for LD as a merts-
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Table 1

Language
Swedish

Lowest
i

Eng lig.%

University students
in English

Highest

36.69%
35.33%

52.10%
51.48%

30.40%

46.96%

Average Lll
1

1

43.48%
41.81%
39.33%

of how near the writer has come to the standard of a native speaker,
the fact that university students have a lower standard than school pupils
may seem surprising. One explanation may be that the particular students
investigated were not representative. Another may be found in the present
employment situation in Sweden, which is such that language studies at
lire

university level are not a very attractive field for the more ambitious students.
There are large numbers of Anemployed language teachers as it is. The standard
of proficiency may well be higher on a' erage among the pupils of the second

and third year at high school than among university students of English
starting their first term. A look at the results on the whole shows that the
s for Swedish and English are strikingly similar, although the score for
Sweetish is somewhat higher than that for English.
A closer look at individual performances shows that in eight of the twentyfive cases the LDs in Swedish and in English lie within decimal points of eacl...
other. Of the A emaining seventeen, thirteen had a higher figure in English than
in Swedish.
fiE,

It is of greater interest to compare the individual student's performance
with the average rt suit in both languages as a more realistic measure of their
comparitive ability in each.
Table 2
English
above
avorago

English
below
avorago

Total

3

10

3

9

12

10

12

22

Swedish above
avorago
.----Swedish below
avorago

Total

7

The remaining three of the twenty-five were within decimal points of the
avt.rage in both languages. This means that nineteen of the twenty five kept
on the same side of the average line in both the source and the targe. language.

The answer to the first question posed in the introduction, "Does a stud:m.
with a limited vocabulary in Swedish also have a limited vocabulary in English,
measured in terms of lexical density?", must be as follows:
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This and the converse appear to be true of the students in this investigation.
It is of course exceedingly presumptions to assume that LD measures all
aspects of the students' lexis. This is obviously not the case. Other important
aspects arc:
1) The measure of lexical variety known as the type /token ratio (Ku6era
and Francis 1970.356) or lexical variation (LV) (Linnarud 1975:8). These
counts measure the variation in the vocabulary used by the writer and may
well be a more important factor in influencing the evaluatan favourably than
LD. A high LD may be achieved with a large amount of repetition of a snail
vocabulary.

2) The degree of appropriateness and difficulty of the vocabulary used.
This is to a certain extent the explanation of a high count in lexical variation.
A grasp of words of above average difficulty allows a greater varibAon of
vocabulary.
Another point which has been raised in discussion is, "Dues LD decrease
in proportion to the length of the text?" There seems to be no logical reason
why it should and there is no el idence in these fifty essays that it does. On the
contrary it varies freely tin oughout each text and is totally independent of
lengt h.
3.2. ItEsCLTS OF THE INVESTIGATION OF SENTENCE CONNECTION

Thu most frequently used method -was by lexical equivalence, where the
coma tint; link between sentences was either a repetition of a lexical word from
the plea ions sentence ur the use of a synonym ur hyponym for that word. Next

in frequency was substitution by pro-forms, where a pro-form such as HE
as substituted fur a noun in the previous sentence. Of syntactic devices,
the most ficquently used w el(' logical connecters, but of them certain sub-sec-

tions such as reformulation or replacement were not used at all. The most
frequently used logical connecter was ,BuT arn-1 its equivalent in Swedish.
Sentences beginning, with AND or BUT are often regarded as unacceptable in
presuiptile teaching but are to be found in written English, and have been
regal dud as acceptable here. For details of the students' use of sentence connecters see 'Fable 3.
The question, "Do the means of sentence connection %,ary in the two Ian
guagcs as used by these students?", can be answered as follows. The essays in
Swedish were shorter than those in Engfish. The figures can therefore not be
compal «1 directly . 'rowel cl , the students show ed a similarity in their patterns
of m ntt nee connection in both languages. Those who used logical connecters

in the source language also used them in the arget language.
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Table 3

Lexical equivalence
Time relaters
Place relaters
Logical connecters

C

B

A

I

S En S En S En

++
++

++

+

++ +

I

H
E
F
Cr
S En I S En S En S En

D

S En

'

++

+-I-

+

--1-

++

++ +

--f-

++

+I + +

and

+++

but

einuneration
addition
summation
apposition
result
inference

+

>+

+ 4-

-1-

-

++

-+ ++
+

-4

-+

t-

+
-1-+

-1-

or
ref ortruilation

replacement
rast

++

+-

-+

colieession
for

Substitution pro for ns
noun phrases/advoi anis
predicate
Discourse reference
soittencolclauso

i

+ 4-

-t- +

i+

++

+

+

4-

I

++

++ I +
+

++

niiplirase
Com pm

Ellij$
dialogue
same speaker
Structural

»i

A-1-1 -8 ctrl 'nts
S = Swedish

En English.

Th, questioL "How do Urr means of sentence connection used affect
the evaluator of ,,he written world'', can be answered as follows. Only one of
the students, fin in all, given the mark 4, judged by a 5 point scale (that is,
judged good) di( not have a high rate of usage of logical connecters. Her method n as primal ily by means of lexical equivalents and she used a large and
N OCabtlial
. The students who had the highest number of logical corniceN tt I
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ters had also the greatest ' ariety in their mans of sentenct contreetion due to
obvious reasons. This variety would appear to impress the el, atuator favourably. The four essays judged to be good are B, D, F and G in Table 3.
3.3 ( URRELATION BETWEEN THE EvaLiArrox OF THE bl DEN IS' NN ORE: IN SWEDISH AND IN
ENGLISH

The marks given fin the m ark in Swedish were not for the essay alone. The
examination included a sumtuar3 and the evaluation is given for the two together. According to the eN aluatur the mark given for the essay alone would be
identical with the mark for the tw u together, in all but one case, where a poor

summary had brought down the mark well below the student's usual level.
This is the case NN here the marks given in Swedish and in English differ most:
2 in Swedisli.and 4 in English.
Table 4
Santo in Swedish and in English
Mark 4

3

Nlark 3

Mark 2
Total

3

12

in Swedish than in English
Marks 4 and 3
Marks 3 and 2
Marks 2 and 1
Total

3

4
2

----

9

litgltor In English than itt Swodish
Marks 4 and 6
Marks 3 and 4
Marks 2 and 3
Marks 2 and 4
Total

1

1

This would seem to suggest that the result in Swedish is the basic one. Very few
pupils achievt a better result in English than in Swedish, in fact only four out
of' twenty-five.
The correlation but ern students' performance in the source and the target
language was
ttS investigated in Gothenburg, where the conclusion was reached

that those who achieved poor results in their native language also achieved
pour results in the targk t language. It was ako evident that the source language

interfered with the target language to a greater extent for pupils who had a
poor performance in the source language (Stendal 1972: 117 - 123).
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The fourth kmd final question from the introduction, "Is tinge a correlation
bete cell the ability to tow rite w ell in Swedish and in EnOsh, or more correctly

between the evaluation gl en to the stone student's \sulk in Swedish and in
English?", Lan be illlb\S end in the afliimative In only one case was there a
difference of mute titan one mark bt'tm een the aluation., in the t\eo languages,
anct that ease has.already been pointed out as being of doubtful value for this
investigation. The conclusion must be that all who write w well in Sw edish do not
but neatly all w Ito write well in English also
necessarily write well in
write well in Swedish.
4. COYCLUSIONS

Deficiencies in the soul ee language are mirtote0 in the target language.
A below a, erage LI) it t Sts edish is usually accompanied by a be low aN crag,: LD
in English, suggesting t hot a limited socalulaiy in See < dish is usually accompanied by a limited vocabulary in English.
As far As sentence connection is cur cared, mach tie( ds to be done to emphasise its importance for ads aneed learners. Particularly the use of logical con-

necters should be gh'en greater attention in teaching, as they appear to be of
importance in influencing the reader to judge the text favourably. A good variety in means of sentence connection gis es an impression of fluency usually
found in the native speaker but all too seldom in the foreign learner. We must
challenge the fact that all those y eats of English studies simply mean a -hanee
to go through the rules for the simple as opposed to the progressive or the use
of DO in questions and negation etc. eN, ery year in the same way for nine years
instead of fur six or SUN en. Tlie students are must certainly capabh of responding to increased demands for creativity.
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TAGS IN ENGLISH AND EQUIVALENT CONSTRUCTIONS

IN POLISH

WIESLAW OLEKSY
Pedagogical Unicersily, Bydgoszcz

This paper is divided into two sections. In the first section we shall review
some of the approaches toward, the analysis of tagged sentences in English.
The second section will be devoted to the postulation of the performative analy-

sis of tagged sentences as best suited for the analysis of these sentences in
English and Polish. For reasons of clarity some terminological problems will
be dealt with at the outset oi vhe first section.
The term TAG has been used in the literature, both theoretical and pedagogical, to refer to several constructions frequently found in Spol.:en English.
Consider the following sentences;
1. John did it, didn't he?
A 2. John didn't do it, did he?
3. John did it, did he?
4. John didn't do it, didn't he?
5. Do it now, will you?
R 6. Do it now, won't you?
7. Don't do it, will you?
3. Pass me the hammer, would you?
C 9. What a nice girl she is, isn't she?1
1 The question mark at the and of each sentence in (1 - 0) should nut bo takon to mar
that tney are all questions. In fita, diSeront authors went to have diffyrunt Wings Atli utit
the ittostion mark in tagged soltunces, a o shall not decide thurnatty! hero. Ono !wt.( not ico
in passing that the suloctiun of tho proper question mark should he related to the type elf
intonation omployod, which, in turn, is related to sumo deeper factors, e.g., sontantic in-

.

t erprotat ion.
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It is generally agreed that the surface stn uctut es of (1 9) contain two con-

stant tits and that the constituent mulch proceeds the comma belongs to the
categot3 Sentence. The second constituent is most often referred to as Tag.

..

Hon ever, the interpretation of the n hole const rut tion in question is far from
being ( lull and uniform. TIlis is reflected in the rations names given to sentenet (1 9) I (presenting het e three types of the constructi,,:iunder investigation.
Thus. A type sentences are often called Interrugat;:e Tags ur Question Tags,
B ty pc sentences are tailed Imperative Tags, and C-t pe sentences are called
Exclainator3 Tags.3 In stun( approaches, though, A-type is christened Tagged Declarath c (licalson 1975), .m(1 B-ty pc Tagged Ininerative (Stockwell
(4 al. 1973).
Also controN ursial is the eN aluation of the discoursiN a function of sentences

like those in (1 9). A-type sentenet s .0 e usually iefii red to as questions but
B-t3 in sentences have different interpretations, e.g. 'urging' for (7), 'command'
for (3) and (6), or 'request' for (8). C-type sentences have been referred to a,
exclamations (cf. MeCawley, N. (1973), also Leech and Svartvik (1975)).
l'ittloubtedly, these linguists n ho propose terms ending in -ive
rogatie c, imperative, etc ) pay more attention to syntactic properties of the forms
in que stion, whereas these w lite propose terms like 'question' or 'request',
etc., nttt inure interested in the function these forms petform in diseourse.4
13e ing of an opinion that form and function twist be kept apart in linguistic
analysis a e pi ()pose tin folkm ing terminology , Dcdarati( e, Imperative, and
Eat Imitator.) vv ill be used to refer to the mood of the first constituent of the
coast* (talon under in( cstigation, and the term Tag will be preset( ed for the
Fiaeldlestele (1970) says that tleo relation between the we constituents is that of
potatoN.1s. Ft r tut k xtonsik tt and rovoaling

kission of paratactic ounitruut ions sat, Polanski (1967), especially Cluiptors; II and I11.
3 Besides tla alio\ c iiientiontul types Bolingoi (1957) arrives at a diffortnU, cla.ssifictit ion of tags taking into account "'tali the %,0t1 ord,r and tit.' intonation pattern in tags.
He distinguishes fivo types of tags;
1. Auxiliary tags: Find them, did he?
2. 'Pentagon: He will I suppose?
3. Imputations: They'll attend to it later you say?
4. Explications: How does he like it I wonder?
5. 1.nottation tags: Says he is sorry, eh?
13oliiiger also mentions tags which ton) ttchlt.t.1 ate' .1 Yes 'No QlitAll /Ill 11101
1\9t Qttostion, o.g..;

en after a

Did he yo there did he? (Bolinger 1957:47)
It' here's the paper is it? (Bdingor 1957:27)

Tht abt, 11% I) ty pus, according to Boltngt r (1957) cur or 014 a part of the linguistic pileholm aki at English that nr, itsuall., cunt kl tags, in fact, he sa, s, thorn in an nulunitod k aro ty of tags. Ck.ttoll ;1973. 61G) also nutritious tags attached to Yos/Nu Questions.

' Hartmann and Stork (1973) invontod a term 'eunfirtnatioaal Interrogative'.
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second constituent. The conjunction of the term, e.g., Declarative Tag, Imperative Tag, etc., will refer to a very superficial characterization of the whole
construction and will simply mean that a Tag has been formed on a declarative
sentence, interrogative sentence, etc. Where the specific characterization of
the construction is irrelevant for the discussion a neutral term 'tagged sentence' will be used.
After these preliminaries we shall now dwell on some tendencies in the analyses of tagged sentences. For reasons of space and time the presentation will
be reduced to A-type sentences, i.e. Declarative Tags.5
Various analyses have been proposed for Declarative Tags in English.
These analyses may be divided into two major groups, syntactic analyses and
semantic analyses. We shall deal with them in order.
Syntactic analyses. The central problem in a syntactic analysis is how to
account for the formation of Tags. In the discussions of Tags that may be found
in numerous transformational treatments It is possiule to distinguish two approaches; according to one of these approaches a tagged sentence is derived
front an underlying simple sentence and the Tag is introduced by means of a
Tag-transformation. Needless to say, there are differences among adherents
of this approach as to the exact formulation of the relevant transformation
but common to all of their. is a simple- sentence source for deriving tags (of.

Klima (1964); Arbini (1969); Burt (1971); Lester (1971); Thomas (1965)).
In the second approach represented by Huddleston (1970), Stockwell et al.
(1973), and Sadock (1971) tags are derived from an underlying compoundsentence-source. To illustrate these two approaches we shall consider proposals made by Thomas (1965) and Stockwell et al. (1973).

In Thomas (1965:188) the transformation which produces Declarative
Tags (Thomas uses 'tag question') uses the same structural analysis as the regular interrogative transformation and works in four stages:
1. a duplicate tense marker is added
2. a Pro form of the same number and gender as the subject is added after the
duplicate tense marker
3. ' n't' is added to the duplicate tense marker if there is no negative morpheme
present in the matrix sentence

4. 'Cr is deleted
A similar formulation of the transformation in question may be found in Lester (1971: 164).
A slightly different version of the same simple sentence - source approach is
discussed in Stockwell et al. (1973:622 624). Declarathe Tags are again deliI Other typos of tagged sentences have been dtscu,sed et Klima (1964). At btm (1969).
110(1108ton (1970). Stockwell et al (1973), Bolinger (1967), lf tz and Pasta! (1964), and
Sadealt (1971).

7 Papers and Studies...
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ed by le,t116 of a rule which copies the subject NP and the relevant parts of
Aux after a sentence and makes the iag opposite to the main sentence with respect to negation. To avoid a situation wlmc a separate trigger in the base is
necessary to derive such sentences Stockwell et al (1973) suggested that WTI

6h01.11d be generated as a sentence adverb. Thus, the copying t ulc w wild operate
on (55a) and convert it to (5514, both examples arc icpeatcd here foi cow, enieuce
after Stockwell et al (1973:623).
55a.
S

Adv

Np, Mod Prop

Conj
[

Whi
Aux

John

has

X

left

8

Ad.

Npi Mod Prop
Aux

X

John has

left

Np, Aux

Conj

John

has

r+Whi
In the second approach Declarat: e Tags are derived from au tualerly inn;
compound-sentence-soul ee. Au or ding to Stot kw ell et al (1973.6'22) John has
left, hasn't he? it, (kik ((.1 fi om (34a) w hit It is the deep stt whin: t eptesentation
of John has 1( ft, hasn't he?. (54b) is au intermediate st met ire after the application of Con j I let ion Spi eading, W I I. tihccadwg, Conjunction Deletion, Auxilk.ry

Fronting, Wit Deletion, and Alternative Q ReduPtion to (54a). Then, (34b)
unfit lgot the tag t
«lush move:, akIverb to post-position and reduces the
question The final result is represented in (54c).
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54a.
S

Adv

S

S

Conj

[+Wh]

John has left

,..'.

.........,,,k

S

John hasn't left

John lies left

64b.
S

AdNT7
1

S

.-----.

,'\_
S

John has left

hasn't John left
54c.

S_

Adv

John has left

The above sketched approach is also advocated by Sado& (1971). He assumes that the surface form of tag questions mirrors a combination of both an
assertive and an interrogative clause in deep structure (Sadoek 1971:228).
Sadock's approach is basically semantic and for this reason it will be discussed
in some detail in the next section. So far we have attempted a presentation of
what we think typical syntactic approaches towards the analysis of Declarative Tags within a transformational framework. It is not our purpose here to
decide which of the two approa, lies is more adequate. al guments for and against
both of the approaches may he -found in the quoted literature. It suffices to say

that both approaches are silent about semantic problems involved in the analysis of tagged sentences. This brings us to the second group of the analyses proposed for tagged sentences, i.e. semantic analyses.
Semantic analyses. Now the problem is not how to derive a tagged sentence
transformationally but how to account for its meaning.
....

7
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According to Cattel (1973) tags are used to convey the speaker's attitude
towards what is expressed in the nuvin clause (i.e. the clause on which the tag
is formA. CattA calls it a 'host clause'), and to ask whether the listener agrees
with it. The anal,sis of sentences like (l0) and (11) has led him to the conclusion that the problem cf matching vs. contrastive polarity in tagged ser tenses
(some linguists use other pairs, e.g. positive vs. negative polarity, or constant
vs. re\ ersed polarity) does not have to be related to .syntactic phenomena but
to a semantic nature of polarity. Thus, tag questions with contrastive polarity

to their hosts represent the speaker's point of view and question tags with
matching polarity do not represent the speaker's point of view. L1/4 t. us now have

a brief look at Cattell's analysis.
10. TI

Cook is obscene, is it?
11. The book, is obscene, isn't it?
12. Sally isn't pregnant, is she? 6

Under his analysis the point of view expressed in the host clause of (19) is not
the speaker's. In (11), on die other hand, flhr speaker is offering his own opinion. In both cases, says Cattell, the speaker is asking the listc las for agreement.
Then, he argues that sentences like (12) may have three interpretations,
1. one where the host clause is the confident viewpoint of the speaker

2. one where the host clause is still the view-point of the speaker but only
tentatively
3. one where the host clause is not the viewpoint of the speaker.
These differences in meaning are, according to Cattell, reflected in different
intonation contours, the falling intonation contour for the first inteprctation,
the rising intonation contour for the bt. cond, and the rising intonation contour
for the third. To explain an apparent contradiction to the effect that contrastive polarity tags express the speaker's point of view, which is not the case for
the third interpretation Cattell assumes that
a. the first and the second interpretations may be paraphrased as (13), and the
third one as (14).

b. the negative is part of the basic sentence for interpretations
(1) and (2), and it is part of the question for interpretation (3).
13. It is correct that Sally isn't pregnant, isn't it?
14. It isn't correct that Sally is pregnant, is it?

There are four observations to be made about Cattell's analysis of (12).
Firstly, if (13) is a paraphrase of (12) under intepretations (1) and (2), and if
what Cattell calls the host clause in (12) is what he calls the underlying host
(10), (11), (12), us well as (13) and (14) are repeated hurt after Cattell whore they
appear as (12a), (12b), (21), (36a), and (36b,, respectively. In (14) which is Cattoll's (36b)

tho phrase ... by any chance... has boon valuated as it is irrolo%ant fur the discussion.
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clause in (13) then Cattell contradicts himself since intepretations (1) and (2)

both involve contrastive polarity, which is not the case in (13). However,
Cattell's proposal works for (14) because here the host clause and the tag show
matching polarity and therefore the host clause does not represent the speaker's
point of view. Secondly, if, however, the host clauses for (13) and (14) are It is
correct that..., and It isn't correct that... respectively, then the tags show contrastive polarity to their respective host clauses both in (13) and (14). The situation reverses now; Cattell's proposal is good for (13) but not for (14). Thirdly,
it seems to us that both in (13) and (14) the tag has been formed on the first
clause, i.e., It is correct... in the case of (13) and It isn't correct... in the case of

(14) and not on the second clause, i.e., Sally isn't pregnant... ,and Sally is
pregnant..., respectively for (13) and (14). If the latter was the case the subject
INP which is repeated in the tag would have to be she. Incidentdly, English allows to form tags on both clauses. Langendoen (1970.10 20) reports on the
results of an experiment in which his students were asked to play a game he
called "The Walrus and the Alligator". The aim of the game is to practice tag
formation. "Walrus" says any declarative sentence he pleases and "Alligator"
must respond to it by adding the appropriate tag as if he were "Walrus" him
self. For our purposes it is enough to quote two examples, figures to the right
of "Alligator's" responses represent the number of students who selected the
'ven tag. The total number of students participating in the experiment was
fourty six.

-

W: I believe that Dr Spook, is innocent.

A: Don't I?
Isn't he?

36
10

W: Dr Spode, is innocent, I believe .

A: Isn't he?

38

Don't I?
Isn't it?

7
1

The above examples clearly show that native speakers of English, at least native speakers of American English, form tags on the main clause though the
formation on tile subordinate clause or a parenthetkal expression is 4d6u possible but less frequent. Finally, Cattell's account of tagged sentences seems to
reveal more about the meaning of the host daub, than of the tag, let alone the
whole tagged sentence. Moreover, he makes no proposals about some sort of

formalism that would Mate structures like (13) and (14) to surface forms,
i.e., to (12). The need for such formalism has been recently pointed out by
Polaxiski (1976:13) who states that:
"Explications may either be dos, iy related to natural languagt, sentences or to tho
formulae of mathematical logic.... (hoe eit) A mut b more important problem is tho
question of the manner of rulatiitg dust, structures to the surface structures. A consistent set of rules modelled on a formalised systein 19 necossitry in this field":
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Another version of the semantic approach has been offered by Hudson
(1975). He attempts an analysis of what he calls Tag-Questions in terms of
illocutionary forces. However, by Tag-Question he means the constituent added

after the comma, i.e., the tag alone. In his analysis sentences like (1) and (2)
would consist of a declarative and an interrogative. The meani% of the whole
sentence (in out terminology proposed abov e such a sentence is called a Declarative Tag) is, according to Hudson, an automatic consequence of the interaction
between the meanings of the declarativ e and the interrogative. In other words,
the illocutionary meaning of tagged declaratives is made up of the intersection

of the possible illocutionary- meanings of declaratives and interrogatives.
Accordingly, Hudson assumes that the meaning of tags in tagged declaratives
is identical w ith the ordinary meaning of interrogatives, whereas the meaning
of declarativ es in tagged declaratives is identical with the ordinary meaning
of declaratives. Therefor e, one of his conclusions is that there is no need for
special statements in a grammar about the meaning of the whole tagged sentence. However, while discussing polar interrogatives (his term for Yes/No
interrogatives) Hudson (1975.23) notices that they are different with respect
to conductiveness. polar interrogatives may be non-conductive, positivelyconductive, and negativ ely conductive. The non-conductive interpretation for
tagged &liar atives must be t uled out. It follows, then, that tags with matching
polarity are all positively -tunductiv e, and these with contrastive polarity are
negatively-conductive. Hudson then argue:, that delcaratives with contrastive
polarity tags (for example (1) and (2) given above) can be matcl.ed functionally
by simple interrogatives with negative or positive polarity, similar to that in
the tag. Under this analysis (1) could be matched by (15), and (2) by (16).
15. Didn't John do it?
16. Did John do it?

On the other hand, declarative tags with matching polarity correspond to
positively-conductive inters ogatives, (3), and (4) would correspond to (17),
and (18) respectively.

17. Did John do it?
18. Didn't John do it?
By way of eommentaly it may be said that Hudson's treatment of dechu a-

tive tags is inconsistent, if not contradictory. As was mentioned above,
he claims that the meaning of tagged declaratives is made up of the possible
meanings of declarative and interrogative sentences that are members of the
tagged sentence. How es et, it is difficult to imagine how one can state something

in the declarative (which is characteristic of declaratives) and then express
ignorance on the v cry same thing in the interrogative (ec hich is characteristic
of interrogatives). This has been pointed out by Sadoek (1971.228) who claims
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that (19) is ill-formed if it is to represent an underlying structure for tagged
sentences.
19.

speaker "declare" E

speaker "a

.where "E" stands for a proposition.
Hudson's treatment of the functional relationship holding between interrogatives and tagged declaratives must also be rejected because it simply does
not work.
If instead of the expression `matches functionally' we use a mark of equali-

ty"="we obtain the following pairs of sentences that match functionally
under Hudson's analysis.

A. 1=15
2=16

B. 3=17
4 =18

But notice that (15) is identical with (18), and (16) is identical with (17);
in fact, they are the same sentences. Therefore, we can postulate C employing
"=" to stand for identical sentences as well.

C. 15=18
16=17
It is easy to notice that if (1) is matched functionally by (15) and (15) is identical with (18) then (1) is also matched by (18). Then, since (18) matches functionally with (4) it follows that (4) matches functionally with (1) as well. The same

reasoning may be applied to (2) and (3). Thus we arrive at D.

D. 1=4
2 =3
It seems to us that D is false because it is very unusual if possible at all for (1),

i.e., John JM it, didn't he? to match functionally with (4), i.e., John didn't
rtn it, didn't he?
In connection with Hudson (1975) it may be added that he is unclear about
the intersection of the possible illocutionary meanings of declaratives and inter-

rogatives and that his understanding of Illocutionary meaning' is closer to
Cohen's (1971) idea of Illocutionary meaning' than to Austin's (1962) Illocutionary force'.
As we have seen the semantic analyses of Declarative Tags that were sketched above, as well as the syntactic analyses, all suffer from various inconsistencies anchor misinterpretations. In the above presented approaches the pro-
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blems of intonation in tagged sentences are very often reduced to marginal observations A more extensive study of intonation patterns in tagged sentences
in English and their relation to syntacticjsemantio features of the tagged sentence. which contain these patterns may be found in Bolinger (1957), Sinclair
(1971), Quirk et al 12971), and Cygan (1973). However, the authors of papers
dealt with above should not be blamed for neglecting intonation in tagged sentences since their attention was concentrated on syntactieisemantic consideration, For similar reasons we shall have nothing more to say about intonation
in tagged sentences here
We have reviewed above what we think to be main tendencies in the analysis

of Declarative Tags in English. It is time now to turn to Polish. However,
there is a serious problem here. According to a common belief there are no Tags

in Polish, and, indeed, the syntactic intepretations for Tags in English presented in CI? previous section would result in ungrammatical sentences if applied to Polish. For example, (20) and (21) as counterparts of (1) and (2) respectively, in Polish, are all ungrammatical.
20. *Jan to zrobil, a. (czy) nie on?
b. (czy) nie zrobil on?
21. *Jan Up nie zrobil, a. czy on?
b. (czy) zrobil on?

The semantic interpretations dealt with above are not helpful, either. What is
more, the above "resented approaches do not even allow for the identification
of the proper equivalents, of English tagged sentences in Polish. If pressed by
this contention N.e assume that Tags are absent from Polish we may he happy
as linguists but we are faced with an uneasy situation as teachers of English.
We simply have to answer the following questions, What do we do, as speakers
of Polish, in situations and /or contexts where the English use a Tag? And next,
How are we to teach these English forms successfully to Polish learners? There
is also another aspect of this situation; how to translate English Tags into Polish. Undoubtedly, answers to these questions would have some pedagogical
validity. They would also bear on some theoretical issues relevant to the contrastive analysis. As to the latte , it has been pointed out by R. Lakoff (1972)
that we should not be discouraged by superficial differences among languages.
She argues, for example, that Tags in English formed on declaratives are intermediate between a statement and a question. The effect of a tag is to soiLt-n the
declaration from an expression of certainty, demanding belief, to an expression
of likelihood, merely requesting it. Lakoff, then, points out that the same dis-

tinction may be made in Japanese, though with different syntactic means.
It is, therefore, possible that similar effects may be achieved in different
languages with different means. One language may employ syntactic processes

to realize some effects and another language may employ morphological
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processes to achieve the same or at least similar effects.' The important thing
is to have a linguistic theory that would make it possible to account for such
differences in a systematic way.
We have seen above that the presented proposals to analyse English tagged
sentences cannot be applied to Polish because they do not constitute a reliable
'tertium comparationis'. What we need is a linguistic theory that would allow
us to analyse functions some elements of a language perform in linguistic
communication.
It will be assumed here that the theory of speech acts might be a good
candidate. The validity of this theory to linguistic research has been argued
for quite convincingly by a number of linguists; we shall not repeat these arguments here. It seems that this theory has more to offer with respect to the analysis of tagged sentences than the approaches reviewed above.
Stemming from the theory of performative verbs and the theory of speech
acts is the analysis of tagged sentences in English offered by R. Lakoff (1969).
Lakoff argues that sentences like (1) and (2) should be derived from underlying structures like (22) and (23), respectively.
22. I suppose John did it.
23. I suppose .John didn't do it.
According to Lakoff, sentences like (1) and (2), though they share some syntac-

tic properties of questions are not synonymous with them. In fact, they can
be treated as statements of supposition of a positive answer with an implied
request not for information (which is characteristic of normal questions) but
for reassurance that the supposition is correct. All this is supposed to be expressed in (22), and (23), where suppose is an abstract performative verb.
Despite an obvious oversimplification, we shall assume, after Lakoff,
tentatively, that the proposed structures i.e., (22) and (23) are correct sources
accounting for the communicative functions of (1), and (2). We shall also ass-me that (22) and (23) et n be rendered into Polish as (24) and (25), respectively.
24. (Ja) przypuszczam, ze Jan to zrobit.
25. (Ja) przypuszczant, ie Jan Lego ?tie zrobit.

The above assumption has serious theoretical implications. It means that at
some such level of analysis as is represented by (22) and (23) for English, and
by (24) and (25) for Polish these two languages are comparable. In other w ords,
English and Polish are comparable at the level of communicative functions,
which (22 25) represent.
7 Both terms; 'syntactic' and 'morphological' processes aro taken in the narrow

sense.
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In search of the exponents of the communicative functions expressed in
(24) and (25) we propose (26 - 29):

26. Jan to zrobil, a. prawda?
b. co? co nie?
c. no nie?

d. nieprawdai?
27. Chyba Jan to zrobil?
28. Jan tego nie zrobil, a. prawda?
b. co? co nie?

c. no nie?
d. nieprawdal?
29. Jan Chyba tego nie zrobil?

It is not difficult to notice that (26 a- d, and 27), as well as (28a d, and 29),
are very close in their communicative function to the English sentences (1),
and (2).
Interestingly enough, the performative analysis of sentences like (1) and (2),
which made it possible to propose sentences (26 - 29) as their Polish equivalents is confirmed by the data collected Loin various professional translations
of English tagged sentences into Polish. Consider the following pairs;

30. You are Rin Tin Tin, aren't you? (I. Murdock 1958:198).
1975:227).
31. Prawda, le jested Rin Tin Tin? (
32. You're a pretty bright boy, aren't you? (E. Hemingway 1961:72).
1974:280).
(
33. Cwaniak z ciebie, co?
(I. Shaw 1957:20).
34. 1 have ears, don't 1?
1975:24).
35. Bo mans uszy. Co, mote nie? (
36. He comes here to eat every nigit, don't he? (E. Hemingway 1961:84).
1974:292).
(
37. Przychodzi to jege co wieczgr, no nie?
33. But you are a Roman yourself, aren't you? (R. Kipling 1924:144).
1934:160).
39. Ale ty Chyba sam tei jesteg Rzymianinem? (

The Acne examples should not create a false impression that it is always
the case that English tags are translated into Polish as prawda, co, etc. Very
often English tagged sentences appear as ;nterrogatives in Polish translations,
e.g.;

40. Ridiculous, isn't it? (J. Conrad 1923:188).
1973:192).

41. Czy to nie gmieszne? (

EN en a superficial analysis of Declarative Tags in English and equivalent
constructions in Polish. allows for certain observations to be made. For ease of
exposition and brevity prawda, co, etc., will be referred to as 'tags'.
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1. "fags' in Polish do not show the systematic relationship holding between the
tag and the declarative on which it is built; characteristic of the tag formation in English.

2. "rags' in Polish seem to be neutral with respert to polarity; prawda,

co,

etc., can be added freely after a declarative with or without a negative element.
3. Prawda occurs both finally and initially; in the latter case it is followed by
4. Chiba does not occur finally.
5. 'Tags' in Polish do not display the variety of intonational patterns characteristic of tags in English.
On the basis of the above observations we can now conclude that Declarative Tags in English are significantly different from the equivalent constructions in Polish in their syntactic proper;' This, at least in part, explains
the unability of the syntactic approaches reviewed above to establish a basis
that would allow one to perform an adequate contrastive analysis of tagged
sentences in English and Polish. However, the facts presented in (30 - 41)
allow to assume that the general line of anal,
is correct and that the performative analysis of Declarative Tags in English may be successfully performed
and it proves helpful in the identification of the equivalent constructions in
Polish. We shall not discuss the type of equivalence that is at stake here. The
problems of equivalent constructions lu.ve Uen extensively discussed in Krzeszowski (1974).

As was mentioned above the communicative functions of tagged sentences
in English and Polish are very much the same. A question arises whether the
analysis of tags proposed by B. Lakoff (1969) is adequate. Earlier in this paper
we assumed, ten.,atively, that it had been; it allowed us to identify the communi

catively equivalent forms in English and Polish. Now, we have to reject
Lakoff's analysis for the following reasons:

1. Suppose cannot function as the performative predicate because it is not a
verb of saying (of. in this connection Karttunen 1974).
2 It is difficult to see how suppose can form a performative clause without
being able to take you as its direct object.
3 Suppose, together with a number of other verbs such as e.g. believe, think,
guess, assume, etc., belongs to a class of verbs which express 'penonal attitude' towards the proposition following them; we shall call the e verbs
'attitudinal verbs'. This class of verbs is distinct from the class of 'performative verbs'.
4 Declarative Tags in English are complex 1....aranticall3- and functionally.
Lakoff's analysis does not capture this complexity. Moreover, experimental

data reported by Sniackey and Beym (1970) point to the fact that tags
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in English are v ety complex psycholinguistic patterns and the kinds of
well as emotional qualities they comey are more
attitudinal meaning,
complex than has been suspected.

It seems reasonable to propose that one and the same Declarative Tag
may be, analysed as liming different communicative functions. An adequate
analysis of Declarative Tags English should account for all communicative
furietiis these tags sigmal in linguistic communication. Otherwise the analy sis
is pattial. Needless to say must of the existing analysis of tagged sentences
arc only partial without being called so.

It will be proposed here that one such function of Declarative Tags in
English is to express a request for confirmation of what was stated in the
deelarathe constituent of the tagged sentence. 'This proposal may be represented as in (42);
42. 1 request of you that you confirm 'S'

(42) seems to indicate the following:
1. The pt rson who utters something that may be represented by (42) is expect-

ing some response. this has not been accounted for in Lakoff's analysis.
2. (42) contains a e ery clear inc'cleation that two persons arc participating in
the given linguistic situation.
3. The two clauses I requtst of you that you confirm... are the underlying
source for the surface occurrence of the tag.
It is important to bear in mind that (42) represents only one possible
function that may be carried out by 4 declarative tag, namely that of a request
lot confirmation of the lnuposition expressed in 'S'. The analysis is therefore,
partial. This analysis (Ali be easily extended to account for Polish sentences.
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Definiteness is a particularly thorny corner in Fininsh syntax. It has proved
notoriously difficult to define and describe explicitly, and has been the subject

of great controversy among Finnish linguists for at least 70 years. It also
causes well-nigh insuperable language learning problems, both for Finns
learning languages which have a clearer expression of definiteness, and for
non-Finns struggling with the bewilderingly diffuse realization of this category
in Finnish.

What follows is an attempt to outline the present "state of the art" in
this area of Finnish, and to compare it with certain featur of English and
Polish. (The question of genericity, however, will not be discussed here.)
1. THE TERM SPESIESI

The general category of definiteness appears in Finnish grammar under
the name of speaks, a term which was introduced by the Swedish linguist
Noreen (1904), who distinguished three categories of spesies in Swedish:
definite, indefinite, and 'general'. The Finnish Language Commission adopted.
the term spaies in their 1915 report, but they defined the category as having
only two members: definite spesies, applying to objects which were 'known.
or previously mentioned'; and indefinite species, for objects which were 'unknown or not previously mentioned" (38; all translations are my own). It has,
of course, since been pointed out that 'known' need not imply 'previously
mentioned' but also `known by virtue of the situation'; and that the terms

of the opposition are better thought of as simply 'known' or 'unknown'.
I The Finnish spoiling will bo need throughout.
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It was early realized that "in Finnish there is no one way of expressing
the category of spesies which could be compared e.g. co the articles of many
Indo-European languages" (Ahlman 1928.134). Attempts were therefore
made to list and describe all the various ways in which the `known/unknown'
opposition could be expressed.2 (E. g. Ahlman 1928; Hakulinen 1946; Ikola
1954). These have included the following. nominative vs. partitive case, nominative vs. genitive case, partitive vs. accusative case, word order, number
concord between subject and verb, number of verb after subject preceded by a
cardinal, agreement between subject and modifier, pronouns used as determiners, intonation, stress, whether or not the noun concerned is psychological
subject or psychological predicate, capital vs. lower case initial letters, and
various combinations of these factors acting together.
and
particularly the partitive case
Two central factors were case
subject-verb concord. The relations between these, existential sentences and
spesies %%ere the subject of a still controversial debate in Virittajii, the journal
of the Finnish Language Society, in the 1950's.3
Eventually a suggestion was made by Siro (1957), which has since been
taken up by other linguists (Ikola 1964, Itkonen 1975; Enkvist 1975). Siro
argued that spesies was not one thing, but two. On the one hand, it concerns
this
whether the noun is thought of as denoting a total or partial amount
Shu tailed quantitative spesies. if the amount denoted by the noun is considered as total, the quantitative spesies is definite, and if partial, indefinite. On
the other hand, spesies concerns whether the noun has a known or unknown
this he called native spesies, and this too may be definite (if the
referent
referent is known) ur indefinite (referent unknown). What is meant exactly
by 'known' is net discussed in detail, but it may be taken to mean -aniquely
identifiable'.
Notive spesies corresponds to the system of reference which determines

the use of the English articles, and quantitative spesies is to some extent
related to the count/mass distinction, as will be seen below.
I shall now discuss each spesies-type in more detail, and finally consider
the relations between them.
2. QUANTITATIVE SPESIES

Quantitative spesies (hereafter QS) is expressed primarily by case: the
partitive case shoes indefinite QS, and the nominative (for subject nouns
and predicate complement nonns) or accusative (for object nouns) show
definite QS.
The terms 'express' and 'slam aro used vol.!, loosely in this paper, which is morn a
prof urinary dismission than a formal analysis.
3 Tho debate is roviou oil and discussed in German by &Wachter (1968).
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(1) Lilia (nom.) oli
(2) Lihaa (par6.)
(3) SOimme lihan (ace.).
(4) Soimme lihaa (part.).

(The meat was on the table.')
('Some meat was on the table.')
(We ate the meat.')
(lire ate (some) meat.')
However, it is by-no means always possible to express QS in this way. There
are a number of conditions which must be fulfilled, of which the first concerns
the concept of divisibility in Finnish (see e.g. Barrett 1953).
Opinions differ as to whether this term is best described as syntactic or
semantic, but it will be treated here as semantic. A noun in Finnish is thought
of as being either divisible or non-divisible. Non-divisible nouns are those
whose referents are conceived of as individual units, which ...an be multiplied
but not divided: thus polka (`boy') can be multiplied (one can think of boys,
three boys), but a divided boy, part or parts of a boy, cannot still be conceived
of as 'boy' (in non-cannibalistic cultures, at least). Divisible nouns, however,
can be divided in this way: vesi ('water') is conceptually divisible, since a
less-than-total amount of water is still `water'.
This appears similar to the English count/mass distinction, but there is a
difference: plural nouns in Finnish are also divisible. Pojat ('boys') can be
divided conceptually into individual units, individual boys. (Plural invariable
nouns, such as kasvot ('face') are, however, conceptually non-divisible.) Thus
in Finnish the major distinction is not between count and mass, but between
singular count (non-divisible) on one hand, and plural count and mass (both
divisible) on the other. The Finnish distinction neatly describes the distribution of (an) (for indefinite non-divisibles) vs. some or the zero article (for
indefinite divisibles) in EngliQh.

The first condition for the expression of QS is thus that the noun must
be conceptually divisible: logically enough, only divisible nouns can be cunsi-

deed capable et lenoting a total or partial quantity at all.
The second condition is that the noun must be functioning either as.subjeet,
predicate complement or object in its clause, since only these positions allow
the nominative or accusative cases.
The third and fourth conditions relate to the expression of the QS of the
object noun only, and concern the complex nature of the partitive case, which
has a veritable multitude of functions,' only one of which is to show indefinite
QS. It is also used to express irresultative (imperfective) aspect.5 if the verb
is `inherently irresultative' (e.g. if it is a verb of perception or emotion), or

if it is used in an irresultative sense, the direct object must be in the partitive, as illustrated by the following examples.
Soo o.g. Denison (1957), Ikola (1972), Itkonen (1975).
Finnish can also ahoy, irrosultative aspect overtly in the (nun -stativ e) s erb, although

it rarely needs to; and in such cases the direct object also takes tho partitive.
3 papers and studies ...
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Inherently irresultative.)
(6) Rakastan sinua (part.). (I love you.'
Resultative
(6) Nies ampui linnun (ace.). (7he man shot the bird.'

sense: the bird was shot dead.)

(7) .Mies ampui limfua (part.). (7he man shot and wounded the bird',
or `...shot at... or '...n as shooting...'. Irresultativc sense: sever al equivalents are possible, depending on how the irresultativeness is interpreted.)

This rule for the partitive takes precedence over the expression of QS.
The third condition for the expression of QS is therefore that the verb must
be resultativc or used in a resultatiye sense. Sentences with a verb that could
be interpreted irresultativcb and a divisible abject in the partitive are thus
ambiguous. example (4) above could either have the interpretation given there
or the interpretation Irresulta'resultative action plus indefinite QS'
ti ve action plus ambiguous or unexpressed QS', .in which case the verb might
be rendered we were eating'.
Yet another function of the partitive is to mark the direct object in negative sentences. c This rule for the partitive overrides both QS expression and
the irrecAdtative rule, so that the fourth condition, for the expression of the
QS of object nouns, is that the sentence must be (semantically) non-negative.
The fifth and last condition concerns a restriction on the tise of Cite partitive

for (unquantified) subject nouns: the subject can only be in the partiave if
the verb is existential," in which ease the verb is invariably singular, regardless

of the number of the subject. But given an existential verb, negation alone
is enough to produce a partitive subject, regardless of the QS. The fifth condi-

tion, therefore, is that for QS to be expressed in the subject noun the verb
must be both existential and non-negative.8
Conditions 2 5 are restrictions on when QS may be realized by case.
It should be pointed out, however, that QS may also be expressed overtly
by quantifiers such as muutama Ca few') etc., in which case these conditions
need not hold.
Despite the apparent diversity of these functions of thc partitive they do
seem to have something in common. The idea of partialness or incompleteness
can be related to nouns (indefinite QS) and to verbs (irresultatis e aspect) a, and
" Those include sontoucs that may bu syntactically-nuri-nogatiNo, y of express doubt
or expect a negative answer, otc.
'Soo Moreau (1072) for a discussion of why this should bo so.
*It would, however, bo more accurate to say that in order to alluw a QS contrast to
bo expressed ui tho subjout thu sorb must bu potentially existential, bucauso cf a divisible
show ing definite QS - tho verb may lore its existential
subject is in tho nommatil u
force. Soo examples (1) and (2) abut u. (1) s ould hardly bo classed as an ox ,stontial sentence.

Opinions differ un yautisely how the Finnish existential sentence Lhou:d be defined, 800
Schlachtor (1958).
' This does nut apply only to Finnish, of course. Dahl and Karlson (1975) compare
tho functions of the Finnish partitn u with thew of the Russian genitive. both cases can
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negation is surely the very essence of incompleteness, since the action of
the verb then never occurs at all, and the object is as far as possible from being
totally involved. Several linguists have attempted to formulate this common

element. Ikola (1972) speaks of whether or not the action expressed by the
verb has "caused in the situation a change of such a kind that the action
could not be continued" (9); if there is no such change, the object is in the
partitive. Similarly, Dahl and Karlsson (1975) suggest that the decisive factor is .whether or not there is a crucial change in the state of the referent of
the object. And at the end of his thesis Dension (1957 . 262) concludes that the
essence of the partitive is "the implication of indefiniteness and incompleteness".

Nevertheless, as Dahl and Kulsson point out, there are problems with
the spesies of quantified nouns which have yet to bt solved (and which will
not be touched on here). Also, the fact that more than one distinct interpretation is often possible for sentences containing a partitive object suggests
that, for contrastive purposes at least, the three major functions of the case
are best described separately. (See e. g. the ambiguity of (4) discussed under
the third condition, above.)
3. NOTIVE SPESIES

Notive species (NS) is defined in terms of whether or not the noun has a
known referent.
It has been said that there is a link between NS and stress (e. g. Hakulinen
1946, Siro 1964; see also Szwedek 11)75). Yet it may be argued that this link
is, at best, an indirect one. Sentence stress indicates the information structure

of the clause (cf. Halliday 1970), and it is reasonable to expect that nouns
with unknown referents should normally be new information, and hence
stressed. But the sentence stress of new information by no means invariably
falls on nouns with unknown referents, indeed, it need not fall on a noun at
all. If it does fall on a noun, it indicates no more than that the noun in question represents new information. Of course, if the referent of a noun is 'known'
(notively definite) because it has already been mentioned, then this noun is

unlikely to be stressed as new information, since by definition it is in fact
'given', not new.1° On the other hand, a noun that is 'known' because of the
show imperfective aspect, and both aru affected by negation. Szwoduk (1975:172 ff)
argues that thu purfeeth u;impurfuctiN u aspuctual contrast in Polish can bo shu.vn by word

' order, which in turn can also bo used to show whether a noun is coroforontial or not.
Coroforontiality, however,
tion 4 below.

NV

uul d be trt.Oted under notivo spesies in Finnish, Lit see 800

1° It should bo noted, however, that 'now information' is not an ambiguous term;
see Dahl (1976).
S.
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situation, not because of a previous mention, can readily be made new information and stressed since it has not been `given'. Unknown referents tend

to be stressed not because they are unknown referents, but because they
are normally new information. The relation between NS and stress therefore
seems to be more a question of logical deduction than *of syntax, and it is
misleading to describe stress as *exprt,..sing' NS. Rather: stress expresses
information structure, information structure is (partly) determined by previous context, and previous context is one factor which can make the referent
of a noun 'known'.
Notive spesieS in Finnish need not be overtly expressed at all: some nouns,
simply by virtue of their meaning, already have unique and hence known
referents, and their definite NS needs no further expression. These nouns
include proper nouns, nouns normally considered to have, automatically, 'referents made unique by the context or situation, such as aurinko (`the sun')
etc; and possesscd nouns, with a possessive suffix and/GI' a genitive modifier,
such as iseini ('my father'), talon (gen.) iscinki (*the master of the house').
Overt syntactic expression is primarily of two kinds. The first involves word

order, and it can be usefull:- described in terms of the thematic structure of
the sentence, provided that theiie and rheme are defined formally, with rt,ference to word order alone. The following sentences illustrate the point.
(The man was in the kitchen.')
('In the kitchen was a man.')
In (8) mies (`man') must be interpreted c,s being notively definite since it appears in the theme. In (9) the reverse is the case: mties has indefinite NS, appearing in the rheme.
The second syntactic means of expressing NS is the use of certain function
. (8) Mies oli ketittiOssa.
(9) Keittiossa oli Thies.

words, in particular the pronouns se (It', the plural form is ne) and joke
('someone'). Their use

especially that of se

is frequent in colloquial

speech. (Compare ten and ..;akie in Polish.) Hcnce the difference between (10)
and (11).
(10) Se gales olti keittiossu,

(11) Joku Inks oli keittiosssi.

(*The man was in the kitchen.')
(*A man was in the kitchen.')

Szwedek (1975:121 ff) argues that there are certain cases where the use
of the Polish pronouns is essential, a fact which confirms their status as `substitute articles*. In
(12) Kiedy wszedlent zobaczylem, -:e jakia meiczyzna stoi przy oknie. (*When I

entered I saw that a man was standing by the window.')
jaktia is apparently essential if a non coreferential interpretation is wanted,
since otherwise the thematic position of meiczyzna (*man') would produce a
reading with a known referent. Precisely the same is true of Finnish:
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(12a) Kun Win sisaa n nain, end joku mica seisoi ikkunan Juana.

If joku is omitted, and if the same word order is preserved, mies (*man') can
no longer have indefinite NS.
The case is the same if a notively definite interpretation is required for a
noun ^ the rheme: the pronoun is essential.
(13) ?Kiln tulip sisCuin rain, ettei ikkunan Nona seisoi se mies.

True, this sentence sounds rather strange; and it is interesting that the corresponding Polish is also odd, if just acceptable:
(13a) ? Kiedy wszedlem zobaczylem, ze przy oknie stoi ten mOszyzna..

The English, too, is slightly unnatural:

(13b) ?When I entered I saw that by the window was standing the man(This is somewhat improved if there is added: ... there was standing ...)
These three languages, therefore, seem to dislike this conflict between the
interpretation determined by the *definite pronoun-cum-article' and the
rhematic position. A different word order would be preferred in each case to
resolve the conflict.
However, for both Finnish and Polish it may be suggested that these
two syntactic means of expressing NS are not of equal strength, as it were:
in both languages thematically determined NS can be overruled by function
words.

The normal thematic determination can also be overruled if the noun in
question has been situationally or contextually determined. Thus in
(14) Ovella oli Pauli. (*At the door was Pauli.')
the noun .Pauli must, by virtue of its status as a proper noun, have a known
referent, despite its position in the rheme.

Yet the normal situational/contextual determination may in turn be
overruled by function words; or, more accurately, the presence of functions
words may preclude the situational/contextual determination which would
otherwise normally hold. In
(15) Joku Pauli oli ovella. (*some Pauli (or other) was at the door', or
'Someone who says his name is Pauli... ')
the noun rauti must have indefinite NS, despite its proper noun status and
also despite its thematic position.
The three main ways in which NS can be expressed in Finnish, therefore,
appear to constitute a hierarchy. if there are function words.(substitute articles) they express it; if there are none, it may be 'covertly' expressed by the
situation or context; and if the NS is still unexpressed, it is revealed by the
word order alone.
The influence of case and QS on NS is discussed below.
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4. THE RELATIONS BETWEEN NOTIVE AND QUANTITATIVE

SPESIES

Although spesies has been considered so far in terms of its two types, it
is difficult to represent them as being entirely distinct, of equivalent status,
and independent of each other. There are many cases where the NS is expressed only indirectly, via the context or situation. Further, there are cases where
the definiteness or indefiniteness of one of the apesies-types seems to be incompatible with the indefiniteness of definiteness of the other type, for a
given noun.

For example, if the QS of a given noun is indefinite, it is difficult to see
how the NS of this noun could be definite. indefinite QS surely precludes th,.
possibility of a known referent for the partitive noun, although such a noun
may of course be modified by a noun with a known referent. It has been argued
(e. g. in Siro 1964) that in the sentence
(16) Taman sarjan (gen.) osia (part.) on sitojalla.
('Some parts of this series are at the binder's.')
osia (*parts') has indefinite QS (since it is partitive), yet definite NS because
of the preceding genitive modifier and because of its thematic position. But
this seems a strange view: we still do not know which parts are concerned;
these referents are not known, not identifiable, although we know which class
they belong to. Osia must surely have indefinite NS here.

It thus seems that indefinite QS entails indefinite NS. Similarly, it can
be argued that definite QS entails definite NS. In examples (1) and (3) above,
if the amount of meat is understood and stated to be total, the knowledge
of this surely implies a known referent. hence the the in English. The same may
apply to divisible plural nouns in the nominative or accusative.
However, it is fair to point out that opinion is still divided on this latter
claim. There are problem sentences such as
(17) Koilnissa on isot lehdet (nom. pl.). (*On the birch (there) are big leaves.')
where the subject noun cart be analysed either (a) as divisible and showing

definite QS (and indefinite NS. rhematic position), or (b) as conceptually
non-divisible, a plurale tantum, in which case QS does not apply. Itkonen
(1975.24) argues for analysis (b) on various semantic and formal" grounds;
and the description of spesies can certainly be simplified if his approach is
adopted, since it then becomes possible to say that definite and indefinite
QS entail definite and indefinite NS, respectively,12 and that the methods
" E.g. thu subject w ill out take kaikki rain, which Itkonon suggests as uae formal
test fur 'divisible and quantitate, uly definite' as opposed to non-divisible nouns.

"And in this case a third analysis of the subject noun in (17) becomes possible:
divisible w it tlufinitu
point.

and therefore oleo definite NS. There is little ag.:ooment on this
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for expressing NS discussed above in section 3 only need apply for nouns
which cannot show QS.
From the point of view of the contrastive analysis of definiteness, moreover, the description can be streamlined further if QS is omitted altogether,
as ultimately corresponding more to the quantifier system than to the articles
in English. The QS-determined NS can then simply be represented as case-

determined NS, which dominates all the other methods discussed above.
The hierarchy proposed in section 3 then receives an additional step at the
top: if the relevant conditions of section 2 hold, NS is expressed by case; if
this does not apply, NS is expressed by function words; if there arp no function

words NS may be expressed indirectly, by the situation or context; and if
the NS is still unexpressed it is revealed by word order alone.
We thus appear to have come back full circle, to one category of spesies,
with various means of expression, corresponding to the article system in
English.
It will have become evident however, that many problems concerning defi-

niteness in Finnish still remain open, and many require a more detailed discussion and a more formalized representation than that given here.
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TESTING AND CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
NAIIM R. DIMITRIJEVI6
Unirertity of Bo grade

Though visible efforts have been made to introduce of jective measures
into research in the humanities for some time the introduction of.such measures and methods into certain areas of applied linguistics has proceeded
fairly slowly. Not only is little attention paid to the possibilities offered by
certain (non-linguistic) disciplines in the objectivization of research methodology in applied linguistics, but it also seems that in some cases basic methodological principles of research are being overlooked. Namely, subjective
criteria in defining language tests are still sometimes in use; information about
some important variables in research are not presented.
It goes without saying that only objective measures should be used in
modern research, or rather as objective and reliable as possible in research
on human behaviour. Nevertheless, in some large-scale projects in applied
linguistics, generally multidiscipBary in character, there seems to be a kind
of imbalance m the scientific approach adopted. Whereas on the one hand,
highly refined analyses, objective and appropriate to the material and aim
of the project, are applied (these are as a rule linguistic descriptions or analyses)

an approach which lacks the necessary scientific rigour is adopted in the
treatment of other closely connected problems. For instance, while in CA
as well as ir. EA the linguistic analyses are often refined, explicit, objective
etc , the testing of contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) seems to lack the
same degree of scientific rigour and explicitness.
What we would like to do in this paper is to point some of these methodological requirements in the area of testing of CAH.

After a period of intensive work on CA of Ls and Lt at the level which
could be called more linguistic than methodological, a period without much,

or with little experimentation and testing, we have reached a point now
when hypotheses have to be proved. We should no longer be content with
elegantly phrased hypotheses or claims. A theory or a hypothesis, formulated
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with the aim of being applied in practical situations, has to be proved, we want
to see whether it works or not. One way of doing this is by testing the theory
or hypothesis.

Contrastive analysis of Ls and Lt, with the final aim of application in
teaching, can have different phases. For instance:
CA
-4 prediction of difficulties ---

mulation of hypothesis about the errors
sis

-4 errors

--, for-

--, testing of the hypothe-

-4 writing pedagogical. material.

Of course, this is not the only possible order of steps; Whitman has four
steps in his analysis and no testing. His procedure includes the following
steps:
Description
(Whitman 1970).

--, Selection --

-4 Contrast --- --, Prediction

At this '.1me it is not our intention to discuss the possibility of predicting
students' errors or linguistic behaviour on the basis of CA of Ls and Lt. As is
well known, there are `contrastivists' and those who doubt, in varying degrees,

the possibilities of predicting student errors by means of CA. Our aim is
simply to draw attention to the importance of testing CAH as a step in CA.
First of all, it should be made quite clear that testing cannot and should
not be excluded from CA projects. It constitutes an extremely important link
between the initial theoretical step to the final one
the application of CA
results to teaching. The importance of testing a hypothesis is obvious and
does not require explanation. However, as has been said much more attention
is paid to the theoretical part of the analyses than to the practical testing of

the assumption. And if there is any testing it is sometimes done without
scientific rigour.

In order to prove their hypotheses some authors construct tests to trap
students, tests which "... can be criticized because they were designed specifically' to catch the errors the analyses predicted and no other errors" (see
Whitman, Jackson (1972:29). This kind of test has only 'surface validity'
and no value (either theoretical or practical) at all. Consequently, one can
doubt the conclusions arrived at on the basis of suck tests.
What requirements, then, should be met in order to make the testing of
CAH reliable and sound, relevant to its aim and the materiartested? In our
brief survey of the problems of the testing of CAH we would like to discuss
the following:

the test, its psychometric characteristics, form and content.
the sample of population to which the test is administered.
teaching methods and techniques used with the sample of population.
the methods used to analyse the obtained results.
Before we proceed some general remarks on language testing must be
made. .

1
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In testing students in L2 (achievement and proficiency tests) we are not
trying to discover the cause of students' errors. Our aim is only to find out
what he knows. In a test which is supposed to help us conclude something
about the origin of these errors we are operating in an area NI here SVC should

know much more about language testing than we do today and also much
more about language learning. This kind of testing may be objective but
only to the extent of our present knowledge and there is a lot more to be
learned about language learning and testing than some people think.' We
should be more cautious therefore about the conclusions we draw on the
basis of 'objective' testing.
When we start testing a CAH it means we believe we can test this hypothesis in an objective and reliable way. It seems to us that we aie trying to test a

hypothesis by using another hypothesis which has yet to be proved. We
shall discuss this problem of testing a CAH with the assumption that this
is possible or, rather, we shall be talking about the problems that those who
are engaged in this kind of testing have to solve first.
First of all it must be stressed that in spite of great advances in applied
linguistics we still lack an adequate theory of foreign language testing. There
are wide gaps in ceratin practical its well as theoretical aspects of language
testing, mainly in test construction and its validation. But it is also true that
we do have enough knowledge about language and test construction in general in older to prepare measuring instruments which will certainly be more
objective and reliable than subjective criteria. Furthermore, modern statistical procedures can help us evaluate correctly the different results obtained
on tests, which would be impossible if only raw scores were studied.
Now after this introductory warning about the incompleteness of testing
theory let us see what kind of requirements must be met by the tests in the
testing of CAH.
One of the main requirements of a good test is its validity. It is one of the
central issues in language testing because we still do not have a satisfactory
answer to the question. what dues it mean to learn and know a foreign language? The answer to this question is much more complex than it may appear
at first sight. This is a question we must answer before writing, for instance,
achievement ur placement test, a task which is much simpler than one we are

dealing with here. What we are trying to do in testing a CAH is to obtain
students' responses in Lt which will necessarily include incorrect responses,
and in such ti way as to be able to make sound conclusions about the origin
of these mistakes.
The validity of a measuring instrument in testing a CAH must be defined
first. Investigators must inform us how they lime established the validity of
Cf. Corder (1974).
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their instruments. And it is not sufficient. to use the least reliable type of
validity, so-called 'face validity'. A test we use in CAH should have a precise

coefficient of correlation. We must be sure (or at least as much as we can
today) that we are measuring what we want and not something else.
A problem which is easier to solve than validity is establishing the reliability of a test. Tho reliability of a test must also be expressed in exact terms
and should never bo left to the teacher's or investigator's subjective feelings.
Although considerable attention is paid to this requirement in testing in
general and thus in language tests too, it seems to be neglected in the area
of testing CAH. Without the coefficient of reliability we cannot accept the
results of any CAH testing, regardless of how refined linguistic analysis may
have been.

In order to show us that the hypothesis was correct some investigators
give percentages of erronous responses to a test item and say that over 90%
of students made a certain mistake. First of all, we cannot accept percentages
or raw scores alone in an analysis of test results. They must be proeessed;computed by means of appropriate statistical procedures. Secondly, one has little
faith in the soundness of a test item which is solved by over 90% of students.
It would be the same if the test item were answered by only 5 10%. In the
first case it is probably too easy and in the latter too difficult. Therefore, as
with validity and reliability we should have exact data on the difficulty and
discrimination of tests as whole and of individual items as well.
Testing a CAH need not be practical or economical because it is a part
of research, and the main point in this kind of testing is achieving an aim,
regardless of cost or time. Therefore, the question whether the test will be oral
or written, whether we shall insist on students' encoding or decoding, is of no
importance if the test works. As in all other areas of testing CAH the adequacy

of the medium has to be tried out and tested. There is a great difference
between asking a student to respond orally or in writing, particularly in tests
which propose to discover errors (not correct responses), on the basis of which
conclusions are made about the origin of these errors.
One of the principal problems of testing a foreign language yet to be solved
is that of determining a basic approach (not just techniques) to the elicitation of students' responses. Two main approaches can bo discussed: an integrative and discrete item approach, while a third is being developed. None

of these meets the requirements of language testing, the testing of L2 in
general, let alone the very specific kind of testing we have in testing a h pothesis I:ke CAH.2 Thus only experimentation will tell us which approach %s ill

be the most appropriate to the given purpose of testing CAH
Fur an analysis of tests using different structures and design, cf. Whitman, R. L.,
K. L. Jackson (1072).
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A very fine linguistic analysis may be wasted in a couple of 'minor' methodological issues, such as the techniques of elicitation of students' responses.
In research on human behaviour one must be very careful with the classification of variables, namely labeling some of them as crucial and others as
peripheral unless there are ex .remely solid grounds for such divisions.
The actual techniques used to elicit students' responses are of extreme
importance for the reliability of the final results obtained on a test, we would
like to stress the particular importance of this in tests,used to prove a theoretical assumption. Though there are numerous testing techniques we still lack
certain insights of relevance to the testing of CAMS Thus we do not know
whether there are testing techniques which could be labeled "neutral", neutral
as regards the students' familiarity with it. The less artificial a technique is
the more neutral it will be. Therefore, it seems to us that we should aim
towards the use of such techniques in language testing in general and particularly in research.
There is not enough research in this area of applied linguistics and without
the exact 'correlations we shall be operating with instruments whose nature
we do not understand very well. In such a situation the results obtained must
be accepted with dye caution.
For instance some claim that translation from Ls into Lt is the best or
the most appropriate technique for testing a CAI!, others maintain that better
results are achieved if multiple-choice items are used. For a reliable assessment

we cannot be satisfied with statements like these (though there are a few
methodologically sound research projects in this area). 4 What we need are
exact correlations not only for a couple of techniques (translation vs. multiple-choice) but for many more of them perhaps trying a combination of
translation from Ls into Lt and multiple-choice items.
The problem of elicitation techniques in language research is not a peri-

pheral one, though some may think so. How a student will react depends,
obviously, on what he is exposed to and on the situation we place him in. If we need students' reactiond to prove a hypothesis this proof should be well
grounded, which again depends on the use of appropriate research methodology as mentioned at the beginning of this paper.
The content of the language course taken by our subjects is also an important variable for the final assessment of the results. For example, if a particular structure is not practiced, is not given adequate attention, we can
predict a certain number of errors in the use of that structure. The opposite
is also true. If a structure, very different in Lt from its corresponding one in
3 Tho only fairly oxhaustivo, but not comploto, list of tooting techniques is "Samplo
Test Items" by K. Radovanovi6 (1974).
Cf. for instance, Whitman R. L.. K. L. Jaokson
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Ls,`is given ample Crne and practice in the teaching, the results may be contrary to the hypothesis (that students will make a lot of mistakes, owing to
the difference between the two structures).
Therefore the test must reflect the contt nt of the course not only in terms
of presented material but also in terms of the time devoted to the material
presented during the course. In other words, the selection of the material for
the test v hick tests a CAH is of special importance, we v ould say of greater
importance than for an achievement or proficiency test.
In conclusion of this brief discussion of the measuring instrument used in
testing CAR the following can be said:
In CA and in testing CAH much more attention is being paid to linguistic

and language analyses of the material than to certain psychometric and
methodological aspects of the problem. It is commendable that investigators
are concerned about the model of the description which is to be used, obviously,

w ithout an adequate model and its adequate application the rest of the analysis could easily lead us astray. How ever, if the measures used in testing
113 putheses are not adequate, then again, but in another way, the final results
will blur the picture we are trying to bring into focus.5
The sample of popu:ation on which a CA, or any other, hypothesis will be
tested must be very carefully selected. Every report on the results of CAH
testing should include information on the porzulatien studied. In any language
experiment, and testing is a kind rif expeIrment, students' knowledge of the
language is
ev ident importance. Both the researcher and tl.e reader of the
report should have as clear an understanding as possible of the le% el of the
students' knowledge of Lt. It is (ally too natural that this variable affects the
subjects' reactions to the stimuli in the test and in that way directly influences
the results of the test, which in turn is connected with the main point of the
report
accepting or rejecting the hypothesis.
However, this variable, like a few others, mentioned here, seem to have
.escaped the attention of bome of those engaged in testing CAE. Either no information is given at all or only enough to give serious doubts about the.value of
the testing (without further analysis of the results).
The students' language proficiency may be defined in a very vague and sub-

jective manner, fur example, the "students studied Lt for four years" or "our
subjects were from an inter mediatela:vanr:ed level of instruction ". Obviously,
this kind of information does not mean much to anybody, either to those who
read the reports or, w hick is even more important, to the researchers themselves. One can interpret errors, their significance, nature etc., only if the stuIt is burprising that authors of books xi testing do not, as a rube, discuss the
probleui of the testing of CAH, seo, for example, Lado (1901), Valotte (1967); Harris
(1960); 'Mark (1972); Heaton (1975).
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dents' general knowledge of the language is known. In other words, the same
error does not carry the same weight if made by a 'beginner' or a student at a
very 'advanced level of instruction'.
Because of the importance of this information on the students' language
ability, standardized language tests should be used for a precise 'placement'
of students. If this kind of measure is not available and locally produced tests
are administered, detailed information about the test should be supplied. In
addition to this information other subjective factor', may add to the meaning
of the,non-standardized test, e.g. students' grades,' the set books used in the
course (this may be more meaningful if well-known textbooks are used).
These measures, subjective as they are, may, together with the test, give a.
much better picture of students' language proficiency than just the number
of years.

In short, errors which students make on a test used to test a hypothesis
(in our case CAB) are meaningful only in relation to their knowledge of the
language being tested, or to the level of their interlanguage.
Knowledge of Lt is not the only variable connected with the subjects in a
language experiment of this kind. The type of school, students' motivation to
learn the language etc., can and indeed do, influence the results of any kind
of testing.'
The results of ,t test may also depend on the students' familiarity with a, particular teaching (not only testing) technique or method, which may be similar
or even the same as testing technique. Tor instance, familiarity with translation from the mother tongue, as a testing technique, can definitely influence
the results of a test which includes translation from Ls into Lt. Of course, the
opposite is also true. Students who have IION er translated from Ls may show
poorer results on a test which requires translation. Here we should not forget
the fact that we are dealing with students, with those whose knowledge of Lt
is in constant change.
Clearly, the teaching techniques used with the subjects taking part in CAH
are of considerable significance. Nevertheless some project:, lack this information and thus leaw the reader in a state of doubt as to the reliability of the %%hole
experiment.
In a general evaluation of the results obtained from testing CAH the time
when the students are tested plays a very important part. There will certainly
be a difference in the results, in terms of the kind and number of errors, immediately upon the presentation of a particular language item and after a eertIf grades aye given, they should bo accompanied by a description of their value,
a.)-) Harris (1929:84).

7 How important motivation can be in language learning, soo Gardner, R. C.,
W. E. Lembert (1972).
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ain period of time.' In order to understand these errors we should know how
they correlate, w hat the differences of occurrences signify etc. We do not have
such data as yet and thi& poses important question. Is thete a period of time
which the student must be given in order to assimilate new Lt material, a period
during which he himself is hypothesizing about the Lt systems, finding solutions

and "fixing" them, all this before we test our CAH? During this period of
hypothesizing the student is necessarily making mistakes and making them
nit only under the influence of Ls, but other mistakes as well. He makes all
kinds of inter arid intralingual errors, etc.9
If, during 'hypothesizing period' the student necessarily makes mistakes
how can we be t tire which are those mistakes for which we can claim to be the
result of Ls negative influence? Perhaps it would be safe' to say that such mistakes are made under the influence of Ls only after a period of assimilation has
passed. This question, like certain other areas of errors analysis has yet to be
clarified. However, this does not mean that we should not be experimenting
and looking for the right answers.
Let us summarize the main points of our paper:
Outlining some difficulties and methodological problems of testing a
CAII it was not our intention to dispute the usefulness of CA in foreign-language karningjteaciiing. It definitely has its rule and place in methodics and even
in methodology. How predictive it may be remains to be discovered.
More objective and more powerful tests and other kinds of measures
should be used in applied linguistics reseal ch in gaieral and particularly in projects and experiments whose aim is to prove a theoretical assumption.
Some ineasuring instruments are used, even in large scale projects, under
the name of tests without having the nectssary characteristics of a true test.
In this was they 01113 pay lip service both to the researcher and to the whole
discipline.
Testing CA.H is of great importance both for the practical aspects of
foreign language teaching and fur a more precise and explicative formulation
of certain theoretical assumptions about foreign-language learning.
Thu !toga, iv° transfur from Ls to Lt is nut tho samo at all language lovols. Most
rusiairohors are Lola:um:LI about sy ittaetii, and phonological analyses. Yut it sooms to us
tit Rogan 0 transfer is ,;ust us strung at the loxictil 10%01 hid, it has nut boon rocognizod.

Ls lexis affects Lt in a tnoro subtle way though. A rosoarch into tho problem of tho in
tuns,* of Ls influent:L, ut diffurtint languagu Itiyuls should constittitu41 part of any broadly
coo
ed prujui,t of CA and CAH testing. It -would be very gaud if wo had information

not only ubuut the intunsity of the urrurs, thou froquuncy but their rolatiNo impurtanco
in communication too.
' There are diffe.ftent types of incurrout uses of Lt (sou the classification Cordor rnakos,

Corder (/974}). Howiner, when the orrurs aro supposed to bu Ulu rosult of tho nogativo
influence of Ls unu goiturally speaks of 'orrurs', without making any classification.
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If tests are to be used to verify (confirm or discard) a CAH they should
conform to standard psychometric and methodological requirements, which,
among other things, include the following:
a) exact statements about the validity, reliability, objectivity and difficulty
of the instrument used in the project /testing;
b) deeper insights into validity of language tests which measure a CAH are
essential in order to give a final formulation of a test which would correpond to
its aim We lack such insights and experimental research should be undertaken
in that direction too;
c) a detailed description of the sample of population on which the hypothesis is tested;
d) a detailed description of the teaching techniques and methods used with
the sample;

Further development and elaboration of elicitation techniques are needed
as one of the basic conditions in any kind of experimental work and thus in the
testing 'of N.H.

The correlation of different testing techniques must also be established;
The results obtained from testing a CAH should be processed according

to standard statistical procedures and should not be left to the subjeotivc
evaluation of the teacher/researcher.

For a more complete understanding of students' errors, their origin and
nature we should know more about the nature of foreign-language learning,
regardless of the tests we use in proving or rejecting an assumption or hypothesis. Today, we seem to lack such knowledge.
Instead of insisting on the linguistic aspects of these errors it v ould be
better to aim at a more zomplete CA by continuing our efforts in developing
objective measuring instruments and gaining a deeper understanding of foreign
language learning. Linguistic analysis alone is no longer sufficient.
Applied linguistics, which includes CA and EA as well as their testing, will
establish itself as a scientific discipline only if principles of soientifil research are

strictly followed, if experimentation adhers to the rules of objective observation and veriiication. The procedures we use must be not only explicit but also
explicative.
It is our firm belief, founded on work done in the recent past and even more
so on what is being done tcday that applied linguistics and methodics will
definitely gain the status they deserve alongside other lingusitie disciplines,
and will be accepted as such even by the exclusive supporters of theoretical
disciplines. It is up to us (if I may paraphrase the words of a well known applied linguist) not to others, to achieve this.
9 Papers and Studies ...
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PROBLEMS AND IMPLICATIONS OF CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
OF VOCABULARY_ AND CULTURE
IsTAma R. Dutintranvi6
University of Belgrade

The chief aim of pedagogically oriented CA projects, which are what whave in mind here, is to improve L. teaching and facilitate L, learning by make
ing use of contrasts and differences discovered between L. and Lt in teaching
and in the preparation of teaching material.
Although CA of Ls and L. is no longer a novelty (as a matter of fact, it is
well past its heyday) in the impressive amount of research already done in this
Bold of applied linguistics two areas have not received sufficient attention:
lexis and culture.
Most contrastive studies deal mainly with phonology, morphology and syntax. Even in large-scale contrastive projects, culture, as a rule, is ommitted,
and lexis, either only touched upon or limited to comparisons at morphological
level; sometimes lexis remains at the level of 'promises'; in other words, it is

on the list of future tasks, although little or nothing has been done so far?
It is a well -known fact, however that there are serious problems in the teaching and learning of L2 at the lexical and cultural levels. Gross misunderstandings

and even complete breakdown of communication may result from incorrect
usage of words or unfamiliarity with the cultural patterns of L2. If this is so,
why then have lexis and culture been neglected to such an extent, ignored even,
in contrastive studies and analyses? There are several possible reasons for this
imbalance of research on phonology, morphology and syntax on the one hand
and lexis and culture on the other:
a) Grammar and phonology, being closed systems, lend themselves better
to CA than those areas which are more elusive, fluid or subject to change, such
I It is almost twenty years since Lade wrote his pioneering book Linguistics across
cultures, in which two chapters wore devoted to tho droplems of comparing L, and L,
vocabulary systems and two cultures. It is therefore, surprising that so few papers deal
with vocabulary cord culture comparisons in the multitude of contrastive analysis projcota
and papers.
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as lexis and eulture.2 Because of the very nature of lexis sonic authors think
that CA of lexis is not only 'lengthy' but 'unusable'.
b) Some, if not most, CA have as their primary aim the preparation of pedagogical grammar, which, naturally, does not include lexis and culture.
c) One of the central aims of foreign-language teaching at the elementary
level today is the mastery of the structure of the language and its phonology,
not kxis, accordingly lexis is treated as if it were something that can easily
be tit into grammatical patterns which have been mastered. This attitude to
lexis is often extended to intermediate and even advanced level of instruction,
ignoring thus the importance and complexity of the learning of vocabulary at
the latter two stages.
d) However paradoxical it may sound, the notion of the communicative
component of L2 learning is of recent origin. Speech, the use of language for the
purpose of coniinunication with speakers of that language, has been the center
of L2 learning for more than thirty y ears, and yet the importance of communica-

tive competence has been recognized only recently, grammatical correctn.ss
having been the main concern of language teachers.'
e) Most of the authors involved in contrastive analysis projects and research
were either not interested in teaching or, rather, were not actually involved in
it and thus failed to recognize the difficulties and importance of lexis and culture in L2 teaching/learning.
Nevei theless, regardless of the changing attitude towards CA for pedagogical purposes, and the directions it may take in the future, a strong point can be
made for contrastive analysis of L, and L, lexis as well as L,C and L,C. This
also implies that these analyses can be affected in such a way as to be usable
in and applicable to language teaching.
In view of the foregoing, the aim of this paper could be formulated as follows:

i. Firstly, we would like to draw the attention both to the importance and
problems of contrastive analysis of lexis and culture of L, and L, and to the
lack of such studies.
ii. Insofar as time allows we would like to discuss, or rather outline, why and
how this could be done so as to be useful in teaching and learning foreign languages.
As a mutter of fact luxes is loss fluid and amorphous, loss resistant to systematization and categorization than. is often thought. Ono can talk about loxic.al systoms and
categories only diffuront typos than those found in grammar. This is of partioular importance for contrastive lexical studios.
Contrastivo analysis of lexis and culturo raises a question which BOOMS nowadays
to bu more pertinent than boforo, that of different dogroos of correctness and adequacy
grammatical correctness and communicative adequacy. In other words, should one aim
at nativo-liko linguistic competence or native-like cornmunicatim compotenco, tho latter
implying certainly a degree of linguistio competence.
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iii. We would also like to describe, however briefly, the form which the final

product of a contrastive analysis Of lexis and culture might take.
First of all, there are authors who do not make the important distinction
between contrastive learning-teaching and contrastive analysis. Contrastive
analysis belongs to the province of methodics, i.e., it should take place outside
the classroom and affect teaching indirectly. In other words, CA is net a, teaching technique, even less a method of teaching, but rather a technique which aids

textbook and test writer in the preparation of teaching material.
There are much more effective clasroom procedures than juxtaposition,
explanations and drills of contrastive pairs in lexis or other language elements
(cf. Hadlich 1965). The results of CA regardless of the language level, are not for

direct application in the classroom through an 'analytical teaching approach'.
This appears to be a common knowledge, yet needs to be stressed because one
still hears opinions to the contrary.
Hadlich (1965:429) has shown how "... contrastive analytic techniques on
the lexical level should wane". CA should wane only if and.when it has been
downgraded to the level of a teaching technique.
Other authors (Kufner 1963) omit lexis from their contrastive studies not
because their primary aim is the analysis of grammatical structures but because they think that lexical contrastive analysis should be based on a "... full
description of the universe as seen by a speaker of English, then of the universe as seen by a speaker of German... "(Kufner 1903 : 75). This is of course,

for an English-German CA. The point we would like to make here is
that for teaching purposes one need not undertake a global contrastive analysis of the two lexis, or the totality of the conceptions of the speakers
of the two languages.' Such analyses would certainly be of groat interest for
both linguists and language teachers, anthropologists, etc., but it is not es
sential for the fairly limited purposes of what is called elementary, intermediate
and advanced level foreign language learning, which is what we are concerned
with.
Contrastive projects of lexis can be approached from two standpoints.
We can contrast and analyse lexical items from two languages from the seman
tic point of view and from the standpoint of occurcnce which includes frequency, availability, dispunibilit6 and some other criteria which we shall come
to later.
The semantic basis of lexical analy sis constitutes the cornerstone of the ana
lysis. The proper cornerstone, however, does not seem to have been found, since

CA of lexis lags behind other contrastive projects. For more comprehensive
4 Cf. Orszttgh (1909:222) and Lado (1967:89). According to Orsziigh the no

typo

of dictionary should "... say moro about loss". Ho door not discuss the problem of a
contrfu3tivo dictionary but pustulatt,s a dictionary which would include, atoung other
things, omotivo applicability of words, stylistic rango etc.
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lexical contrastive projects "...some fundamental and as yet not completely
verified problems" have to be solved. These problems have to do with the
"... underlying universal matrix of semantic features and a set of universal
selection rules which establish the basic patterns of human cognition" (Di
Pietro 1971.111). For obN ious reasons (lack of space and the complexity of the
problem of semantics) we cannot go deeper into this question. But, clearly, for
such practical problems as the teaching of foreign languages, solutions of some

kind ought to be worked out. Teaching cannot wait until all linguistic and
theoretical problems have been solved.
For the present we can propose only which aught be termed an ecclectic and
practical approach to the problem of making a contrastive analysis of the lexis
of two languages. The notion of 'range' described by Stockwell, Bowen and
Martin (1965.265) supplemented by Lado's and Mackey's lexical criteria as
well as those of Politzer seems to offer a good starting point for a lexical CA.6
The semantic level of the contrastive lexical analysis is certainly important
but other levels of analysis should also figure in general lexical studies, particularly when they have a pedagogical aim.
We should know not only how lexical items in two languages differ or are similar in meaning or form (cf. Ivir 1969) but also other features which will become apparent only if other criteria are taken into consideration, for instance,
frequency, different types of lexical availability, currency, familiarity, range,
co-occurrence, (cf. Ctougenheim et al. (1956); Dimitrijevi66 (1969); Mackey,
Savard, Ardouin (1971); Mackey (1965); Savard (1970)).
By computing data about frequency, availability and other lexical criteri,
a list similar to the one Savard compiled (la valence lexicale) would be obtained, this list would be useful not only in selection and grading for teaching purposes but would also serve as a guide for the selection of words for contrastive
analysis.
What would be the final result or product of lexical contrastive analysis?
In Aloft se would suggest the compilation of a contrastive dictionary where a
well chosen numb:A.0f lexical items of Lt w uuld be listed together with their most

important meanings, usage, giving examples and contrasts with the 'equi6 In his analysis of vocabulary comparison Lado (1957.76) is concerned with three
aspects of words. form, meaning and distributivri. These aspects arid their diffurout
relations and cumbiutitiohs e.utild make a useful euntributiun to lexical cuntrtistiN
analysis, particularly, w hen cuilibilicd w ith ether criteria and ether lexical aspects.
Studica of loxical mailability arid diBpurtibtlit6 have produced Borne interesting
and vory useful results, regur dleas of whether they wore dune for ono language only
(mainly French) ur in contrastiNe studies. Serbe-Croatian and English, Serbo-CroatianHangar ian. Wu discussed bunio uf these results at the II II iturriat ienal Curigress uf Applit a

Linguistics in Cambridge, 1909. Through cuntriu3tive studies uf lexical mailability it la
possible to set lieu diffvrunt cultures, sucial, sex, age and ether facture effect the degree
of availability of words for immcdiato use.
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valents' from L. Traditional, noncontrastive, dictionaries often mislead students even in such simple examples as saying Good day. In English the phrase
can be used both when meeting someone and when taking leave while its `equivalent' in Serbo-Croatian Dobar dan is used only uhen meeting someone. Thus.
Good day means lobar dan but Serbo-Croatian speakers must learn that it
also has the meaning of Good bye. The German word Freund has a, different.
meaning from its English `equivalent' friend, and though in giving this example
to illustrate the difficulty of lexical contrastive analysis Kufner at the same time

distinguishes this pair very cleverly by saying "it is much easier to find a
friend than a Freund". Similar explanations would be given for the different
meanings and usages of the 'same' words in Russian and English Graidanin,.
tovarishch and gospodin, namely citizen, comrade and Mr. (gentleman, Sir).
They are evidently different in their connotative meanings and associations,,
and use, their availability and frequency in English and Russian. The contrastive dictionary would state in what way they differ.
The idea of a contrastive dictionary of English (or any other language) for
foreign students raises an important practical question: which words will be
contrasted, i.e. included in the dictionary. There are two possible answers to
this question:
i. Selection on the basis of purely subjective criteria, i.e. on the basis of
our teaching experience.

ii. Selection on the basis of criteria mentioned earlier in the paper. This..
would have to be corrected by a subjective analysis because it appears that
some lexical items escape objective criteria. In this way we would obtain
something we could call The teacher's 250015000 wordbook based on a contrastive
analysis of the two languages (English-French, German-Russian, etc.).

A contrastive dictionary would be equally useful to students, teachers and.
textbook writers, helping them to develop an awareness of the different connotative meanings and differences which 'the same words' may have in t' o
languages.
By reference to this new typo of dictionary students would avoid incorrect.

substitutions of lexical items in Lt under the negative transfer from I., . For
instance, in Serbo-Croatian there are two words for hand and arm (aka
RtricA): however, in most cases only the word ruka is used, whether the speakers.

have in mind arm or hand. It is the same with another' exical pair, leg and
foot (nogg

stopalo). When native speakers of Serbo-Croatian start learning/

speaking English they transfer this kind of substitution from their L1 into
English and instead of arm or foot they say hand and leg.'
7 Abborton (1968) gives very good examples of lexical mistakes in English madeby 8orbo-Croatian speakers including "those whose English is otherwise excellent",
most 4 .hoso mistakes, certainly some of thorn, would have boon avoided if a eentreeti%e.
English -Sorbo-Croatian dictionary had boon available.
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A contrastive dictionary would also help the student avoid pitfalls and
mistakes which stein from what is known as COM Cigent ai,d divergent relations
and zero representation in the lexis of the two languages (cf. Carro11.1963), or

in mastering false cognates and all case.s where the "... semantic field seems
to be divided differently in L1 and L2" (Politzer 1972 :116).
A posdible practical objection to contrastive dictionaries could be their size
because 'simple words' would require lengthy explanations. This may be true.
A dictionary of 5000 words could easily iill several hundred pages, if not more.

We du not see any drawbacks (except financial) to hal ing good though
sizable reference books.
A lexical CA could be extended to idiomatic expressions, simili and what
is sumethnes called 'set phi ases' and collocations, truce the bask lexical analisis
has been completed.
The results of lexic3,1 contrastive studies (and cultural as well) can be used
nut only in the teaching of foreign languages but in testing as well. There is no

time to go into the problem of CA and testing but a very useful application
of the results of CA in testing is in the selection of distractors for multiplechoice items.8
Since uur main concern here is Ate teaching of foreign languages, the empha-

sis in this paper is un the implications of lexical CA in that area. But contrastive
lexical studies may also have a broader linguistic significance.
Contrasting a lexical item in one language with the corresponding item or

items in another, may bring to light semantic features which, without CA,
would have escaped our attention.
It is possible that idiomatic expressions, collocations, simili and 'set phrabt.b. in different languages spring from en are governed by certain 'underlying
ohs of perception, universal human wt.ys in the linguistic interpretation of
teality lutd specific features of natural languages. We are well aware that some
studies of this exist ur are in the process of development but it is our feeling
that more should be dune. Linguists today are showing more interest in Semantic research than they did ten ur fifteen y ears ago and therefore we may
hope to receive more help from them in lexical CA for pedagogical purposes.
It is not because lexis and culture have been given insufficient attention
in CA projects and research that we are discussing these two questions in a
impel of only 12 pages, which may appear overambitious or even pretentious.

The reason why we have put lexis and culture together is not a formal one
but of a fundamental nature. Learning as foreign language necessarily means
Lade 11901) is the ugly author to go into the problem of tosting L,C ut any depth.
Hums (1969) and Heaton t1973) omit k,tilturo complotob <uid uthur authors of textbooks
on testing only touch upon tho subject (of. Valetto (1907); Clark (1972)).
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learning about the culture of the language in which it operates, and the link
between culture and language seems to be most overt in the Irma of lexis.
"Contrastive lexical analysis also drives home that point that contrastive
language analysis must ultimately be linked to a contrastive cultural analysis"'
(Politzer 1972:116).

Turning now to the problem of contrastive analysis of I., culture (L,C)
and Lt, culture (LtC) it will be necessary to begin again with what is common
knowledge.

For a successful application to CA and language teaching culture must
first of all be defined, but the definition must be appropriate to pedagogical
purposes. There are different definitions of culture, depending on one's basic
orientation (linguistic, anthropological, etc). If WO accept the definition of
culture as a sum of different nurms of behaviours, beliefs, ways of communication, systems of value, "all those historically created designs fur living explicit
and implicit... which exist at any given time as potential guides for the belie.
vior of men'' (Kluelthohn and Kelly in Hoijer (1953.554)) this means that cultures differ, that they overlap, that a culture is patterned. (can be categorized
or observed 4S a set of structural units) and that it must be a part of every fo-

reign language course. If this is so, it is obvious that there wilt be problems
in the teaching of LtC, some of them stemming from various kinds in negative
transfer from 1,,,C because we tend to transfer cultural patterns from. LS to
LtC. Not only aro cultural patterns transferred very easily, but Ave are also less

aware of this kind of negative transfer than if it omits at the phonological
or some other linguistic level. We expect foreigners to say the things we lire
accustomed to and we are surprised when we are nut understood the way we
would like to be.
Of course, there are cultural overlaps, not unly differences, but they must
be discovered anti systematized. Textbook writers are aware of these sirailari
ties (and differences), in their AA HON; and teaching and they rely on their own
experience and knowledge about LtC which may be subjective, biased and even
prejudiced.
Although the general consensus of opinion is that culture slrould be taught°
the basic principle, flu. rationale of teaching culture Invoi nut been auffivichtly
elaborated. Teachers du nut know how and when to teach it, and in textbooks
one finds gross rive, simplifications and methodological errors in the way culture
is presented. For example, if included at all in a foreign-language course, cul-

ture is often presented in only one form, only 'English culture' (or French,
' In a survey cunductud ht Bolgrado an 1973:74 students of English, Gutman, Frunch
and Russian agrood about tho nued fur toachutg culture) AS it part of foroagn lartgitago
courses (of. Ditnitrijovi6, Djonljevi6 (1075)).
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German, etc), a:thout any reference to subclasses or cultural differences within
that culture as opposed to L,C, students should be made aware of cultural dialects, social and age differences too. This would make the teaching of culture
more complete, and prevent students fre adopting an oversimplified, inaccurate view of the culture whose language they are studying.
If 1,C should be taught, if cultures differ, grave errors sometimes result
from insufficient knowledge of a culture whose language is being studied, if
there is negative transfer from LS to LC (we could continue the list of if's)
it seems obvious to is not only that the goals of teaching culture should be
made more specific (-which very often is not the case) but that we should know
both the differences and similarities (cultural overlaps) between the two cultures. One way of obtaining such knowledge is through a systematic contrastive
analysis which at the present moment is lacking. Before a contrastive analysis
of two cultures eta be made both of them must be accurately described and
analysed, using the same methodological approach.
TI,e methodology of making a CA of two cultures for pedagogical or general
purposes is even less developed than for lexis. There are several reasons for the
lack of an adequate and explicit methodological procedure for cultural contrastive analysis. One of them is the problem of working out a definition of culture
applicable to language teaching and contrastive analysis. In CA of two cultures
different approaches can be adopted. Thus Nickel supports the behavioural
kind of CA rather than linguistic "... since many linguistic expressions have
become stereotyped and no longer reflect spontaneously creative psycholinguistie processes" (Nickel 1974:118).
As a starting point in a CA of culture one might coordinate the teaching
aims, syllabus and parameters suggested by several authors. Nostrand, Upshur, Brooks, Lado, etc. Nostrand lists about thirty headings under four rubrics.

culture, society, the individual and ecology (giving them a common label
Emergent Model (cf. in Seely-e 1968)). Upshar (1966) gives a useful description

and classification of 'observed foreign cultural patterns' and 'patterns to be
appropriately performed' (some kind of receptive and productive skills).
Ladu (1957) discusses the same matter from the point of view of structural
units and Broults 1964) classifies cultural patterns according to different topics.

An appropriate and functional matrix which would include certain para.
meters by the authors mentioned above, and others too, could scree as a basis
for describing and selecting the eultural patterns to be included in a contrastive
study and later in teaching.
A cultural contrastive analysis would offer enough material for a special
kind of 'cultural dictionary', a reference book for teachers, textbook writers
and students (Guide to patterns and usage of English culture for foreign students).

The entries in this 'cultural thesaurus' would be the patterns which we en-
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counter frequently and teach within the frame of foreign language courses.
With an accurate description of L. cultural patterns, Lt cultural patterns and a
systematic contrastive analysis we would be able to produce lot gaage material
with less cultural bias, prejudice and subjectivity."
It may be hoped that with the development of sociolinguLitics and its impact on the teaching of foreign languages more attention and time will be devoted to the communicative aspect of foreign language teaching, which also
implies a more systematic teaching of culture
d.fferent attitude towards
the teaching of Lexis.
However, if we are less optimistic and look at the problem under discussion
from a more realistic point of view, w e must minim! ourselves of the concluding

lines in Lado's book Linguistics across cultures, published twenty years
ago, "Even though a total analysis and comparison of any two highly complex
cultures may not be readily available for some time to come..." Twenty years
have passed and we still have not obtained sot In an analysis in spite of the enor
.mous amount of work done in the field of applied linguistics and other linguistic
disciplines.

With an approach of this kind stud, nts will learn not only to produce correct sentences but also say the right thing a. Fhe right place to the right person.
We should not forget that "There are rules of ase without which the rules of
grammar would be useless" n (Hymes 1972:278).

What should be the major tasks in a lexical and iltitral contrastive analysis?

i. Recognition of the importance of such studies and their inclusion in CA.
projects.
ii. Development of a methodology for CA of lexis and culture, adequate to
pedagogical purposes.
Carrying out of the contrastive analyses.
iv. Compilation of a contrastive dictionar,v and contrastive reference material for culture.
Let us summarize the main points:

Lexical and cultural contrastive studies art kmerall neglected ur cv en
completely ignored in contrastive analysis projects.
'° For pedagogical purposes CA. of tau cultures should include "... not only linguistic data, but also behavioural
of a soutiutio nature hot roflucted
guago" (Nickel 1974:119).
" At Puilikin Institute of the Russian languagt, iu 3[oscuw a special kind of RosSidn

dictionary is being compiled. This dictionary is based on tk

method"

(ling-Nostrano\ vddoskii slovar-inotod). Thus, it will not b.) lAhltitiStIVO but in the vxplAnation of lexical toms the cultural component w &11 be talst a into account, spok.ial usQH

and associations of words and phrases deriving from local cultural and other factors
will bo described. Soo Voreshcliagin, Kostomarov (1973).
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Foreign language students make mistakes at lexical and cultural levels
which lead to serious misunderstandings and even to a breakdown in communication.
Lexical and cultural mistakes seem to be most persistent and are characteristic not only for beginners but also for speakers who have attained an advanced level of grammar and phonology.

Examiners do not easily agree about the lexical and cultural mistakes
their students make as opposed to syntactical mistakes, therefore the former
need more study and attention.
Lexical and cultural contrastive analyses are leasable in spite of some
theoretical and methodological problems.
The analyses of lexis and culture need not be total; for pedagogical purposes partial analyses will suffice.
The final product of lexical and cultural CA would be:
a) a kind of thesaurus (a contrastive dictionary) which would include not only
equivalents of Ls or a description in L, of the meaning's of lexical items (as in
bilingual and monolingual dictionaries) but an exhaustive description of usage
contrasted with meanings and usages in Li, and
b) a contrastive reference book of LtC in which an approach similar to that for
contrastive dictionary would be applied.

The main aim of this paper was to call your attention to the possibility of
and need for compiling a new type of dictionary and a reference book of Lt
cultural patterns.
Our intention in this paper was not to define problems and solve them but
(being more realistic) only raise sonic questions and initiate a discussion 'which
could contribute to the formulation of a broader and more useful approach to
contrastive analysis.
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TOWARDS AN ERASURE PRINCIPLE FOR GERMAN
AND ENGLISH INFINITIVE COMPLEMENTS

RUDOLF THIEM
GesamthoehrAtzle, Paderborn

One of the many grammatical problems that have attracted considerable
attention within the framework of transformational grammar but nevertheless
have proved resistant to satisfactory analysis is the problem of stating the principles which determine coreference between certain noun phrases in superordinate
sentences and the underlying subjects of infinitive and gerund oomplement
sentences. In the present paper I am attempting to propose a solution to this
problem. I am confining myself to an analysis of German and English infinitive
complements, taking English gerund complements into consideration only so far
as they correspond to German infinitive complements. The so-called accusative with-infinitive constructions and gerund complements with overt subjects
occuring in oblique cases lie outside the scope of this analysis because the coreference constraints to be examined do not apply to the derivation of these complement constr notions.

This paper is not contrastive in the sense that it expounds differences
between infinitive complementation in English and German. It is, however,
confrontational in that it points to a semantic phenomenon common to both
languages, and presumably shared by other languages, including, as it seems,
the Polish language in which there exist analogous problems, as I have taken it
from the paper Dr Lewandowska (1976) presented at the 9th International
Conference on Polish-English Contrastive Linguistics.
It seems necessary to me, in the first place, to review some of the proposals
thilt have been made with regard to the coreference constraints in the derivation of English infinitive complements, and to point out where these proposals
fail as to empirical or descriptive adequacy.
The first extensive analysis of this problem within the framework of transformational grammar was put forward by Rosenbaum (1967). He shows that a
10 Papers and Studios...
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transformational grammar can adequately account for the fact that certain
infinitive and gerund complements are understood to have a latent' or logical'
subject not occuring as such in surface structure. In accord with the transformational principle of recoverable deletions, these complements are propounded as
having deep structure subjects which are deleted by a transformation applicable under an identity condition. Rosenbaum (1967.6) claims that this identity
erasure transformation, now more commonly known as Equi-NP-Deletion,
is subject to the following coreference constraint:
The following conditions (henceforth the erasure principle) govern the application of the identity erasure transformation. An NPJ is erased by an identical NP, if and only if there is a Sa such that
(i) NPi is dominated by Sa
(ii) NPI neither dominates nor is dominated by Sa

(iii) for all NPk neither dominating nor dominated by Sa, the distance
between NPi and NPk is greater than the distance between NPi and
NPi where the distance between two nodes is defined in terms of the
number of branches in the path connecting them.
According to this principle, the complement subject NPi can only be erased
if it is identical, or coreferential, with a certain noun phrase NP, in the matrix
sentence. This NP, henceforth called the controller, is always the one 'nearest'
to the complement subject, nearness being measured in terms of the number of
branches in a treediagram.
Rosenbaum's Erasure Principle successfully predicts the controller in all cases in w hich the matt ix verb is a two place predicate, because there is, apart from
the complement, only one other NP in the matrix sentences i.e., in sentences like

(1) Peter tried to convince them
.
(2) Peter preferred to wait until evening

it correctly specifies the matrix subject Peter to be cureferential with the
`understood' subject of the infinitive complement. In the case of subject complementation, it correctly specifies the matrix objet to be cureferential w ith
the complement subject, as in:
(3) It annoyed Peter to learn that the train was late

For object complementation with three-place matrix N'erbs, the Erasure
Principle always designates the other object as cureferential with the complement subject, but disallows the two subjects to be cureferential. This is correct
for the majority of three-place verbs like accuse, advise, ask, encourage, force,
order, persuade, prevent, remind, urge, and many others, as may be exemplified by the following sentences:
(4) Mary accused Peter of having stolen her dissertation
(5) Mary advised Peter to start early
(6) Mary prevented Peter from getting married
(7) Mary urged Peter to buy a hat
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Postal (1970 : 475 f), Konig/Legenhausen (1972:45 f), and Jackencioff (1E72:
208) have pointed
however, that in sentences with the verbs promise,
swear, vote, make an oath, and /earn the Erasure Principle makes wrong predic-

tions because in fact the two subjects are understood tA, be coreferential.
( 8) The poet promised his friends to rhyme no more
( 9) The poet swore (vowed) made an oath to Erato to rhyme no more
(10) The poet learned from the archer to hunt with bow and arrow
To these I would like to add the verbs threaten, offer, owe, affirm, assure, confess, admit, betray, disclose, conceal, deny, boast, apologize, and complain. They

exhibit the same exceptional properties with regard to the Erasure Principle,
as shown in the following sentences:

(11) The tyrant threatened the poet to have his tongue cut off
(12) The tyrant offered (to) his allies to declare war on their enemies
(13) Peter owes it to his children to vindicate their dead mother's reputation
(14) He affirmed to them never to have been there before
(15) He assured them of being ready to help
(16) He confessed to his friend to having stolen the money
(17) He admitted to the police to having committed murder
(18) He denied to the police ever having been there before
(19) He had never betrayed/disclosed to them having stolen the money
(20) He concealed front his wife having mct the woman before
(21) He often boasts to his friends of being the best tennis-player in twit
(22) He apologized to his friends for being rude
(23) He complained to his boss of/about having not enough work to do
I am going to comment on sentences like these later on.
It is interesting to note in this connection that infinitive complementation
in German corresponds exactly to what has been said abc.it English. Morever, the tianslatiun equivalents of the verbs just mentioned also form exceptions to the Erasure Principle as stated by Rosenbaum. The verbs are. versprechen, geloben, schuhren, drohen, anbieten, schulden, lernem, tersichern, geste-

hen, zugeben, verraten, eroffnen, verheimlichen, bestreiten, si,11 riihmen, rich
entsGhuldigen, rich behlagen, rich beschweren. As most of the sentences (8) (23)
have close equivalents in German, it is sufficient to give only a f'..w examples:

( 8') Der Dichter versprach seinen Freunden, nicht mehr zu reimen
( 9') Der Dichter schwor/gelobte Erato, nicht mehr zu reimen
(11') Der Tyrant drohte dem Dichter (damit), seine 'Lunge abselmeiden zu
'amen
(13') Peter schuldet es seinen Kindern, das Ansehen ihrer toten Mutter wiederherzustellen
10
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(16') Er gestand seinem Freund, das Geld gestohlen zu haben
(20') Er verheimlichte seiner Ehefrau, die Frau schen getroffen zu haben
Whereas the majority of these verbs take a surface object in the dative case, a,
few verbs only occur with a verb-specific prepositional phrase (`verbspezifische
Pripositionalangabe'; cf. Engelen 1976: 161 - 176):

(17') Er gab vor der Polizci zu, einen Mord begangen zu haben
(21') Er riihmt sich oft gegeniiber seinen Freunden, der beste Tennisspieler
in der Stadt zu sein
(23') Er beklagte;beschwerte sich bei seinem Chef (darfiber), nicht genug
Arbeit zu haben

In view of these exceptions, the general validity of Rosenbaum's Erasure
Principle can no longer be sustained. This is not very surprising if one stops
to consider that Rosenbaum tries to explain purely on the basis of structura
1 considerations what turns out to be very clearly a semantic phenomenon.

Before I go to outline a solution to the control problem on a semantic
bags, I would like to comment briefly on a few other' proposals that have
been put forward by Stockwell et al. (1968), Postal (1970), and Jackendoff
(1972).

The objections raised against Rosenbaum's analysis also hold against the
solution proposed by Stockwell et al., because it merely constitutes a reformulation of Rcsenbaum's Erasure Principle in terms of case grammar. That
this is true is evident from their attempt to explain the sentence
(24) He promised us to leave at once
as a `simple blend' of the two constructions (25) and (26) without presenting
any evidence for their assumption (Stockwell et al. 1968:560):
(26) He promised us that lie would leave at once
(26) He promised to leave at once
Postal (1970.470 476) proposes that the determination of the controller
is to be accomplished by three modal constraints which he calls the Ought,
the Will Would, and the Would of intention modal constraint. Specifically, he
propounds that tzientelitA. s containing infinithe constructions of the kind under
onsideration here should ht. derived from underlying structures in which the

complement contains a modal. Thus, in the following pairs which serve as
examples for the three modal constraints each, the (b) sentences should be
considered trandurniationally &lived from the structures underlying the
(a) sentences:

(27a) Harry told Maxi that lie!

fshould I enlist in the army
'ought to

(27b) Harry told Max to enlist in the army (Postal 1970:471)
(28a) George asked Bill! if he, worn help Mary
(28b) George asked Bill to help Mary (Postal 1970: 473)
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(29a) Harry' promised Bill that het would visit Greta
(29b) Harry promised Bill to visit Greta (Postal 1970:475 f)
Apart from the question of whether the (a) and (b) sentences are really paraphrases of each other, which is certainly doubtful at least in the cases of (27a)
and (27b), Postal's propOsal leads to difficulties with verbs that do not allow
dependent that-clauses at all. Thus, for verbs like beg, beseech, implore, Postal
is forced to require ar obligatory rule that transforms the embedded sentence
into an infinitive complement (Postal 1970:474). The choice of the correct

modal constraint for verbs like these obviously becomes rather arbitrary.
It should be noted that Postal is only concerned with analysing linguistic
verbs used non-declaratively. His modal constraints therefore do not apply
to a large group of non linguistic verbs like force, oblige, prevent, although they

involve controller uniqueness just as the other verbs do. Moreover, Postal
does not mention the class of linguistic verbs that require their complements
to be vorzeitig, i.e., they require the action, process, or state referred to by the
complement to be previous to the action referred to by the matrix sentence,
as in the following examples:
(30) The police accused/suspected the poet of having stolen the money
(31) He apologized to his wife for having written the letter

It would. clearly be absurd to claim the presence of a modal in the deep
structure of these gerund complements. Accordingly, no modal constraint is
available to explain the differing coreference constraints in sentences like (30)
and (31).

The conclusion seems inevitable that the modal constraints neither fully
succeed in predicting which particular noun phrase must be the controllei
in specific cases, nor do they adequately designate the verbs that require controller uniqueness. Although Postal's analysis does not provide a satisfactory
solution, it nevertheless points to the fact that the verbs under consideration

share a semantic feature which allows for the unique determination of the
controller.
Jackendoff (1972:207 - 228) proposes to account for these facts by what he
calls networks of coreference, which he defines as well-formedness conditions

imposed by particular verbs on the semantic representation of sentences in
which they occur. The networks of coreferenee are, in turn, defined with
regard to his thematic relations with which these verbs arc associated in functional 'sentence structure. The thematic relations may be viewed as being
equivalent to Fillmore's case relations; the objections Jackendoff (1972:
34 - 36) raises against this comparison have been removed by Fillmore's
(1971a) revision of case grammar. The coreference condition necessary to
identify the controller would thus be a function of the thematic relations
associated with a particular verb.
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It should be pointed out, however, that Jackendoff's proposal does not
lead to a generalization of the kind that a certain. thematic relation without
exception acts as the controller in complement subject deletion under an eference. This entails that Jackendoff has to state his netw orks of el- :eference
for each verb, or class of verb, individually. Accordingly, he assigns the same
set of thematic relations to the verbs permit and force as to verb promise
(1972 .216 f), which requires him to state that for the first two verbs control lies
with the thematic relation that is ordinarily realized as surface object, whereas
fo, promise it is the thematic relation. that ordinarily forms its subject.
Apart from theso shortcomings, Jackendoff's proposal again supports the

conclusion arrived at abova that the coreference constraints under discussion art a function of certain semantic features common to predicates that
allow infinitive and gerund complements, because his thematic relations
may be considered as general semantic properties of predicates.
I would now like to show that it is possible to avoid having to mark each
verb individually for control. This seems feasible to me un the basis of case
grammar. I propose to refer to the following set of semantic ease relationships,
which are given below together with Jhurtened versions of Filliaurc's definitions of theni (Fillmore 1971a:41):

(A) instigator of an action, animate
(E) the affected of iv 1;s3ehological event or in a
animate
Instrumental (I) instrument; stimulus in a mental event
Objective
(0) semantically most neutral case
Source
(So) the origin or starting point of an action
Goal
(G) the receiver, or end point, of an action
Agentivo
Experienaer

.ntal state,

For cbviuus reasons, I cannot go deeply into the problem of how particular
predicates can be shown to associate w ith one or Bev eral of these cases. It
must be sufficient to mention that a number of ntactic tests, such as the

imperative test, the do so test and the happen test, may serve for distinguishing among Agentivcs, Experiencers, and Objectives (cf. Cruse 1973 and
Dillon 1974). Other paraphrase tests may be available for identifying Instrumentals (cf. Nilsen 1972 and 1973). I must, however, go into the question of

how Sure and Goal are to be assigned to particular verbs, because it will
prove essential to the following argument.
Abstracting from their oiginally locative meaning, Fillmore uses these two
cases to account for the converse relation between verbs like lend and borrow,
or sdl dud buy. Tao u lexically distinct predicates are said to be the converse of
each other if they imply each other, and if the lexical substitution of one term

for the other coincides with a reversal in the position of two of their noun
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phrases. This may be illustrated by the following examples in which I have
indicated the case roles non-formally:
(32a) The poet sells roses to schoolgirls.

0

A=So

(32b) Schoolgirls buy roses from the poet
0
So
A=G

By allowing two separate underlying cases to be represented by a single
surface noun phrase, Fillmore is moreover able to explain the well-known
differences and similarities in the meaning of the verbs give, get, and take
(33a) Peter gives the book to Mary

A=So

0

G

(33b) Mary gets the book from Peter
So
0
G
(33c) Mary takes the book from Peter

A=G

0

So

To indicate the difference between (33b) and (33c) as each being the converse
of (33a) I suggest we call sentences like (33b) process converses and sentences
like (33o) action-converses. The three of them all imply unilaterally the ollowing result-sentence:

(33d) Mary has the book
This way of accounting for con.verseness receives further independent support
from the results of Bendix' (1966:76) feature analysis of give, get, take, lend,
borrow, and a few other verbs.
It follows from 1,hese considerations that the best way of establishing that a

given predicate has Source and Goal among its cases is to show that it has
at least one converse term. Let us therefore examine another well-known
pair of con' er verbs, namely teach and learn, which may, as opposed to the
verbs examined before, take infinitive complements as their objects. Consider
the following examples, where I have again indicated the cases non formally:
(34a) The archer taught the poet to hunt with bow and arrow

A=So

G

0

(34b) The poet learned from the archer to hunt with bow and arrow
0
So
A= G

(34b) has been given above as a counterexample to Rosenbaum's

Erasure Principle. It is important to observe that in both (34a) and (34b) the
noun phrase understood to be coreferential with the erased complement
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subject is the poet. The same coreference condition obtains in German, as
may be illustrated by the translation equivalents of (34a) and (34b).
(34a') .Der Bogner lehrto den Dichter, mit Pfeil and Bogen zu jagen
A= So
G
0

(34b') Der Dichter lernto vom Bogner, mit Pfeil and Bogen zu jagen

A=G

0

So

In each of the four sentences, the Goal in the matrix sentence mst be then
controller. This is obviously the point whore the controller problem and the
convorseness analysis convorge. If a semantic erasure principle can be formula-

ted in terms of case relationships at all, and it must be kept in mind that
case relationships represent certain general semantic properties of predicates,
the consideration of these sentences leads to the conclusion that the controller
is determined on the basis of the Source-Goal relation.
To support this proposal, it would, strictly speaking, be necessary to show
that each of the large group of verbs like permit, advise, ask, accuse, force,
has a converse. As all of these verbs require their surface objects to be coreferential with the deleted complement subject, we are led to assume, on the
analogy of teach, that their objects are Goals. These verbs, however, do not
appear to have lexically distinct converse terms either in German or in English, whereas they all permit of grammatical conversion, i.e. passivization.
It is a well-known fact that the passive transformation does not affect the
coreference relation under discussion, and a passivized sentence may be said
to correspond to the process-converse mentioned above.
Another way out of this dilemma is to use paraphrases with corresponding
verbal nouns, e.g.:
(35a) John permitted the children to go to the zoo
(35b) John gave the children permission to go to the zoo
(35o) Tho children got permission from John to go to zoo
The last sentence correlates with the passive version of the first one:
(35d) Tho children were permitted (by John) to go to zoo
The corresponding result -sentenco would be as follows:
(35e) The children had permission to go to the zoo.
This may not, under closer examination, prove to have a general application, because such paraphrases are not available for each of these verbs, but
it certainly supports the analysis under the given conditions.
It should be observed, however, that these paraphrases do not seem to
distinguish verbs like permit from verbs like promise, a8 is evident from the
following examples as compared to (35ao):
(36a) The poet promised his friends to rhyme no more
(36b) The pout gave his friends the .promiso to rhyme no more
(36o) His friends rem . -A the promise from the poet to rhymo no more
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In view of these similarities, Jackendoff (1972:214 - 219) is led to assume the
same set of thematic relations for permit and promise. Observe, however, that
the process-sentences with promise, as opposed to those with permit, ale very
odd if the Agentive is left out:
(36d) *His friends received the promise to rhyme no more
(36e) *His friends were promised to rhyme no more
The German translation equivalents with versprochen exhibit. the same oddness,
while those with erlauben do not:
(36d') *Die Freundo erhielten das Verspreehen, nicht meter zu reimen
(36e') *Den Freunden wurde versprochen, nicht mehr zu reimen
(37)
Die Kinder erhielten die Erlaubnis, in den Zoo zu gehen
On the other hand, sentences with nominalizations instead of infinitive complements are quite acceptable:
(38) John was promised an expeditious consideration of his application
(38') Hans wurde eine sehnelle Bearbeitung seines Antrages versproehen
Thus, it seems that the sentences (35) (38) do not clearly support the assumption that the surfac, object of the erb promise, in contradistinction to permit
and similar verbs, is not Goal but some other case. It is therefore necessary
to produce some more evidence.
For this, let us in the first instance consider more closely the list of verbs

given above as exceptions to Rosenbaum's Erasure Principle. Apart from
learn, which has already been attended to, and owe, which I propose to deal
with shortly, they are verbs that denote specific linguistic performances.
This is true also for offer when it is used with an infinitive complement. The
greatest common semantic measure for the objects of these verbs therefore
is the feature hearer of a specific linguistic performance, which may be marked
positively or negatively, thus accounting for verbs like conceal.
In contrast to this, On other group of three-place verbs, such as permit,
accuse, force, suspect, iro/ent, also includes non-linguistic verbs, and consequently their objects do not allow of the same common characterization. For

them, the greatest common semantic measure more generally is the feature
participant affected by the action or process denoted by the verb. The definition.

must include process to account for the objects of Experieneor verbs like
envy and its German counterpart beneiden, e. g.:

(39) The boy envied the other children for being allowed to play outside,
(39') Der Junge beneidete die anderen Kinder (darum), drauBen spielen zu.
diirfen
These two characterizations may seem rather vague, but it must be kept in mind
that they constitute generalizations which are to cover a considerable number
of almost disparate applications.
It is important to observe that the salient point of these characterizations
is the distinction between two different kinds of objects. Although they appear for
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coincide in the case of verbs like acme, it can be shown that they must be
kept apart. This is evident from instances where the two co-occur, e.g. in the
German sentence:
(40) Maria beschuldigte Peter vor alien Lenten, ihre Dissertation gestohlen zu
haben
It is not even necessary that the accused person is actually present when the
accusation is made, e. g.:
(41) Wiihrend seiner Abwesenheit beschuldigte Maria Peter alien
Lenten, gegenitber, ihre Dissertation gestohlen zu haben. A literal translation of this sentence would be as follows:
(41') While he was absent, Mary accused Peter in front of everybody of
having stolen her dissertation
The possibility of the two kinds of objects co-occuring is due to th fact that
any linguistic verb notionally implies the presence of a hearer, although not
all of them allow it to occur in surface structure. Thus, it was possible to quote
sentences like (17) and (21) as counterexamples to Rosenbaum's Erasure
Principle:
(17) He admitted to the police to having committed murder

(21) He often boasts to his friends of being the best tennis-player in town
With verbs like admit and boast, that-clauses are usually preferred to infinitive
complements when they co-occur with this kind of object. That accounts for
the impression that sentences like (17) and (21) are somewhat unusual, although

they are in the opinion of a native speaker by all means grammatical. In
English, tiros: verbs apparently require their objects almost invariably to
take the preposition to, with the exception of conceal which takes from, whereas
the corresponding German verbs take the prepositions zu, vor, gegeniiber and
bei. It has already been pointed out, however, that in German there is with
objects of this kind no clear -cut distinction between those that require these
prepositions and those that are datives morphologically.

Moreover, it is interesting to observe in. this connection that in both
English and German there are other verb-specific prepositional phrases which
in fact impose o secondary coreference constraint on the complements to
verbs that ordinarily do not impose them. Thu's, (41') may be compared to
the following sentences:
(42) Mary said to her friends about Peer that he had stolen her dissertation
(43) *Mary said to her friends about Peter that Bill had stolen her dissertation
The latter sentence obviously is meaningless in that the complement does not
refer to Peter, unless one assumes that Peter is a girl referred to by the pronoun her.
All this seems to support the assumption that the objects of the verbs just

discussed are semantically distinct from those of the other verbs. At this
point I cannot go into the question of whether it is possible to identify the
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former with one of Fillmore's eases. To leave the question open for the time
being, let us call it the X case.
Thom is, however, evidence that the characterizatioo of X, as or-iosed to
that of Goal, has to be slightly modified. For this, consider the folio
quotation from the OED (s. v. oblige):
(44) In gratitude for the bequest of Preston, the town council obliged themselves to his son. to build that aisle to his memory

Oblige ob riously belongs to the class of verbs that take a Goal object, and
accordingly themselves is to be classified as such, while to his son. can only be
assigned to case X. The same is true of the corresponding German verb verpflichten:

(44') Aus Dankbarkeit fur Prestons Vermachtnis verpfliehtete rich des Stadtrat ninon Sohn gegeniiber (dazu), das Seitenschiff zu seinern Gedenken
zu erbauen
Although oblige and verpflichten seem to be linguistic verbs here, they can also
be used in a non-linguistic meaning. Thus, the characterization of X should
be modified so as to include possible non-linguistic verbs. I would suggest
the following: participant involved in (but not affected by) the action, process, or
state denoted by the verb. The characterization must include state to account for
verbs like owe, as we are going to see immediately.
Now, it is relevant to compare the verb oblige oneself with promise, swear,
vow, and threaten. They all denote the performance of a speech act that, to

different degrees, binds the speaker to the hearer with regard to a future
action for or, in the case of threaten, against the hearer. Oblige oneself can
be said to be the superordinate term, while the other three verbs are its hypo-

nyms, i.e. they each imply the superordinate term (cf. Lyons 1968:453 -455).

This compariscu points to a very interesting conclusion. Consider the

following set of sentences:
(45) They obliged themselves to the son to erect a statue to the memory of his

father
(46) They promised/threatened/ swore to/ vowed to the son to erect a statue
to the memory (.7 his father
(47) They owed it to the son to erect a statue to the memory of his father
We can observe that the object representing Goal in (45), i.e. themselves, does
not appear in the sentences (46) and (47), whereas case X, i.e. to the son, appears in three of them. (47) is obviously the result-sentence of (45) and (46),
differing notably from other result-sentences in that owe requires an object.
For these reasons, we are led to assume that promise, threaten, swear, and

vow incorporate the missing Goal, whi ^h it seems must be coreferential
with the surface subject. In other words, the verbs under consideration are
semantically reflexive.
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The same conclusions are valid for German, as can be inferred from the
following sentences:
(45') Sie Nerpflichteten sich dem Sohn gegenuber, eine Statue zum Gedenken

an seinen Vater zu errichten
(46') Sie versprachen/drohtenIschworenfgelobten dem San, eine_ Statue zum
Gedenken an seinen Vater zu errichten
(47') Sie schuldeten as dem, Sohn, eine Statue zum Gedenken an seinen Vater
zu errichten
Furthermore, this conclusion can be cohoboratedlv comparing some English
verbs which I have already mentioned as constituting exceptions to Rosenbaum's Erasure Principle to their reflexive German counterparts, i.e. offer /sick
erbieten, apologize ,sich entschuldigen, complain! sich beklagen, boast /rich riihmen

For reasons of space, I cannot go into details in this paper.

My aim would be to show that in all instances in which verbs as those
examined above impose coreference constraints not only on dependent infinitive complements, but also on other complements such as that clauses, the
Source-Goal relation is relevant to coreference.

The result of the present paper is the following Erasure Principle: The
Goal of the matrix verb deletes the subject of the infinitive complement.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MODIFICATION IN ENGLISH AND POLISH
PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

ELi13IETA MIISKAT-TABAROWSKA
The Jaye llonian University of Cracow

The remarks presented in this paper follow the author's research on the
distinction between restrictive (R) and nonrestrictive (NR) modification in
English and Polish. The results were partially discussed elsewhere (Muskat-Tabakowska, 1976), but the analysis of the data made it seem justified to
discuss certain aspects of the problem separately, in view of their pedagogical
implications.

The arguments presented further in this paper result from the following
observations. R and NR modification (of both types, i.e. S-modification and
NP-modification), nearly absent from written compositions produced by
learners on the intermediate level (i.e. students of junior years of English
Philology), become relatively frequent in the work of more advanced students
(years IV and V). The latter refers mainly to NR modification with free modifiers in the sentence final position, which confirms the opinion expressed by
F. Christensen, who considers this particular structure as one of the characteristics of 'mature style' (Christensen 1968:575).
In spite of the level of proficiency in English which enables the students to
produce sentences of considerable length and syntactic complexity, errors
attested in their work prove that they are often unaware of the existence of
conventional, formal and semantic criteria that distinguish between the two
kinds of modification. Consequently, the students do not realize that. faulty
punctuation
in absence of the other criteria
can result in blurring the
distinction and lead to distortion of meaning. The nature of these errors
changes in a characteristic way during the course of learning, and is strictly
related to syntactic preferences. students of junior years use restrictive modifying clauses more frequently than the non restrictive ones, the most common
error being the use of the "surphs' comma in front of the relative pronoun
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(for discussion, see Muskat-Tabakowska, 1976). In senior years, however, the
preference for NR modification becomes evident, the absence of comma preceding the relative pronoun being a frequent error. It is the systematic character
of both types of error that accounts for my conviction that they reflect some
sort of transitional competence on the part of the learners.

As 'superfluous' punctuation seems to disappear at the later stages of
learning, 1 it is mainly 'inadequate' punctuation that I intend to consider in this
place. It is the purpose of this paper to provide some suggestions concerning
possible remedial procedures, as the limitation of the scope of this investigation
has also been promoted by the disquieting discovery that not only dues the error
persevere, but it becomes more frequent in the v ork produced by students whose
formal education in the field of the English language has practically been couple
ted.
The starting point for the present discussion es as an analysis of all instances
of modification, encountered in 43 essays written by the fifth 3 car students as a
part of requirements for the examination in Methods of Teach:rig in the Institute of English of the Jagellonian University.
The results of the analysis are given below:
RESTRICTIVE
Typos of inodi-

fication

'Surplus'
Corrot
punctuation' comina
5

14.

NONRESTRICTIVE
No comma,
No comma,
Correct
potontial
i punctuation no ambiguity ambiguity
i

1

Totals

l6

32

16
19

17

15

48
67

In spite of their limited scope, the data confirm my earlier hypothesis:
the rule which requites insertion of a comma in front of the pronoun in any
relative demise (which is most probably due to the interference of the learners'
uatk e tongue) is eradicated during the process of formal teaching. The new
rule Oro comma introducing any relati%e clauses') occurs as the result of over gent r alization, which accounts fur inadequate punctuation in cases of NR modification. This was also confirmed by some data taken from English texts writ
ten by Pules who are highly, proficient in English but who had learned the language by the natural method and had Re% er reoived any formal education. Cf.
1. The investigation, which was carried out, made possible preliminary determination of 802 distribution in space and time.
(R, sl ikon by a person who learned English in Britain, where be spent several
years).
1 For a. dotallotl dtsuussion of Una probloin, sue Muskat-Tabitkowska 1976.
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Such instances most probably result from interference, reinforced by observation of linguistic data (i.e. cases of NR modification) which cannot be properly classified because the principle of classification is unknown. Cf., however.
2, The Department of Analyses and Forecasting of Atmospheric and Water
Pollution, where the proposed investigation would be conducted, employs
28 workers.

(NR, from the same text as ex. 1)
As the data seem to show, both presence and absence of formal normative
tuition can result in overgeneralization. the forme' leads to inadequate, the latter
to superfluous punctuation. This in turn suggests that although the taxonomy of mod :_
relative clauses must be taught, some new techniques
should be introduced in order to make the process of teaching more effective.
It was the search for such techniques that provided an incentive for the following investigation.
In Polish, punctuation of both R and NR clauses is regulated by a 'categorically demanding rule' (`przepis bezwzglednie nakazujqcy ', cf. Przylubscy
1973:22) which requires that the clause is set off by two commas the 'opening' and the 'closing' one. The nature of the rule is purely conventional, which
accounts for systematic ambiguity (in respect of R vs. NR modification) of all
modifying clauses that are not dismabiguated by some other factors.
In English, the comma is the most flexible of all punctuation marks in the
range of its use and it has eluded grammarians' attempts to categorize its uses
satisfactorily' (Quirk et al. 1972.1058). In spite of the fact that investigating
the sy stem of punctuation means 'dealing with tendencies which, while clear eaomil are by no means rules' (Quirk et al. 1972:1061), a fairly general rule has been

foi 'Inflated which states that 'a comma occurs before a relative pronoun in a

non-restrictive clause, matching the commencement of a new tone unit'
(Quirk et al. 1972:1064).
In Polish, this part of the rule that demands the use of the 'closing' comma

is gradually becoming a purely normative prescription, as its omission is the
common practice among the native speakers of Polish (cf. Przy!,ibscy 1973:
46). Ample evidence can be found in written and printed texts of all sorts.
The 'opening' comma, however, is a proverbial 'must' with the educated Poles.
In English, the corresponding rule despite its differentiating function
also teems mostly prescriptive with many native speakers. The data collected
for the purposes of this investigation prove that the comma
written equint of the 'comma intonation' is used mainly in those cases in which the
lack of punctuation m ould make reading difficult, result in significant ambiguity, or lead to misunderstanding.
The examples which were used to check this hypothesis come from an
informal letter, written by an English girl (with a university diploma in humanities). The letter included eight instances of NR relative clauses, only four of
11 Papers and Studies ...

I
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which were preceded by a comma. The remaining four were presented to five
native speakers of English, who were given the text in its entirety. It was accompanied by a note explaining that it was selected for the purpose of testing a,
group of students in comprehension, and that they were kindly asked to correct all mistakes that they might find in it. Four of my informants were British, the fifth was an American, all of them were educated (university diplomas),
two were professional teachers of English. The sentences, as well as the results,
are given below.
3. .Rita left our flat to go to Milan where she is now teaching English.
(An obvious case of NR modification. Comma supplied by one informant, a,
professional teacher of English).
4 With the three-day week, we went home early on Thursdays and Fridays
which was a bright light in the gloom!

(NR S-modification. None of the informants supplied the comma).
5. The Warsaw Book Fair is from 19th to 24th May this year, two days shorter
than before which will be a good thing as the last two days did drag...
(NR S-modification. Comma supplied by one informant
the same as in case
of 3.
probably in order to set of the inserted adverbial phrase.)
6. We have also been to various plays which we have enjoyed.

(NR NP modification. we had first seen the plays and only afterwards enjoyed
them, which rules out the possibility of R modification. None of the informants
supplied the comma).
The necessity of using a comma in the remaining four NR clauses was confirmed by all informants, ho acknowledged thz dismabiguating or clarifying
function of punctuation in these cases:
7. Many thanks for the lovely postcard from the mountains, which arrival
this morning.
(There was only one postcard, and it arrived this morning.) cf.
7a. Many thanks for the lovely postcard from the mountains

2vhich

that

arrived

this morning.

(There were more postcards, and one of them arrived this morning).
8. It has been very mild, but we had one surprise morning of snow, which had
all melted by the afternoon.
(Snow came as a, surprise, but it melted soon.)

cf.
8a. *It has been very mild, but we had one surprise morning of snow

Swhichl

1 that

had all melted by the afternoon.
(Semantically unacceptable).
9. She is hoping to go into social work, which she was doing here before.

(She is hoping to begin doing the same kind of work.)
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{which}
she was doing here before.
that
(She is hoping to come back to the same job.)
10. Please thank Tadek for his letter, which 1 have sent to be framed.

9a. She is hoping to go into social work

(There was only one letter, and it will be framed.)
cf.

10a. Please thank Tadek for his letter

{which}
I have sent to be framed.
that

(There were more letters, and one of them will be framed.)
These examples seem to imply that the native speaker's linguistic intuition accounts for less correspondence between intonation in speech and punctuation in writing that it is usually given credit for. punctuation is not used
consistently as a means of 'recording intonation'. Once the discrepancy between the norm and usage is stated, however, there does not seem to be much
point in teaching the former, which the traditional approach tends to do,
Consequently, one must begin by looking for criteria of differentiation between
the two types of modification other than the unreliable, mainly conventional
and normative, criterion of presence or absence of a comma.

The deep structure of relative clauses, both R and NR, is apparently the
same for the tw u languages under consideration. Out of the existing interpreta-

tions, I feel inclined to accept the one presented by Sandra A. Thompson,
i.e. the assumption that an 'appropriate underlying representation for a relative clause sentence is a conjunction' (Thompson 1971:80). At least in case
of NR modification such an interpretation seems widely accepted, and it is
generally assumed that all NRs must be derived from sequences of sentences.
In respect of Polish, traditional taxonomies based on semantic criteria consider
relative clause sentences as having "za podstawc to, ie oba =Swirl o tym samy rn przedmiocie".2 cf.. "a relative clause sentence is equivalent to two independent predicators on the same argument" (Thompson 1971:80). NP and
S-modyfying NR clauses had not been isolated till relatively recently (both R
attributive, cf.
and NR relatiN e clauses were classified as `przydawkowe'
discussion in Tabakowska 1966). However, one of the earliest definitions emphasises the aspect of tense in such elauses,3 as well as semantic import of the
relative pronoun itself: `... a zaimki ktory,co oznaczajg to samo, co. a on, a ten,
i on, on. zaS'.4 This function of the relative pronoun was also noticed by Thump-

__

1

... basud upun the fact that they both refer to the samo object' (Elexnensiovicz

(1937:255 - 250), quoted in Tabakowska (1966:133)).
' A factor sownirigly mum signilicant in Polish than in English. Detailed discussion

of this aspect of the problem, houta, or promising, exceeds the scope of this paper.
... and the pronouns which, what (=which in English, EMT) moan the samo as:
and he, and this one, but he' (1Crasnonelski (1898.120), quoted in Tabakowska (1960:
4

134)).
II,
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son, who uses it as one of formal criteria of idertification of such clauseg.5
Klemensiewicz (1963. 86), who acknowledges the existence of the distinction between R (ezdania przydawkowe') and NR ('zdania rozwijajtice') realt,ive clauses, enumerates the, following formal criteria xx Well he considers
characteristic of the former (but not the latter) category:
3. Criterion of clause reduction:

a. the V of the VP in the relative clause can be replaced with a participle
('irnieslOw przymiotnikowy ezyany tub bierny'), e. g.
11. Zly to ptak, co wlasne
kala.
11a. Zly to ptak, kalajetcy wiasne gniazdo.
cf.
11b. it's an ill bird that fouls its own nest.
I le. It's an ill bird fouling its own nest.
b. the V of the VP in some (sic) of such relative clauses can be placed with a
gerund, eg.
12. StaroZytny byi zwyczaj, iz dziedzice nowi na pierwrzej uczcie sami sluiyli
ludowi.
1 2a. Staraiytny byl zwyczaj sluZenia samych dziedzic(;,,,

na pierwszej uczcie.

cf.
1 2b There was an old custom such that the new squires themselves served the
people at the firs' feast.
1 2c. There was an old custom r f serving the people by the new squires themselves
at the first feast.
2.

13

Criterion of attribute conjunction. a non-reduced relative clause can be
joined to i,he attribute by means of a conjunction, eg.
... owct piosenke, slawnel dzii na calym awiecie, a k,tdrel po raz pierwszy
wygraly ll'lochom polskie trgby legijondw.

cf.
13a. ?... that song, now famous all Love: the world, awl which was played to the
Italians for the first time by the Polish legion', trumpets.
1 Thompson acknowhAlgos tho existence of certain restriction on this tort. and
cannot be used. to combine the main clause and the NP-modifying NR clatiou if one of
tho constituents is oithor a question or au imperative; cf. her example:
Tell your father, who is outside, that supper is ready.

but:
* Te11 your father that supper is ready, and he is outside.
The test applied to the Polish equivalent of the sentence gives:
Powiedz °jou, ktOry jest na dworze, ze kolacja gotowa.
*Powiedz ojcu, ze kolacja gotowa. i on jest na dworze.
?Powiedz ojcu, ee kolacja gotowa, a on jest na dworze.
It acorns li,,vly that possiblc acceptability of the last of the aboxe so. tetices results fron
the distinction bet iv uori sumanta, au port of the cuitjunt-t tun : as compared a ith a. Da.- tailed
discussion exceeds the scope of tho present analysis.
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Criterion of 'augury': in the main clause deictic pronouns ten (this), dw
(that), taki (such) are used, which introduce the contents of the relative

clause, eg.
14. Odrodzenie nastui przez tych, ktdrzy
cf.

14a. Renaissance will be brought about by those who keep going.6

As shown in Tabakowska (1966), none of these criteria can be considered
reliable; either because they only apply in some eases (eg. there are verbs in
Polish which do not form attributive participles) or else because they apply
to evidently NR clauses as well, cf. eg.
15. Pierwszci ksigikc TVojciechowskiego, napisana w 1966 r., poiyczyla mi
Maria. (Criterion la)
cf.

15a. Wojciechowski's first book, written in 1966, was lent to me by Maria.
16.
Wspominala lata wojny, lata szamotania sic ze zlym losem.
(Criterion lb)
cf.

16a. She remembered the years of war, the years of fighting against the cruel
fate.
17.

Aktorka .Maja iKomorowska, bardzo juz slawna, a ktorej ja jeszcze nie oglqdalem, nieczcsto wystcpuje w telewizji.
(Criterion 2)

ef.

17a. ? Actress Maja Komorowska, already very famous and whom I have not
yet seen, seldom appears in TV.
18. Tc ksigikg, ktora jest jui powszechnie znana, poiyczyla mi Maria. (Criterion 3)
cf.

18a. This book, which is already very well-known, was lent to me by Maria.
Klemcnsiewicz himself uses the criteria with considerable lack of consistency, and the distinction between the two types of modification often becomes blurred. This can be easily seen in the sentence 13. above, which is apparently an instance of NR modification (the `augury', i.e. the pronoun owq,
clearly refers back to some restriction imposed by the earlier context, which
has not been quoted). Similarly, senter_ces qualified as `rozwijajace' (examples
given in Klemensiewicz (1963 :101) fulfil criterion lb and, as was rightly
observed by Tabakowska (1966:137), an intuively felt to be 'attributive'
(i.e. restrictive).
As is seen from the English versions of 11. - 18., all the above remarks apply
to English in the same measure as they apply to Polish. The failure of KleExamples 11. - 14. from Klomonsiowicz 1963 :86. The headings

'1161
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mensiewices formal criteria, as well as evidence given by Thompson, seem
to imply that the distinction between R and NR modifying clauses has no
syntactic foundations, either in English or in Polish. To quote Thompson
(1971.87) again, "the differences between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clause sentences are not of the sort that ought to be represented structurally, instead, they at', differences representing a sp,aicer's decision about
how to present to the hearer information present in the /modifying representation".
It is precisely this deci.ion that in Polish often beco:'-..es overtly manifest .
ed in the surface structure of NR relative clause sentences. Namely, the NR
modifying clauses can include one of the limited set of semantically cognate
adverbs (ur adverbial phrases).' The list inelul,s .such items as zresztei rafter
all), natriasein nuSwicie (by the way, incidentally), nota bene, w dociarku
addition), etc. The semantic import of all these lexical items emphasises the
supplementary (roza ijajacy') character of information conveyed by the relative clause, and they cannot occur with R modification. Cf. eg.
zraszki
nawiasein inOwicio
nota bene
11d. Zly to peak, 1:14ry
zvlasne gniazdo kala.
w dodatk,u

ild. can be interpreted only as a case of NE modification. This me is an ill
bird, and
on top of everything else
it fouls its own nest. Thus, the
meaning of 11d. is equivalent to
11e. It is an ill bird, which fouls its own nest.
Cf. also
11f. Zly to peak, i kala wlasne gniazdo.,

which is equivalent to
11g. It is an ill bird, and it fouls its own nest.
The conjunctions jednak huw ever), przeciai (and yet), wszak,:e, (all t he same),

bcidi co !idi (nevertheless), etc. are also used in NR midi% c clauses, in such
cases in which the relative clause conveys some information a hose srmantie
import contrasts with the contents of the main clause or conas its something
unexpected by the sender of the message', cf.
' Tliesi, aro °tilled wskaboki Lospoleilia aypoawdzt spolrzydiiy oh' and discuss°
lit Twardhilsow a (1969.137), alto coi waters thom as UI IV of Ulu formal criteria of differentiating bota eon 'rodiaijajace' (d*Aulopmg) and 'aztipulniiijqci,' (conipkiliolaing) rotative
clausos ill Poligh.
' In Polish taxonomies, these conjimaloits aro classified as 'przuciwatawni$ (contrasting), of. og. Szobor (1903:105).
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8b. Ostatnio pogoda byla bardzo lagodna, ale jednego rana nie. itiziewanic spadl
ktory jednak calkiem stopnial jui po poludniu.9
To sum up, it can be stated that
apart from semantic considerations

the following criteria of differentiation between R and NR relative clauses
can be established:

I. English: 1. NR clauses are never introduced by the pronoun that.
2. NR clauses are cut off by commas in cases of potential ambiguity or misunderstanding.
3. NR clauses can be represented as: S1-1-andl-S2 (cf., however,
footnote no. 5 above)

II. Polish:

4. NR clauses often include certain lexical items that cannot
occur with R modification."
5. NR clauses can be represented as: S1-1-

a

1-1-S2

(cf. footnote

5 above)

The criterion shared by English and Polish is, of course, the olearcut
discrimination between R and NR modification in the spoken medium, ie.
by means of intonation. Its possible use in teaching was discussed elsewhere
(Muskat-Tabakowska 1976). Apart from this distinction, to the best of my
knowledge none of the criteria formulated abo% e has been consistently employed in teaching. Allen (1959.235) offers an exercise based on criterion 3 above,
dis'ussing it under the heading of `Connective Relative'. In the same textbook,

we find an exercise which requires that NR relative clause sentences are split

into separate constituents in order to yield an acceptable spoken form of
narrative' (Allen 1539.233). Otherwise, most of the exercises involve recognition (In which of the following sentences are commas required ?', Pink 1954.

29). Production is usually limited to exercises that require combination of
ready-to-be used clauses (*Combine the following pails of sentences by means
of non defining relative pronouns' (Allen 1959.231)). The obvious disadvantage of such exercises seems to be that they consist of separate items, dewid
of both linguistic and extralinguistic context. In ordel to elicit expected yes
ponse, the items must be either fairly obvious eg.
19. Julius Caesar came to Britain in .;5 B. C. He was a powerful Roman general.
(Allen 1959:231),

or else the entire amount of information needed fur making propel tlassifi
cation must be crammed into a single ,e ntenee, which renders it a: tificial and
overloaded, eg.
Translation of 8. offered by one of my fourth year studonts.
to The possibility of occurrence of analogous Items in the surface strut. t ot, of English

NR relative clauses cannot of course bo excluded. However, they aru Ivaw fir gat ot
possibly because of the discriminating function of the comma.
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20. Louis XIV of France who reigned for seventy-one years and Francis Joseph
who became Emperor of Austria in 1848 and survived with little to make life
worth living up to 1916 are the only two crowned heads to eclipse the historic
staying power of Victoria (Pink 1954:32).

The result usually is that the exercise is done quite automatically, which
does not ensure correctness of subsequent original production. And the ultimate purpose is, after all, to make prospective writers aware of the need to
check whether a given sentence, placed in a given context, does indeed eons cv
the meaning that it was intended to convey.
In view of the discussion presented earlier in this paper, conscious and
systematic comparison between English and Polish seems a promising do ice,
which in turn suggests the principles of cognitive code learning as the optimum approach. Such an assumption, utilizing the criteria of differentiation
between English and Polish R and NR relative clause modification that wet
formulated above, entails the use of certain selected techniques. Out of those,
the technique of translation seems to me most advisable. I would use it (as
I actually do with my own students) 'primarily as an incentive for the student

to approach the English (and Polish, as I suggest using translation both
from and into the target language EMT) text with a maximum of concentration') (Aarts 1968:226). The function of the entire text would consist
mainly in providing semantic clues concerning interpretation of modifier.. in

respect of R vs. NR differentiation. Translation from Polish into English
would entail conscious choice of the proper pronoun (that or no that) and
emphasis on disambiguating factors, of which the comma is the must important
one On the other hand, translating from English into Polish would incorporate translating 'the meaning' of the non-restrictive comma, i.e. inserting into
the Polish version lexical signals that in Polish perform the function of disambiguation of relative clauses in terms of their R or NR character. Both types
of exercises world in fact involve what is called 'retranslation', ie. provision
of carefully 3elect,A1 and presented stimuli in the native tongue that are meant
to elicit desired (and well defined) responses in the foreign language.
Apart from translation, paraphrase seems to be another useful technique.
Exercises would be based on criteria 3 and 5, which
in view of their considerable similarity for the two languages under consideration
du not require
the use of contrastive techniques.
Last but not least, in view of the fact that the 11, vs. NR ambiguity is
finally resolved only on the basis of extralinguistie signals, ie. assumptions of
the writer (possibly defined in terms of fouls and presupposition, of. Jackendoff (1972; eh 6)), broad contextualization of teaching materials would also
be postulated, eg in the form of commentaries, sets of questions drawing the
students' attention to certain points, etc.
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I hope that the above remarks would prove helpful if taken into consideration when preparing teaching materials. However, it is only actual implementation that can prove (or disprow, as the case may be) their practical value.
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